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“The Indecisiveness

of

4odern

War”

wan. Bond
Mr. Bond writes that warfare

has become steadily less decisive in the

senseof realizing the aims of those who have resorted to it deliberately.
It has become generally harder to clinch ‘victory

by the decisive battle,

and,in the sphere of grand strategy, it is most difficult for the aggressor
orany of the belligerents to secure peace terms that bring more than very
short-time gains.

*

*

*

COMING:
ColonelSidney B. Berry, Jr., in part III of “Observations of a Brigade Com
mander,”discusses the necessary command and control exercised by the brigade
Commander and the importance
of the helicopter
in his performance
of this mis
sion.He alio gives hk views on logistics, personnel, training, and the opera
tionof a base camp in Vietnam.
Colonel paul
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in Vietnam
BrigadierGeneralEarl F. Cole,
United States Armg
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ERHAPS nowhere in history will
be found a more diversified op
eration for replacing battle-weary
troops and casualties than in Vietnam.
Many units now in Vietnam arrived
aboard ships requiring 15 to 20 days
to cross the Pacific from the United
States. Today, as the Vietnam veteran
completes, his tour and returns home,
hig replacement arrives by jet aircraft
with stewardess service, movies, and
other niceties which are somewhat un
usual for travel to a combat theater.
It takes less than a day to travel from
the west coast Oakland Army Base to
Vietnam.
On arrival, which may he at any

‘
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hour, the replacement will land at one
of two airfields, Bien Hoa -or Camrahn
Bay. Bien Hoa Airbase, located about
23 miles northeast of Saigon, takes
Army passenger
flights which for
merly landed at Tan Son Nhut near
Saigon. Close to Bien Ho? is the 90th
Replacement Battalion Which operates
the Long Binh Replacement Facility.
It is here the newcomer will reside for
a day or so.
Procedures

Differ

Replacement processing procedures
differ considerably from those used
during World War 11 and Korea. Pro
gramed replacements have a scheduled
assignment under the unit to unit sys
tem. Unprogrammedloss replacements
are assigned to the United States
Army, Vietnam (USARV ) Transient
Detachment “for further assignment.”
Stockage of replacements is nonexist
ent under the unit to unit system, al
though some personnel are always in
a reassignment status and constitute
a moving stockage group.
Continental United States (CON
US) commanders publish orders as
signing Vietnam bound replacements
to a CONUS overseas replacement sta
tion (ORS) at either Oakland, Fort
Lewie, or Fort Dix. Included in tbe
Brigadier General Earl F. Cole is
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel
aud Administration, Headquarters, US
Army, Vietnam. A graduate of the
Armed Forces Staff G’oUege, Norfolk,
Virginia, and the Natioual War Col
lege, Fort McNair, Washington, D. C.,
he saw service in the Chh-BunruzIndia theater; served in Germany in
various staff and commaud positione;
was assigned to the 8th Army-United
Nations Command staff; and, W“or to
his current assignment, held many key
poeitbus on the Department of the
Army staff in Washington.
4

orders is a etatement that the individ
ual is further assigned to the USARV
Transient Detachment and again fur
ther assigned to either a designated
USARV unit or a replacement battal
ion. This procedure applies for all re
placements except sergeants major,
chief warrant officers (W-4’S), and
majors and above.
Flight Notification

When the replacement reports into
the ORS, he ia manifested for a spe
cific flight to the Republic of Vietnam
(RVN). At this point, the ORS pro
duces a flight notification electronic
accounting machine (EAM ) card con
taining the replacement’s name, rank,
service number, military occupational
specialty ( MOS), airport destination
in Vietnam, flight number, departure
date, unit of further assignment in
Vietnam, and the requisition control
and line item number. About 24 to 28
hours before the replacement’s sched
uled arrival in Vietnam, the EAM card
is transceiver to the replacement fa
cility receiving the flight and the 12th
Data Processing Unit (DPU) which
is located adjacent to USARV Head
quarters.
A listing is prepared by the 12th
DPU for the replacement directorate
of the USARV Adjutant General Sec
tion for confirmation of assignment
or diversion of personnel on hoard the
aircraft. The Enlisted Replacement
Division reviews the requirements of
subordinate USARV commands, and
confirms or changes the original sched
uled unit of assignment by annotating
the name listing. Only diversions nec
essary to suatah a top combat posture
for the tactical deployment of troop
unite are made, The annotated copY is
returned to the 12th DPU where new
EAM cards are prepared for the
MilitaryReview
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changes made hy the Adjutant Gen
eral. These cards are transceiver to
the replacement battalion at least 12
hours prior to flight arrival time.
At the replacement facility, each
new assignment card is substituted
for the original assignment card. The
data is then manipulated to accom

OPERATIONS

. Firm assignment EAM cards are
processed through an IBM 407 ac
counting machine which has been pro
gramed to print special orders. A
short, direct, extract order is printed
for each arrivee. The order assigns
each individual to a major command
as prescribed by the maior com

Newlyarrivedsoldierscompletetheir in-processingpapers
plish a number of administrative re
quirement:
� It is sorted by geographical des
tination within Vietnam and trans
mitted to tbe movements control ot%ce
where transportation is requested for
the number of personnel assigned to
each station. At this time, commands
served by motor transportation are
advissd to pick up their replacements
at a specified date and time. Process
ing assignment orders in advance of
the replacement’s arrival permits pre
arranging transportation to move re
placements more rapidly.
Fehnmy 1969

mander. Orders are issued to the ma
jor command headquarters or to the
unit level indicated by the commander.
In this way, subsequent administra
tion is minimized.
� The data provides postal locator
card service and permits early identi
fication of mail in the replacement fa
cility for the newly arrived replace
ment.
After the order is run on the ma
chine, it is sent to the personnel proc.
essing section for hold until the re
placement actually lands in Vietnam.
A soldier deplaning at Bien Hoa ia
5
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met by a teem from the 90th Replace
ment Battalion and is told what he can
expect during the next few days. After
this briefing, the replacement collects
his baggag+he
has been authorized
to carry 200 pounds overseas, but
rarely carries
this amount—and
boards a bus. Convoys transport him
from the airfield to the replacement
facility.
Night convoys are escorted by

the newcomer is guided to a briefing
area where he is informed what to
expect during his brief stay there. By
groups, the replacements are then es
corted to a processing room where
they are issued a series of cards which
everyone in Vietnam must carry on
his person at all times.
These include a ration card; “Stand
ing Orders, Rogers’ Rangers,” which
eeta forth 19 basic rules drawn un bv

US Arm”

Photo,

Tents havegivenwayto singIeanddouble-story,tropicalstylefacilities
armed military police jeeps to Long
Binh, approximately eight miles south
of Bien Hoa Airbase. Similar precau
tions are taken during each subse
quent move until replacements reach
their final unit of assignment in Viet
nam. Replacements destined for tbe
1st and 2d Corps Zones land at Cam
ranh Bay where replacement opera
tions under tbe 22d Replacement Bat
talion are eimilar to those at Long
Binb.
On arrival at a replacement facility,
6

Major Robert Rogers in 1751 for the
soldier to follow while in hostile coun
try; “The Enemy in Your Hands,”
which establishes specific “do’s” and
“don’t’s” in the treatment of prisoners
of war as set forth by the Geneva
Prisoners of Wsr Convention of 1949;
and “Nine Rules,” which governs each
soldier’s daily contsct and treatment
with the South Vietnamese people.
After the replacement has received
theee cards, a processing noncommis
sioned officer collects the special orMilii
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dere and 201 tiles and checks the iden
tification card of each individual for
expiration date and to insure that no
one under 18 is in the group. Replace
ment aleo complete emergency data
slips and fill in personnel data on
postal lecator cards to insure that mail
routing to them ie accomplished ac
curately and quickly. After thie initial
processing, the new troops convert
their money to military payment cer
tificate, check the caeual mail eection
for any mail that may have arrived for
them, then go to an area where bag
gage hae been off-loaded from the bus
convoy, and, finally, proceed to a hilIeting area. There, they are iesued bed.
ing and aesigned bunks which will be
home for the next 12 to 24 hours.

� Are below standard in educa
tional background.
� Require
frequent supervisory
controls as may be evidenced by
courts-martial, civil convictions, and
other revealing documents.
� Are hatiltual troublemakers.
. Are below minimum physical
standarda for assignment to a combat
unit.
� Possess special talents, either of
a military or civilian nature, which
are especially needed by the command.
During the past year, over SO per
cent of all personnel processing
through the USARV replacement fa
cilities proceeded to the original as
signment shown in orders issued by a
CONUS commander.

Review Assignments

Orientation

Almost all of the replacements will
have their aaeignmente reviewed be
fore their arrival in RVN. Replace
ment whose aeeignmente have not
been finalized will, upon completion of
initial proceeding, be reported to Head
quarters, USARV, by name and MOS.
If a particular man’s services are
still required by hie original unit of
assignment, he will preceed to that
unit. If the unit to which he is as
signed no longer requires hie skill, if
he has a critical skill required else
where, or if a higher mission require
ment exiets in another unit, he will
be diverted to a more preseing assign
ment. In this connection, as soon as
the replacements have completed their
init?al processing, all 201 files are
givkm to a USARV assignment team
for review in connection with critical
skills and screening for selected per
sonnel whom the command wiehes to
contact on arrival in RVN.
The records are also reviewed to
isolate personnel who:

Each replacement facility presente
five te eix hours of orientation on’ mil
itary courtesy, dress, and appearance;
pereonal hygiene, tropical diseaees,
and first aid; piaster control; and the
Army savings programe. Replacement
view a film entitled the “Unique War,”
and receive an orientation lecture and
a. discussion of the manner in which
good relations should be maintained
with personnel of the host country.
Upon receipt of orders or confirma
tion of orders at the proeesaing sec
tion, transportation requests are ini
tiated for aircraft or vehicles to vari
oue points within the RVN. Normally,
a replacement who arrives before 1000
will depart by 1000 the following day.
Except for guard, police, rollcalls, and
some details, the replacement bas free
time on his hande until his flight de
parture hour.
Unlike the replacement facilities of
World War II and Korea, the USARV
facilities are fast becoming fixed in
etallatione. Tents are being replaced

February
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by single and double-story, tropical
style facilities. Latrine facilities are
provided at selected points along the
boundaries and in close proximity to
the barracks cross streets. Perimeter
defenses are manned day and night.
Included in the 90th Replacement
Battalion Facility at Long Binh are
clubs, messhalls, a dispensary, an exchange, and post offices to accommodate 4,000 replacements or returnees,
plus the permanent party. Camp Long
Binh, developed from a jungle area
heginning May 1966, is a large, modern camp today. When completed, it
will have a chapel and service clubs
added to existing facilities to serve a
planned capacity of 6,000 enlisted
men, 300 officers, and 200 female replacement or returnee personnel.
Similar replacement facilities exist

at Camranh Bay. AIthough this facil
ity is smaRer, the receipt, processing,
and transportation for replacements to
their units of assignment are standardized throughout the country.
The United States Army, Vietnam
replacement system, operated by a
handful of people, is a lean, highly
specialized mechanized organization
which processes replacements through
its facilities to an ultimate unit of
assignment within. 24 hours. Replacement processing and support facilities
are directed to placing the “personal
in personnel” at all times during the
handling of each individual. Travel of
replacements has never heen so fast
or convenient. Treatment of replacements has never before been equaled
by any replacement system in the
world.

9

Replacementswe are getting are very good and highly motivated.The
quality has never been equaledin the history of the UnitedStates Army.
Major General W@izm E. DePuy
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TWO “VIEWS ON NATO

A EuropeanView

THEFUTURE
OF T

NATO
Ferdi

February
1968

ksche

HE condition of the North At
lantic Treaty Organization re
sembles that of a seriously ill patient
who can he saved only by an operation
which no one wants to perform for
lack of courage and will. It is cer
tainly wiser to face this fact soberly
than to hell oneself into illusions. It
does not help to pretend that nothing
has changed in the effectiveness of the
Western alliance.
Up to now, the United States has
heen the principal guarantor of West
ern Europe’s security. However, her
attention is diverted by the war in
Vietnam and it seems that her only
interest in Europe is a d~tente. The
9
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nuclear nonproliferation
treaty will,
undoubtedly, undermine NATO still
more since this treaty makes demands
upon the nonnuclear countries which
the nuclear greats would never be will
ing to meet. Even though one in the
United States may hold a different
view, Washington’s efforts to conclude
a nuclear nonproliferation treaty with
Moscow is the decisive factor that
causes resentment in many European
circles and largely contributes to the
rebirth of a new German nationalism.
NationalConsciousness
It is difficult to resist the impres
sion that the Soviets have already
succeeded in decisively loosening the
solidarity of the Atlantic nations. The
consciousness that is develouimz in
Western Europe today is not ~ E-uro
pean, hut a national consciousness. It
is manifested in the increasing tend
ency of tho Weat European govern
ments to pursue a “flexible policy” not
only among themselves, but also to
ward the USSR. They tend io act in
dividually withont recognizing that
they can hardly be serious treaty part
ners for the Soviet giant. Western
Europe is well on the way back to par
ticularism which furthers its disinte
gration from witbin and, therefore, in
creases the danger from outeide.
Fsvdinnnd Otto Milmche, born in
Aewtrla, is a naturalized French cit
izen engaged in operatiomzl reeearch
in Pam”e.He wae a member of Genend
de Gaulle’s penmrud staff during
World War II; was a professor at the
Staff College of the Portuguese Army
in Lisbon; and was awarded the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization Scholm-
ship for 1960-61. The author of numer
oue books on military anbjects, his
most recent publications are The Failure. of Atomic Strategy and 1970-1980
Capitulation Saris Gnerre.
10,

General Charles A. de Gaulle’s with
drawal from NATO has drastically
hastened the disintegration of the At
lantic aliiance. Without France, the
alliance falls into two, large, separate
areas: the northwestern area compris.
ing Norway, Denmark, the United
Kingdom, the Benelux countries, and
the Federal Republic of Germany; and
the southeastern area embracing Italy,
Greece, and Turkey.
Between the two areas there is a
gap. France constitutes the geostra
tegic heart of western Europe without
which the main front between the
Baltic Sea and the Alps cannot be
held militarily. This situation, for all
practical purposes, makes Paris the
arbitrator who decides when an ag
gression by tbe East shall be coun
tered. However, while France can
block a strategically uniform defense
of Western Europe, on one hand, she
is, on the other hand, not capable of
guaranteeing the security of her land
by her own resources.
Nuclear armament alone is not suf
ficient. What ie the force de frap.os to
do? Who is to be deterred by it? h
what crisis situation is it to be used
hesides the unlikely event of a nuclear
attack on France?
NeedIS Obvious ‘
The necessity of a balanced defenee
system is obvious. In order to regain
the sovereign military independence,
France would have to activate, in ad
dition to the force de frappe, at least
12 regular and 12 reserve divisione
instead of the planned six. Further
more, she would need a territorial and
a civil defense system and maintain
her own air force and navy. But no
European country is in a position to
afford all this. Therefore, it is also
impoeeible for France to gain on her

Review
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own the military autonomy which she
so much desires, but which can he
realized only within a larger suprana
tional framework.
France constitutes
the indispensa
ble hinterland for the defenee of the
Federal Republic of Germany. With
out the use of the French airbasea and
pipelines, the execution of a large-

VIEW

The Kremlin still maintains the con
cept that security ranks before the
relaxation of tension. This must be re
membered and understeed when hear
ing Moscow’s repeated proposals on
the creation of nonnuclear zones, the
evacuation of bases, and the with
drawal of troops from foreign coun
tries. This means that the Sovieta

NATO

Letter

GeneralLymanL. Lemnitzer,SupremeAlliedCommander,Europe
scale airlift from the United Statee
is almoet impossible. Besides, such an
operation requires the protection of
the Federal Republic along the bor
ders with East Germany through suf
ficiently strong shield forces. Apart
from all the military and technical dif
ficulties attending the execution of an
airlift, divisions stationed in Europe
are certain to be taken more seriously
by the Soviets than divisions based
across the Atlantic Ocean. Moscow
might, with good reason, interpret any
reduction or withdrawal of US troops
from the Federal Republic as Wash
ington’s disinterest in Europe.
February
1966

would withdraw only behind the Vis
tula River while the US forces would
have to cross the Atlantic Ocean in
order to return to weetern Europe.
The two alliance systems, NATO
and the Warsaw Pact, differ geostra
tegically, and are also entirely differ
ent in their military. structure. The
Soviet troops deployed in central Eu
rope merely represent an advance
guard. The mass of reserves that can
be mobilized constitutes the actual
main force. The West, on the other
hand, has only itc 26 NATO divisions
in the rear of which is a military
void threatening to become larger if
11
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the allied troops withdraw in the years
to come.
In view of this situation, the idea
to transform the Atlantic Pact into
an instrument of relaxation—which
would deprive the alliance of its true
meaning—is as unrealistic ae, for ex
ample, wanting to make the European
Common Market a nuclear power.
Many think that the Warsaw Pact is
to be cut down step by step to parallel
NATO. But while the United States
is visibly loosening the reins in Eu
rope, the Soviet Union has remained
the dominating power in eastern Eu.
rope despite all differences of opinion.
Much has changed in the Socialist
camp, but with the tension that pre.
vails between the leading class and the
non-Communist masses, all govern
ments of the Eastern bloc depend upon
the assistance of the Kremlin. Deepite
appearances, their latitude is by no
means as large as one is inclined to
assume.
Integrated Armament
It is the integrated armament and
not the integrated strategic planning
that constitutes
the strength of an
alliance. The dissolution of tbe War
saw Pact would%nly be a formality,
for the armed forces of East Europe
would remain integrated with respect
to their armament and their staffs
could consult in secrecy.
All divisions of these nations have
the same type of tanks-one light,
two medium, and two heavy models;
and one single model of submachinegun, rifle, light and heavy machineguns, and antitank rocket. All artillery
unite have Soviet weapons of uniform
caliber and ammunition. It should also
be noted that the Soviet armed forces
are more than adequate to enable the
USSR to aeeert herself politically in
12

Western Europe. Moscow does not de
pend upon the support of her satellite
countries.
In the fever of the d~tente, the West
sees only what it wants to see. After
nearly 20 years of fear of Soviet ag.
gression, a psychological reaction has
set in. The thesis that the USSR is no

Allgentei.e Schtwuerimhe
Mclitovzeitmhrift

Generalof the Army MikhailI. Kazakov,
Chief of Staff of Warsaw Pact Forces
longer a threat to Europe is generally
accepted without reservation and with
almost no criticism. However, there is
no evidence that the Soviete are sin
cerely willing to make serious efforts
toward a settlement of the existing
differences. Their behavior continues
to be unyielding in probleme which are
the source of East-West tension,
whether it is the German reunification,
the Berlin problem, or the closed bor
der. And why should Moscow show itMiliiq Review
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self ready for concessions when the
West without asking for anything in
return might sweep all obstacles off
the table ?
Broken porcelain cannot be glued.
Even if mended, it cannot stand a
bump or’bkw. That is how it is with
NATO. What the West needs is a new
alliance in keeping with the world sit
uation. The problem to be solved is the
relationship which the United States
is to have with Europe. Western JJu.
rope with its 200 million people and
highly developed industrial countries
cannot remain forever a peripheral
bridgehead of the United States in the
eaetern hemisphere without its own
political weight. It must be able to
stand on its own feet if it wants to
be an equal partner of the United
States. Aa long as Europe does not
have the means necessary for the pro
tection of its existence, it cannot be
come a partner of the United States.
The simple retention of the Western
alliance in its present heavily marred
form is not likely to meet the require
ments of the coming era. Europe and
the United States must be able to act
separately in the field of military strat
egy, including the nuclear strategy.
Also, in the area of overseas conflicts,
including southeast Asia, a solidarity
policy of all Western Powers is indis
pensable.
At any rate, the pursuit of a com
mon policy with separate defense sYs
tems is easier to conceive than the

Mtlary 1ss
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pursuit of separate political courses
with a joint military force. A solidar
ity posture of the Western Powers in
questions of international politics can
not be expected as long as the present 
state of affairs persists. But if the
current strategy of the Atlantic Pact,
which is one-sidedly keyed to the
United States and which makes Eu
rope and the United States excessively
dependent upon one another, were ‘di
vided into two autonomous regions—
Europe and America—the policy of the
West would gain in flexibility.
The United States holds the key
to the problem. Only she can bring
about the necessary reorganization of
NATO. Should the United Statea con
tinue to remain a passive spectator of
the disintegration of the West Euro
pean solidarity, the Atlantic alliance
will sooner or later fall apart.
Despite General de Gaulle’s great
vision of a strategically autonomous
France, only a politically and militar
ily integrated Western Europe can re
gain its military independence.Its aim
must be to become an equal, closely
associated, and loyal partner of the
United States, rather than to pursue,
as a third power, a seesaw policy be
tween Washington and Meecow. The
United States faces the alternative
either to accept that Europe will be
come a sphere of influence of the So
viet giant, or sbe must act to further
the creation of a Europe which will
ease her burden.

13
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TWO VIEWS ON NATO

An AmericanView

A New Role for

NfNmD
Stanley L. Harrison

D

ESPITE a protracted preoccupation with affairs elsc
where, the attention of US foreign policy increasingly
is drawn to the Nation’s role in European affairs and par
ticularly the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. Indeed,
the growing doubts shout the conduct of relations in this
area are visible across an entire spectrum of dissent. The
criticisms range from those who advocate total abandon
ment of the Atlantic alliance to thoee who suggest that only
sweeping changes in the structure and organization of
NATO will suffice to prevent its demise. The North At
lantic Treaty constitutes the keystone of US commitment
to Europe’s defense. Nevertheless, come reaeeessment ap
pears to be in order after virtually 20 years of existence.
Rscent events suggeet that, psrhaps, changes should be
made to meet the new environment in Europe. The con
temporary perspective differs in sharp contrast to the dev
astation that was Europe’s in the years following World
War II. Morale, as well as material means, needed rebuild
ing. Militarily, a firm deterrent was needed to bolster the
14
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uncertain defense efforts of the Eu
ropean forces. The Marshall plan pro
vided the impetus toward restoration
of the shattered economy, and NATO
assured a bulwark of security that
guaranteed safety in which to rebuild
Europe.
“Bridge Building”

Today, there is a new environment
and a new generation little inclined to
dwell on a dim and painful period of
the past. The succees of NATO has to
a degree been responsible for its prob
lems. The European NATO members
now judge the nature of the military
threat to be perceptibly lessened. Gen
erally speaking, US military planners
disagree. Yet policy statements from
the White House and the Department
of State advocate “bridge building”
and “steps” toward dt?tente with the
Soviet Union and thereby promise a
new outlook for diplomacy in the late
1960’s. This is not an unexpected de
velopment, for the world hae altered
considerably since the incepfllon of
NATO in 1949.
There is little doubt that promulga
tion of the North Atlantic Treaty con
stituted, for the United Statee, a posi
tive contribution to a dynamic for
eign policy program. The fact that its
goal was containment of communism,
planned in an environment of alarm
Stanleg L. Harrison is an Opera
tions Analyst with the Research AnnlI@ Corpomtion, McLean, Virginia.
He has served on act$ve duty with the
US Air Force; was a member of the
JVeapmzs Systems Evahaztion Group
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and built on military need, should not
overshadow the fact that the alliance
embraces a wide scope of relationships
withki the Atlantic community.
Althongh the North Atlantic Treaty
wae established on military need for
the protection of Europe, its theoretic
raison d’etre was primarily political,
at leaet from the viewpoint of many
advocates within the United States.
The Europeans held a more pragmatic
appreciation of the alliance; it was
the means hy which the military com
mitment of the United States for tbe
defense of Western Europe would
be assured. The permanent military
structure came into being only after
the Korean outbreak, and this devel
opment dramatized the symbolic shift
of NATO’s emphasis. As a result, the
early hopes for diplomatic and political
vitality expected to derive as a direct
benefit from NATO atrophied under
tbe requirements of defense.
Foreign Policy Instrument

As an instrument of foreign policy
for the United States, NATO was en
visioned as a ueeful means to:
� Assure international stability.
� Act as a means of political le
verage and impetus toward eventuaI
European unification.
� Strengthen the United Nations
and arms control.
The first two points were successful
in large measnre, but the latter as
pects have been virtually ignored.
Within Enrope, politico-military needs
prevailed. France welcomed NATO as
a means to control German revanch
ism. The United Kingdom also felt
NATO wonld prevent aggression from
both Germany and the Soviet Union
and hoped that NATO would provide
~the needed etability in Europe to ae
sure economic and political recovery.
15
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The Federal Republic of Germany
embraced NATO in lieu of immediate
unification since it underwrote Ger
man defense and promised eventual
unification. The smaller nations of Eu
rope recognised that, within the
NATO Councils, their spekesmen and
national viewpoints would ehare in the
deliberations and be accorded a role
equal to that of the larger nations.
These diverse motivations reached a
mutuality of commitment to contrib
ute to a going alliance.
While there have heen failures Of
NATO’s goals, notably the solution
for German unification and the
strengthening of the United NatIons,
the primary purpose of tbe alliance
has been met—to prevent aggreeeion
from the Soviet Union. Nevertheless,
NATO is entering a new phase. The
emphasis witbin the alliance is turn
ing to renewed interpretation of its
political aspects. In the past, NATO
has demonstrated the necessary prop
erties to respond to needs, but adjust
ments reqnire time. Reform or reor
ganization of NATO, if this occurs,
will come about primarily because of
the new role that Europe has assumed
—that of increasingly less dependence
on the United States.
European Role Recognized

This aspect, combined with tbe dif
ferences of their interpretation of the
perception of the military threat and
the deterrence posture required, will
quite likely prompt changes of a pe
litical and military nature witbin
NATO. The new role for Europe is
recognized by the United States, and
efforts are being made te accommo
date the new relationship evolving
within the Atlantic community. These
beginnings toward reform are being
taken witldn NATO itself.
16

Before undertaking any massive re. I
vamping of the alliance, however, a
return to a basic premise for NATO
appears to be in order. For example,
the pursuit of peace through arms con
trol within NATO auspices promises
to be an avenue of useful endeavor.
One of the primary facets of the I
N,orth Atlautic Treaty was its basic ~
grounding as. a means toward arms ,
control and disarmament. For exam- ‘
pie, embodied in point five of the fa
mous Vandenberg Resolution of 11
June 1948 was the advice to the Presi
dent of. the United States that “the
sense of The Senate” was to “obtain
agreement among member nations
upon universal regulation and reduc
tion of armaments under adequate and
dependable guaranty against viola
tion.”
Peace Theme Emphasized

The cause of peace was, of course,
to be furthered within the framework
of the United Nations, and the North
Atlantic Treaty was to serve this end.
During the extended ratification
hearings by the Foreign Relations
Committee, this theme was empha
sized. Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg
made specific effort to point out thst
the North Atlantic Treaty was not a
“military alliance,” but it was “in es
sence the preciee opposite.” General
Omar N. Bradley, then Chief of Staff,
US Army, aseerted that tbe North A&
lantic alliance primarily wee a pOlit
ical union.
Throughout its history, however,
tbe realities of military exigencies
have predominated within the rela
tiona of the Atlantic alliance. Despite
the necessary emphasis and primacy
of the military eepwts of the alliance,
one cannot gainsay the importance
that arms control can play. The late
Milii rmrk!w
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John Foster Dunes stated that the
acid test was whether the pact would
raaultin some reduction of armaments.
Unfort.unately,thus far, NATO’s record in this sphere is not an auspicious
me.
It is manifest that NATO’s value
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of NATO will come to play an increae
ingly important role. With a percepti
ble thawing of the cold war, the po
litical climate will prompt the growth
of arms control and disarmament co
operation in the relations among the
nations of Europe. Since arma control
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control policy. It was not until 1957,
almost a decade after its formation,
that NATO entered into any signifi
cant role pertaining to US arms con
trol efforts. For the most part, peaceseeking efforts had heen unilateral and
uncoordinated within alliance aus
pices. Like most innovations, a crisis
of sorts was the catalyst needed to in
vigorate setion.
At that time, four NATO members
—the United States, Britain, Canada,
and France-were participating in the
United Nations Disarmament Subcom
mittee talks in London with the So
viet Union. One of the US representa
tives precipitated apprehension among
hls colleagues when he undertook uni
laterally to discuss preliminary steps
with the Soviet delegate without ad
vising the other participating nations.
The resultant furor by the NATO al
lies, as well as the Germans, consti
tuted a major factor in the failure of
this effort.
N@ Policy flmong Partners
Moreover, it was apparent that fur
ther US attempts to negotiate directly
with the Soviet Union, over the heads
of her Western partners, would greatly
impede future continued negotiations.
This era of the negotiations for peace
has been described by the US Depart
ment of State as “the intensified ef
fort” for arms control. Hence, imme
diately after the London failures, the
United States made a strong effort to
align her disarmament policy with her
NATO partners. Consequently, the
arms control proposals put forward in
August 1957 reflected joint agreement
by the NATO partners including:
“ � Reduction of all types of arma
ments and military forces.
� Ending production of fissionable
matetial for military purposes.

Ie

�

Suspension of nuclear weapon

tests.
� Adoptilon of protective measures
against the risk of surprise attack.
To date, these proposals have con
stituted the most ambitious array put
forth in concert by NATO, and the
NATO Council has continued to en
joy the prestige of some degree of
consultation in the arms control dia
logue.
Thus, NATO, for virtually the first
10 years of its existence, played only
a minimal role in arms control activi
ties. Quite properly concerned with
problems of Western defense, the al
liance was introduced to the function
of coordinating arms control efforts
of the sevexal member nations as a
reeult of a combination of events.

Reasons for Coordination

First, there was direct evidence of
allied dissatisfaction with being rele
gated to a secondary role by the United
States in her dealings with the Soviet
Union on matters of international in
terest. Second, the US efforts met only
with frustration and disappointment
since the proposed measures could only
succeed if they were accepted by both
East and West. Third, NATO and the
United States were drawn together in
their common reaction to an increas
ing intransigence by the Soviet Union.
Whatever the reasons, however,
NATO was acknowledged as a needed
instrument in the futnre negotiations
toward stability.
NATO has periodically made refer
ence to arms control issues in the reg
ular official communiques issued fol
lowing the council meetings. After the
1957 Heads of Government meeting,
the Council Communique asserted
NATO’s cooperative stand for “com
prehensive and controlled disarmaMilitary
Review
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ment.” The value of such an /iflirma
tion lies in the intrinsic show of unity
evidenced through the unanimity of
purpose by NATO and as a bid for
world opinion. Beyond these intangi
bles, however, NATO’s cooperative ef
forts for arms control serve as a uni
fier for the West.
But by 1961, the only evidence of
NATO solidarity of purpose that could
be ascertained within the NATO Coun
cil was a statement that officially “de
plored the Snviet government’s con
tinued refueal to accept international
cOntrCdsfor disarmament.’> This was
the pattern that was to be uniform
through the 1960’s. The NATO Coun
cil regularly affirms alliance unanim
ity, but devotes tbe bulk of its -at
tention to defense matters with only
lipservice observance of mutual par
ticipation and cooperation in matters
of arms control.

tudes. The Final Communique from
the June 1967 meetings affirmed that
NATO :
Ministsrs exprewed thsir concean
to see progress made in the field of
disarmament
and arms control, in
cluding stsps directed towards We.
venting the proliferation of nwslear
weapens. If conditions permit, a bal
anced redustha of forces by the East
and West could be a significant etep
toward securitg in Europe. A contm-
bution on the part of the Soviet Union
and the Easte?n European cewntm”es
towards a reahwtion of forces wedd
be welcomed a-s a geeture of peaceful
intent.
These are typical of the content
found in the council meeeagea issued
in the public reports of rneetinga. It
can be said that these statements con
tain more form than substance; more
promise than performance.

officialPolicy
If NATO as a whole appears only
to go through the motions of diplo
matic niceties in this important as
pect of foreign affairs, a good poti]on
of the reasons why can be attributed
to the practices of the United States.
Officially, the policy of the United
States is to maintain contact with
NATO on arms control mattere. For
example, during the discussion preced
ing the nuclear test han treaty, Seer.+
tary of State Dean Rusk stated that
the proposed agreement had been dis
cussed “in NATO over the years.”
However, the effectiveness of discus
sion in NATO ie open to question, but
at least the proper procedures were
followed.
The NATO Council, now with pre
dictable regularity, continues to in
clude in ite final report an affirmation
of agreement of arms control plati-

Emphasis Shifted

February
19S8

Frnm one standpoint at least, the
concern for mutual accord and cooper
ation on arma control witbin NATO
may be of academic interest only.
From the early 1960’e onward, arms
control and disarmament emphasis hae
shifted from s~itic application in the
European sector to worldwide ap
proaches. Hence, the centrality of
NATO participation in a-s
ontrol
disc sions may have been 1rlown
grad d. Measures that apply to the
Euro
1 can area, however, are of crit
ical importance to our NATO allies.
Therefore, it is heartening to read
that, in his 1964 address before the
Overseas Press Ciub, Secretary of
State Rusk asserted that “there is par
ticularly close consultation within
NATO on disarmament issues and
questions of European security.” He
spelled out the procedure:
19
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Approximately every two weeks, f o?
example, a senior vepreeentative
of
one of the fetw Weetern Powers at the
Geneva disarmament confec%nwe [18
natbn dieavmament committee or
ENDC]
visits Parie to brief the
NATO Permanent Council on develop
ments in the &sarmamsnt talks. And
befove any major United States ini
tiative in the disarmament field is put
forward at Geneva, it is subjected to
close consultation with our allies to
insure that it does not e.dverselg affect
their interests. . . .
Thus, it would appear that there is
indeed close and constructive consul
tation in a broad sense. The mutual
RWmg Z&w&.w, and r%mssion at @
i=x nh$miaZmllli ha a llm:-~ =-~ =-====
ingfui consensus of national views of
direct benefit to the Western negotia
tors. This outlook suffers from the un
spoken acceptance that France, from
the inception of the ENDC hae refused
to participate in the Geneva diecus
sione. Hence, never have 18 nations
been in attendance. However, coopera
tion does not imply conformity.
US Policy and Practice

On the basis of past performance,
it can be suggested that there has
been eomething less than a genuine
consultation by the United Statee with
her NATO partners+r at least some
thing less than political cooperation—
with regard to arms control issues.
For example, despite the US position
in opposition to tbe proliferation of
nuclear weapone, one argument ad
vanced to the Soviet Union for ac
ceptance of the proposed multilateral
force (MLF) was that the MLF con
stituted a means of retarding the
spread of nuclear weapons.
Secretary Rusk, however, stated
that NATO members participating in
20

the MLF scheme would enjoy an “en
hanced position in disarmament nego
tiations because of their active and
responsible role in nuclear deterrence.”
But the MLF, to all appearances at
the present time, is a dead issue. An
examination of the genesis and de
velopment of the more recent pro
posed nonproliferation treaty Presents
an interesting recounting of US arms
control policy in practice.
Initial Draft Treaties

The United Statea preeented her
initial version of the nonproliferation
treaty at the ENDC in Geneva in
August 1965. The Soviet Union
!&&$&dthe 433%.%Q\&\y,
%hargls%fthat
>* S=s>sa ,%G %*.;. ,, *-Z a.~-**<>az.
But she presented no alternative of
her own until the United Nations
General Aesembly meetings in Sep
tember. By the time the ENDC had
reconvened in January 1966, expecta
tions were that the committees would
pureue the arduous task of reconciling
the differences in the two draft trea
ties. Little was accomplished, however.
Not until January 1967 was sub
stantial progress reported. At that
time, it was reported that the United
States and the Soviet Union were due
to resume discussions pertaining to
tbe nonproliferation treaty and, while
mutual accord had not heen reached
on a draft treaty, the two nations had
reached general agreement during
secret, bilateral talks. Only after these
bilateral agreements had been reached
did the United States formally submit
her draft treaty to the NATO Council.
Five days after the proposal was
officially preeented to the NATO
group, William C. Foster, Directnr of
the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency, told the Subcommittee on Dis
armament of the Senate Committee on
Military
Review
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Foreign Relations that there was gen
eral accord among the NATO allies
for a nonproliferation treaty and that
he anticipated no difficulty in reaching
an agre~ment.
Nevertheless, press reports from
Geneva two weeks later confirmed the
expectation that France wOuld not
sign such an agreement. Moreover,
there was considerable German dis
pleasure toward the agreement as well
as a feeling of resentment within
NATO circles generally against the
bilateral bargaining between the two
superpowers. Even so, by March, Sec
retary Rusk testified before the same
subcommittee that “many govern
ments have not given eerious thought
about a Nonproliferation Treaty.” Mr.
Foster, Rusk noted, was handling the
principal negotiations and “he has ap
peared in NATO from time to time”
in regard to the proposed treaty.

VIEW

Subsequent developments have indi
cated that the Europeans are, con
cerned that the United States values
her unilateral arms control aims over
the North Atlantic Treaty structure
itself. These fears were prompted, in
part, by a misreading of an article by
Mr. Foster where he said that a cost
of a nonproliferation agreement “could

Agreement Attained

In the wake of Mr. Foster’s presen
tation of the treaty to the NATO
Council, the subsequent dispatches in
dicated that in addition to the oppo
sition from the Federal Republic of
Germany, Italy, Belgium, and Canada,
as well as India and Japan beyond
NATO, joined in outspoken opposi
tion to the proposed treaty. Despite
the disputed council negotiations and
heated discussions by the NATO al
lies, the US State Department hinted
that it might go ahead without agree
ment from NATO. A day later, the
green light was given to the United
States from the NATO Council. The
Germans reportedly felt that it was
more an amber light, but agreement
was reached officially. Many allies,
however, publicly criticized the US
within
method of “consultation”
NATO.
February
1966

US Arm

Secretary of State Dean Rusk
be the erosion of alliances resulting
from the high degree of US-Soviet co
operation.”
European fears, led by the Germans,
that increased cooperation would lead
per se to a reduced US commitment
are unfounded. Mr. Foster actually
went to great pains to point out that
“either nuclear proliferation or its
successful prevention is likely to
weaken alliances.” This development
applies to NATO, the Warsaw Pact
grouping, and equally as well to all
other aRiances.
The obvious conclusion to be drawn
from the chronology of the nonpro
21
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liferation treaty is that US officials
failed to see the need for elaborate
discussions within NATO as well as
the need to keep their allies fully in
formed before the secret discussions
with the Soviet Union were under
taken.
Results to date suggest insufficient
NATO planning and coordination.
Thie point has been made before, and
the recounting of the uncertain prog
ress of the nonproliferation treaty ap.
pears to bear out this assefilon. There
fore, it seems useful to examine the
ways by which NATO can be used in
order to allow it to retain the neees
eary vitality to undertake the predom
inantly political role that the alliance
is expected ta assume in the coming
years.
Arms Control in NATO

It is inappropriate here to suggest
a full-scale reform or restructuring of
NATO. A return of one of the basic
aims of the alliance as a vehicle for
arms control may suffice. Several longrange goals can be suggested, however,
for future activity.
Two significant points must be rec
ognized as basic prerequisites to any
consideration of NATO adjustment.
The first is that there are no purely
military or purely political questions
within NATO. The two facets are
closely linked, overlapping and inter
locking relationships that cannot be
separated. This problem makes appar
ent the fact that there will he neither
solutions in the political area that will
not impinge on the military nor can
solutions proposed for one problem
area be expected to avoid impinging
elsewhere.
The second point is, perhaps, even
more petilnent. As the major partner,
the United States bears the burden of
22

making the most difficult adjustments.
Invariably, virtually every proposed
NATO reform compels the United
States to alter her position to a
greater extent than other members of
the alliance. Nor, as might be expected,
are the proposed cane for reform con
fined to Europeens. Indeed, moat of
the informed NATO observers with~n
the United States have proposed an
adjustment of perspective that applies
directly to that Nation.
AlterationsNeeded
Thus, it will be necessary for the
United States to undertake the task of
formidating and supporting a number
of needed alterations in NATO that
will have a net effect of diminishing
her actual power within the alliance.
The choice muet be made between
either doing nothing and bearing pas
sive witness to the demise of a vital
alliance, or cooperating in a positive
manner toward needed reform that
will result in genuine partnership. But
reforms need not be draetic to begin
with.
Emphasis on arms control policy co
ordination witbin NATO can be ef
fected through the creation of a strong
disarmament group. By far the most
expeditious method to get this type
of operation underway would be
through an addition to the Advisory
Committee of the NATO Council.
Formal recognition of this sensitive
area of policy formulation would chan
nel the present ad hoc methode into
useful means of thoroughgoing discus
sion where all members enjoy access
to policy proposals. Such a committee
would allow the civilian representa
tives to discuss with candor their
nati~onalconcern with proposals pre
sented by their allies in an environ
ment that allows free and open dkSsiliilyRavicw
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cussion without resorting to press
leaks and other dubious means to in
fluence opinion.
Creation of an Arms Control Af
fairs COmmittee on a formal basis
would complement the recent innova
tions that pertain to military matters.
The Nuclear Defense Affairs Commit
tee and the more select Nuclear Plan
ning Gronp were created in an at
tempt to cope with the manifold prob
lems of participation on a full and
equal basis with planning and poten
tial application of nnclear arms. These
groups have demonstrated the useful
ness of consultation on a basis of mu
tual participation beyond the unanim
ity required from the NATO Council.
For a beginning effort, arms con
trol and disarmament policy coordina
tion might benefit immeasurably from
a similar committee consultative proc-’
ess. There is no need to alter radically
NATO’s internal structure or to at
tempt to create new posts in the conn
cil hierarchy. Such precipitous at
tempts would likely lead to inaction
and discord.
MinimalOrganization Changea
In “the current environment of
changing relationships in NATO, the
shift of emphasis muet be gradual.
Prudence demands that far-reaching
changes in organization be m~nimal
in order to deal with present priori
ties. Later, after a suitable period of
acceptance, it may be appropriate to
consider the addition of a Deputy Sec
retary General & staff officials to deal
with the politico-military problems of
arms control,
Arms control issues must face the
realities of security issues in the con
text of military problems. It may well
be that extensive discussion of the
nonproliferation treaty within a
February
1968
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formal Arms Control Affairs Commit
tee would have alerted the US plan
ners to the serious misgivings within
NATO and the military implications
it held for the allies.
US efforts tn convince her NATO
allies of a gennine desire for mntual
cooperation will be a delicate enter
prise. Further, the task will take time
combined within an environment of
mutual confidence and partnership. To
expect results on any other basis seems
likely to yield disappointment. In the
last analysis, it must be admitted that
some areas of national interest will
not necessarily yield to mutual accord.
The needed compromise will come
about only in an environment of co
operation based on mutual respect.
NATO’s Future

It has been said that Western Eu
rope remains the most important sin
gle gronping of nations with which
the United States is associated. And
through NATO, the United States is
able to maintain effective and useful
application of that interest. Both Eu
rope and NATO give evidence of clear
signs of change and that political
fluidity can act as a bridge or a chasm
on future policy goals for tbe United
States.
It must be understood that arms
control measures will not act in either
role a fortiori. Some agreements will,
in general, tend to further political
and military trends now apparent;
others will not. A lack of adequate and
neceseary consultation, however, in
even the most meritorious proposal
will produce an erosion of political
confidence and create military tension
within the alliance and beyond.
Arms control measures that are un
dertaken on a bilateral basis between
the United States and the Soviet Union
23
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are likely to be regarded with distrust
and suspicion by the nonparticipants.
Therefore, any serious arms control
proposals should avoid this approach
unless, of course, the United States
is prepared to accept the consequences
of reduced political leverage within
NATO and the ties it affords to Eu-”
rope. Moreover, unilateral measures
on the part of the United States are
also likely to engender conflicts with
her European allies.
The United States and her allies
have a mutual deeire, it would appear,
in the reduction of international ten
sions through the medium of NATO.
Difficulties arise in attempting to
translate these common goals into
meaningful agreements. Future suc

cess will evolve only through an em
phasis on a mutuality of intereets.
Arms control proposals lacking this
vital ingredient, or that are too sweep
ing for general consensus, or of only
unilateral instigation and of narrow
application, are bound to fail of ac.
ceptance in the new European en
vironment.
, Again, no matter how persuasive
the arguments may be to the effect
that cooperation between the two ma
jor nuclear powers of the world will
provide the major impetue to the ul
timate arms control goal, the need for
a unified and vigorous NATO com
munity prevails. It is only within this
context that arms control efforts will
eucceed.

In Western Europe we shall maintain in NATO an integrated common
defense. But we also look forward to the time when grester security can be
achieved through messuree of srms control and disarmamentand through
other forms of practical agreement.
Preeident
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Lwzden B. Johnson

Military
Reyiew

HE SUBJECT of air bombard
ment is seldom discussed objec
tively and reasonably. It arouses all
kinds of illogical antagonisms and
emotional responses. Even when used
againet a leaklng and derelict tanker
aground near the Scillies, napalm
bombs cause shudders of horror.
These irrational feelings are stron
gest among the young and the so-called
progressives, and are usually directly

T
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proportional to their ignorance of the
subject. When these people descend
to the level of rational argument, the
commonest objection to air bombard
ment is that it involves civiliane in
war, whereas they have a right to be
treated as noncombatants.
Civilian populations have always, to
a degree, been involved in hostilities.
A glance at the history of war will
suffice to make this clear.
25
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From the earliest days of civiliza
tion, cities and towna have been be
eieged, bombarded, eacked, pillaged,
and burned. Often their defenders,
and sometimes aleo their civilian in
habitants, were slaughtered or driven
off into etavery. Land battles are not
fought in deserta but over the coun
tryside, acrose farms, houses, or
chards, and gardens, the property and
homee of civiliane who have to flee for
their lives.
Conventional
Warfare
It is true that, with the gradual
merging of the feudal into the mon
archical order in Europe in the Middle
Ages, there came into being for a
time a syetem of conventional war
fare waged by standing armies of pro
fessional soldiers. During tbis period,
the usages, forms, and ceremonies of
war were taken seriously.
Generally speaking, a fairly clear
distinction was drawn between com
batant and noncombatants. Thk wae
comparatively easy because the or
dinary people did not take sides as
they cared little who won or lost the
war. Usually, no religioue or ideologi
cal principles were involved in thoee
etruggles for territory between the
petty kinge, dukes, and counts. The
civilian population did its beet to
carry on with its normal affaire and
avoid trouble.
The conventions of war were rather
like aeetof trade union rules, drawn
up to make the profession of soldier
ing tolerable. Campaigns were nor
mally conducted during only the &umThti article
waa condetwed
from the original, wblt-ched in
THE ROYAL AIR FOP.CE8 QUAW
TmtLY (Great Britain)
No. 2
Sunmwr 1967. Copyrighted
@
1967 by THE ROYAL Am FoRc!ze
QUARTERLY.

mer. months, and armies went into
winter quartere to escape the trials
and discomforts of frost, snow, and
floods. The campaigns themselves
were mainly affairs of maneuvering
for position, formal eieges, and in
vestitures, alI conducted in a regular
manner according to the rule book.
It was against the conventions to
try to take unfair advantage hy un
orthodox actions. Thus, it wae con
trary to the usages of war to attack
the base camp or baggage train of an
enemy.
But even the professional soldler
expected a bonus now and then in the
form of loot or repine, and there were
occasione when the civilian inhabit
ant were plundered, ill-treated, and
even slaughtered. Cities were sacked,
and countrysides laid waete. But such
Iapsee were unusual, and, on the
whole, material destruction was avoid
ed and the rights of noncombatants
respected as far as was practicable.
Charaater

of War Altared

At the end of the 18th century, a
great change occurred. The French
Revolution, followed by the rise to
power of Napoleon Bonaparte, com
pletely altered the whole character of
war. It became the affair of the whole
people, and in France the professional
army, devoted to conventional war
fare, was replaced by the levte en
mu-see, the nation in arms. The
Gramk Armde dieregarded most of
the conventions, and all over Europe
the professional armies of other states
went down before ite onelaught.
The whole system of conventional
war was rapidly swept away, and all
nations began to raise large conscript
armies. War became far more serious
and pervaded the whole life of the
nation. A new and much more realistic
concept of militery strategy appeared.

tiHICS

This fundamental change in the
cberacter of war made a great im
pression on contemporary students of
military affairs, and the German Gen
eral Karl von Clausewitz clothed in
words the theory of war originated
by Napoleon. Clausewitz believed that
war had finally escaped the bonds of
convention, and that, in the future,
when greet powers were engaged, it
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would allow itself to be bound by
them. It waa clear that in general
war the distinction between combat
ants and noncombatants was bound to
become blurred.
Alone among the countries of
Europe, Britain was able, by virtue
of her seapower and island situation,
to avoid the creation of a large con
script army. One of her main weapons

US AmuI

Damageintlictedby Alliedbomberson Hanover,Germsny,duringWorld War II
would be total and absolute. It would
involve not only the armed forces, but
tbe whole nation, and its sucessful
prosecution would, therefore, need the
support of public opinion. He ineisted
that war, whether one liked the idea
or not, was now a violent clash be
tween nations in arme which could
never be humanized or civilized, aqd
that, if one side attempted to do eo,
it was likely to be defeated.
Clausewitz had no faith in the re
liability, in time of war, of any inter
,national rules or agreements since no
nation facing the possibility of defeat
MmmyIBM

was the sea blockade, a legal and
internationally recognized method of
sea warfare which aimed at starving
the enemy nation into submission.
Since armed’ forces and essential
workers had to be fed and clothed}
thoee who suffered most were the
women and children, the infirm and
tbe aged. Britain’s blcckede of Ger
many in World War I caused the
death from malnutrition of far more
civilians than died in all the air at
tacks on Britain in both World Wars.
There is abundant evidence that,
more often than not, the civilian
21
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population is deeply involved in war.
However, British
civilians
have
tended to regard themselves as privi
leged noncombatants. Since the Nor
man invasion of 1066, except for a
few civil wars, all Britain’s fighting
has been on the high seas or in other
countries.
British Seapower

Protection

From the end of the 17th century
to the beginning of the 20th century,
British seapower completely sheltered
Britons from the direct impact of
war. This encouraged the view that
war was exclusively the business of
the armed forces which were paid to
fight and risk their lives, while ci
vilians were noncombatants who had
a right to be left unmolested to go
about their lawful affairs. Their part
in the war, they believed, should be
limited to waving goodbye to the
troops; paying extfa taxes; knitting
cardigans, mittens, and balaclava hel
mets; and submitting to a few minor
inconveniences.
This comfortable view was shaken
by German air attacks on Britain dur
ing World War. I, and completely
shattered by the all-out onslaught
from the air in World War H. The
coming of the third dimension into
war brought about great changes, and
another and even more realistic con
cept of military strategy emerged.
The conventions of war that Britons
had come to believe in were annihi
lated.
The main focus of British indigna
tion was against air bombardment.
It is a curious thing, but condensa
tion and criticism of bombing began
with the first occasion on which an
explosive weapon waa dropped from
an aircraft. Four converted Swedish
hand grenades were dropped by an
Italian pilot on 1 November 1911 dur

ing the Italian-Turkish War in Libya.
Several more grenades were dropped
during the next few days.
Before long, Turkey protested
against the bombing of a hospital at
Ain Zara by Italian aircraft. Exten
sive inquiries failed to establish the
existence of a hospital there, but it is
possible that some Turkish military
tents may have been used as a casual.
ty clearing station. The Italians
pointed out, not unreasonably, that
they bad shortly before bombarded
the encampment at Ain Zara with 152
heavy naval sheik without any pro
test from the Turks.
There followed in the Italian, Turk.
ish, and neutral press a considerable
discussion about the ethics of ““air
bombardment-a discussion which has
continued, more or less violently, ever
since. It is astonishing that the first
feeble attempt at air bombardment
should have provoked an illogical pre
test, suggesting that a few tiny bombs
were more dangerous and destructive
than a large number of heavy naval
shells.
Air Control System

In Iraq and Transjordan, large land
forces were replaced in 1922 by small
air forces, and a very successful sys
tem known as the air control of de
veloping countries was instituted. It
did not involve a direct attack on the
tribesmen or their houses, but was a
form of air blockade. Unlike sea block
ade, however, it did not seek to
achieve ite aim by starvation, but by
unacceptable discomfort and incon
venience.
The system proved to be so effective
and so economical in money and in
casualties to both sides that in 1928
it wae extended to the Aden Protec
torate where it was an immediate
success. The North West Frontier of
M6Rary
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India was ideally suited to this hu
mane and efficient form of control,
and, whenever it was tried there, it
produced excellent results. The army,
however, with its system of punitive
expeditions, was too strongly en
trenched and was able to frustrate
all attempts to introduce the air
method.
Protestsin Great Britain
As might be expected, there was
considerable opposition in Great Brit
ain to the idea of air control. Its
opponents had predicted that its re
liance on the bomb-which they stig
matized as violent, horrible, and inhuman-would
leave a legacy of
hatred and ill will. This prediction
proved to he the reverse of the truth.
Nevertheless, the system continued to
be bitterly attacked by many people
who had an instinctive horror of any
form of air homhardment.
During the years between the two
World Wars, the alarm felt by ci
vilians at the prospecte of air bom
bardment led to determined efforts to
outlaw or restrict it. At the League of
Nations Disarmament Conference held
in Geneva in 1932-34, the British
Government proposed a convention to
prohibit all forms of bombing from
the air, to which it later added a rider
permitting its use under certain con
ditions in developing countries. Fur
ther amendments from various sources
were added to permit the attack of
strictly military targets in support of
land and sea operations. But the diffi
culty of defining what was, and what
was not, a military target eventually
proved insuperable.
Britain then tabled another pro
posal limiting the unladen weight of
military aircraft to 3,000 pounds.
This would have ruled out everything
but the defensive fighter and the very
Musty 1933

short-range light bomber. Armies and
navies of many countries welcomed
this proposal, and, for a time, there
seemed to be a chance that it might
be accepted. But eventually, the Dis
armament Conference broke up with
out achieving any result whatever.
At the outbreak of World War II,
both Britain and France gave instruc
tions that only strictly military targets
were to be attacked. The Royal Air
Force was not even allowed to attack
German warships in docks or at quaysides for fear of causing casualties
among civilians.
What Is a Military Target?

This again raised the question of
what a military target is and how it
can be defined. It is generally agreed,
for example, that the man who loads or
fires a field gun is a military target.
So is the gun itself, and the ammuni
tion dump that supplies it. So is the
truck driver who transports ammuni
tion from the base to the dump. SrF
in the last two World Wars—was the
man who transported weapons, am
munition, and raw materials by sea.
But, then, are not the weapons and
warlike stores on their way from the
factories to the bases, and the men
who.transport them, also military tar
gets ? And what about the weapons
under construction in the factories,
and the men who make them ? Are
they not also military targets ? And if
they are not, where does one draw the
line?
If they are military targets, are not
the industrial areas, and the services
—gas, water, and electricity—that
keep industry going also military tar
gets? Again, where can one draw the
line? Or is it permissible to starve
these civilian workers by blockade, or
shell them if you can get at them,
but not to bomb them from the air?
2a
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As World War II went on, Britain
and the United States followed the
German lead in attacking from the
air the industrial areas, power sta
tions, railway centers, and other es
sential services, and accepting the
certainty of a considerable number of
civilian casualties. With few excep
tions, Britons warmly supported this
policy during the war. As soon as the
war was over, many tried to ignore
the vital contribution made by the
Allied bombers, and to dissociate
themselves from the policy.
Britain’s Bomber Command was
denied the 19S9-45 star or other cam
paign star, and given the mainly ci
vilian defense medal instead. Its com
mander in chief was, in the opinion
of many people, slighted, and the com
mand’s achievements were commemo
rated in an official history written in
a singularly equivocal and lukewarm
style.
In progressive circles nowadays it
ie fashionable to assert that the stra
tegic bombing campaign was a mis
take and a waste of valuable resources.
Yet even the official history ie com
pelled to admit that:
Strategic bombhzg and, also in other
rolee strategic bombers, made a con
tribution to victory that was decisive.
Tho8e who claim that the Bomber
Command contribution to the war was
less than this are factuall~ in error.
The truth is that it is war itself
that is wrong and immoral-or, more
accurately speaking, aggressive war
—for it must be right to defend one’e
country and oneeelf against attack.
By this etandard, the war waged by
North Vietnam, backed by the Soviet
Union and Communiet China, against
South Vietnam—fought
in South
Vietnamese territory, be it noted-is
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wrong and immoral. On the other
hand, the defeneive war against the
attack from the north-fought
by
South Vietnam with backing from the
United States, Australia, and New
Zealand-is
right and proper. No
twist of argument, no eophistry, and
no emotional outcry againet bombing
can controvert those two plain facts.
It is certainly not intended to im
ply that all actione, even in a just
war against aggression, are neces
sarily permissible. The teat is whether
the action in question genuinely fur
thers the aim and main strategic
concept of the war. Thus, taking re
venge on civilians by mase sl~uA ter
does not help to win a war an&is not
permissible. But the diminution of an
enemy’e power to continue the war by
the destruction of industrial areas,
power stations, dams, railway centers,
and depots is legitimate, even though
such action must cause civilian casual
ties. It goes without eaying, however,
that all practicable steps, short of
prejudicing the success of the opera.
tion, should be taken to minimize the
risk to civilians.
A study of the ethics of bombing
cannot fail to remind one that man
is an illogical creature, still far more
swayed by emotilonthan by calm rea
son. Man hae wonderful powers of
self-deception, and of the uncritical
5uPPre5Si0nof unwelcome facte; he is
etill capable of believing what he
wants to believe, in the face of over.
whelming evidence to the contrary.
Indeed, there are none so blind as will
not eee, or eo deaf as will not hear.
It is, therefore, no doubt unrealistic
to hope for the general acceptance of
rational views about euch an emotive
subject as the ethice of air bombard
ment.
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HEN considering the possible
perpetrators of a nuclear at
tack upon the United States or upon
other states of special concern to her,
one thinks first of the Soviet Union,
second of Communist China, and only
third, if at all, of other countries.
From the viewpoint of destructive
capability, although not necessarily
of destructive intent, this is the cor
rect rank order of importance for the
present and early future.
But while China lags behind the
USSR, and other countries lag further
sti!l behind China, the gaps are not
so large that the combined impact of
non-European nuclear proliferation
and arms control-disarmament ar
rangements upon American defensive
capabilities can be wisely ignored. Let
us,; therefore, consider three repre
sentative arms control disarmament
Fobrmry
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“worlds” and discuss the advisability
of accepting, modifying, or rejecting
the defensive constraints they would
impose upon this country.
Peaceful Nuclear Activity

Including the already acknowledged
nuclear powers, shout three dozen
countries now engage in come type of
nuclear activity. Most of it falls under
the rubric of “peaceful uses.” Whether
any of the smaller or middle powers
decide to move from peaceful to more
bellicose nuclear capabilities deuende
upon several factors. It depends upon
tbe availability of external assistance;
upon a country’s fears, will, wealth,
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science, technology, and raw mate
rials; and, above all, upon its foreign
policy objectives and its own percep
tions of the trade off between basic
security neede and other costs.
If a co;ntry decides to opt for nu
clear arms, it does so because it ac
cepts one or more of the usual argu
ments for proliferation and wishes to
make them part and parcel of its for
eign policy. These arguments, as.cate
gorized by Leonard Beaton and John
Maddox, are that nuclear weapone:
� Are the only deterrent against
an enemy who is himeelf armed with
nuclear weapons.
� Are desirable replacements for
conventional forces because they are
more effective.
� Provide a cheaper defense and
such technologies are useful to an
advanced economy.
� Are an ultimate guarantee and
embodiment of independence.
� Are a valuable source of prestige
with allies and with the world in
general.
� Are a useful guarantee against
the possibility that a great power
guarantor will lose his nerve in a
crisis.
� Enable a country to take a more
useful part in disarmament negotia
tion.
OeliveryVehicles
However, a nation that posseeses
nuclear weapons without, at the same
time, having the means to deliver
them on target ie like a teenager who
has a big, expensive car which im
preeees the girle in hie neighborhood,
but which he cannot drive because he
has no money for gasoline. Without
effective strategic delivery vehiclee, a
new nuclear power reaps only small
benefits from its nuclear weapons.
Delivery capability may be coneidMilitlryReview
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enhanced by rocket research
and apace exploration. Here, a number
of “’third” countries are active, among
them South Africa, Ierael, the United
Arab Republic, and Japan. Now, the
third country that today embarks on
pesceful space research may tomor
row use the same rockete and boosters
developed for that purpose as strateerably

Japan, as another case in point, is
today the world’s largest builder of
oceangoing veesels. Ali that she lacks
to become again a reapecteble builder
of naval vessels, submarines, and air
craft ia the political decision to do so.
Tbe production and updating of
delivery vehicles is expensive-in
many cases much more expensive than

NATO,.
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Nations

The Soviet intercontinentalballistic miseile, the Scrog
gic vehicles to deliver missiles against
an enemy. Further, what makes dan
gerous any country’s mieeile research
program is the impetus it may give
for an eventual decision to develop
and uee nuclear or chemical and bio
logical weapons.
On the matter of ships, submarines,
and airplanes as delivery vehicles,
there are varying poeeibilities. A
number of third countries-including
Israel—have etate-owned, commercial
jet fleets that may poeeibly be con
vertible to effective strategic bombers.
34
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the weapons themselves. Knowing
thie, some emerging nuclear powers
will, for awhile, remain content to
exploit only the political, propaganda,
and prestige valuee of their new
status. But others, having decided to
“go nuclear: may also decide to try
to establish a strategic bombing capa
bility to match their nuclearization.
Of course, if a new nuclear state can
rely on one of the great powers for
ita supply of strategic delivery vehL
cles, then the threat is serious and its
military and political importance to
MilitaryRwlow
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the other great power, or to smaller
powera which that other great power
wishes to protect, will increase by
several ordere of magnitude.
Smaller countries in the proximity
of other small countries that are al.
ready “nuclearized” will be dieeuaded
from tfiing to follow suit only if
they believe in the effectiveness and
credibility of a great power “nuclear
umbrella.” But great power attach
ment to this concept may well be lese
ened by the very proliferation the
concept ie euppoaed to prevent. If
Country A is nuclear and able to in
flict come damage not only on its
smaller neighbor Country B, but aleo
on a. great power, will that great
power really ehield Country B when
the chipe are down? Country B’s lack
of confidence in the great power’s
credibility may even extend to conven
tional war threats.
It is an open queetion whether the
United States or the Soviet Union
will alwaya be inclined to furnish con
ventional forces and weapona support
to a second country if that second
country’s neighbor hae the capacity
to escalate the war to a nuclear level.
This is particularly true if that sec
ond country’s actions may involve not
only the troops, but also the territory
of the great power.
Types of Attacks

Generally speaking, one may distin
guish among four types of nuclear
attacks:
� High-level attack with 400 to
1,000 weapone ueing “rational” tar
geting.
. High-level attack with 400 to
1,000 weapone using “irrational” tar
geting.
. Low-1evel attack with 40 to 100
weapone using ‘(rational” targeting.
� , Low-1evel attack with 40 to 100
Fehnmy1866

weapons using “irrational” targeting.
Each of the three arms control
“worlds” involves special considera
tions for US defense. Stage I of the
US General and Complete Disarma
ment (GCD ) proposal calla for three
eucceeaive years. It includes both of
feneive and defeneive weapons. Thie
stipulation raieee a question. Will the
90 percent legally left to ua after the
first year, the 80 percent after the
eecond, and the 70 percent after the
third leave us more vulnerable rela
tive to third parties in view of the
technological and military possibilities
discuese~ earlier?
F
Third-Country Capabilities
Of the four typee of attack, only

the Iaet two will even approach the
capability of third countries. One can
envisage the French and Chineee
capability of such attacks in the early
or mid-1970’s. However, unkea the
attack ie against another third coun
try, euch as China against India, it
will invite retaliation and possibly
escalation. Thus, a Chinese rational
sea-launched ballietic missile attack
on the US west coaet cities would
probably produce US destruction of
Chinese centers, but also possibly a
Soviet counterforce attack on the
United States. If the Chinese were to
initiate an irrational counterforce at
tack on the United States, the proba
bility of Soviet intervention would
decrease and tbe United States could
retaliate with lese risk of escalation.
In any case, becauee of habitual
preoccupation with the bipolar proba
bilities of nuclear war, the United
States hae paid insufficient attention
to the proliferation-induced need to
relate such force structures to lowIevel attack etrategiee from third
countries. It ie not always understood
that the kind of defense which can be
se

used against a third party may not
necessarily be the same defense that
is used against the major threat
posed by the USSR. Protection
against the main threat does not auto
matically protect against subsidiary
threats such as low-flying, low-speed
aircraft coming in under the radar
threshold for high-flying supersonic
craft.

Oegreeof Stability
This adds to the argument for the
development and deployment of an
antiballistic missile (ABM ) system
and fof arms control arrangements
I that would permit such development
and deployment. Such a situation
would tend to stabilize the arms race
and reduce threats of both high and
low-level attacks. It would have a
particularly stabilizing effect on nu
clear proliferation.
Third countries would not be able
to overcome the United States com
parative advantage against them by
forcing intervention of the Soviets
in a catalytic war, for their posses
sion of even a small nuclear force
wotdd leave them vuhierable to pre
emption by a well-defended United
States. Thus, they would have to
spend a great deal of time and money
to develop a really respectable nuclear
force on the order of the British model
or of that which the French contem
plate by the 1970’s.
The cost to the Soviets of reallocat
ing intercontinental ballistic missiles
(ICBM’e) to low-level attack miseions
may be offset by savings in Soviet
expenditures on penetration aids and
research and development in new
high-level systems. The effective shelf
life of ICBM’S could, therefore, be
extended, reducing the supply avail
able for sale and transfer to third
countries and the preesures to do so.
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While the draft treaty prohibits
the transfer of nuclear weapons or
technology, it does not prohibit the
transfer of strategic delivery vehicles
from the reduced inventory of each
of the great powers. Assume, for ex
ample, that the Soviet Union has a
total of 100 supersonic bombers or
100 missiles capable of delivering nu
clear warheads upon the territory of
the United States. She freely and
openly declares these 100 bombers or
miesiles and in full compliance with
tbe GCD treaty destroys 30 of them
by the end of the third year. As
presently written, nothing i; the
treaty would legally prevent her from
then l&ding, selling, or simply giving
away any or all of tbe remaining 70
delivery systems to a nuclearized
third country not a party to the treaty.
Effects on OeiiveryPotential

Accession to the treaty by third
parties would have the following im
pacts on the latter’s delivery poten
tial. The effect on short-range deliv
ery capability—less than 600 miles—
would he minimal other than to
reduce the numbers of missiles and
aircraft in this category. Mediumrange capability of 600 to 1,500 miles
would be sharply downgraded, affect
ing such countries as China, Cuba,
and Australia.
Intermediate-range
capability of 1,500 to 4,OOO miles
would downgrade China, Indonesia,
and the United Arab Republic. In the
range above 4,000 miles, China’s po
tential would be largely unaffected.
Under the US plan for a verified
freeze of strategic vehicles, third
partiee not bound by either the test
ban treaty or the freeze will be free
to teet weapons and to produce and
test new delivery vehicles. Theoreti
cally, this means that by 1972 a vigor
ous third party might acquire more
Military
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advanced prototypes than the United
States would have because under the
freeze we would be limited to “old”
models.’
However, an “overkill” number of
old model nuclear bombs, for example,
should more than make up for the
possibility that a third party might
produce a small number of “newer”
or more “efficient” models. So long as
a third party knew this and felt that
our defensive weapons capability was
still effective, then the potential
danger to the United States under
the freeze is much smaller than it
would be under GCD.
As in the’ case of GCD, there is no
legal restriction on deployment of
mobile delivery systems to third par
ties. Thus, the US commitment to
nuclear guarantees and to the defense
of third parties against attack would
not be degraded. Finally, third coun
try accession to the freeze would not
affect third party short, medium, or
long-range delivery potential.
Silpatric Proposal

The arrangement proposed by Ros
well L. Gilpatric, former Deputy Sec
retary of Defense, being tacit, volun
tary, and informal, given political
will, would be the easiest to make and
the easiest to break. Like the other
arms cont&l arrangements, it would
downgrade threats frmn third parties,
ignoring nuclear proliferation and the
needs of limited war.
For example, it would require the
phasing out and deactivation of
manned bombers, a constraint that
would have made the US air response
in Vietnam impossible. It would also
place no specific restrictions on de
ployment, and thus enhance the like
lihood of weapons and vehicle trans
fers to third parties not involved in
the Gilpatric arrangement. Should
February
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nonaligned third countries accede to
the arrangement, their medium-range
nuclear delivery potential, althongh
cut in absolute numbers of aircraft
and miaailes, would improve relative
to Sine-Soviet bloc third countries.
Baaic Flaw in Plans

There is a basic conceptual tlaw in
the three arms control plans. At least
militarily speaking, each of them as
sumes a bipolar rather than a multi
polar world by 1972. Yet the very
logic of proliferation—ihcluding the
consistent history of the United
States to underestimate the timing,
technological prowess, and intentions
of third part ies—f orces the conclu
sion that bilateral arrangement will
simply not handle what is becoming
more of a multilateral problem with
each passing day.
There is a gap in the arrangements
that allows the legal transfer of deliv
ery vehicles to third parties. The
prohibition against the transfer of
weapons may actually encourage nu
clear proliferation because it would
inhibit the application of the “nuclear
umbrella” concept to the territories
of third countries facing or fearing
nuclear attack by other third coun
tries.
Smaller and middle powers not
bound to the three arms control agree
ment would probably welcome them.
If they have no warlike intentions,
they would be pleased with the ex
pected tension reduction between the
United States and the Soviet Union.
If they did have such intentions, they
would welcome the implied reduction
of the military strength of the two
superpowers and would not want to
take on the same restrictions. For
this reason, it does not seem wise for
the United States to accept either
GCD or the Gilpatric plans without
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inclusion of China, France,
and other militarily significant third
parties.
The cumulative effects of nuclear
proliferation may well require an increase in US defensive capabilities
against the type of “’unsophisticated”
attack that third parties may he able
to launch against us or against other
countries we wish to protect. In the
case of GCD, this problem could be
handled by leaving a higher percentage of defensive weapons than offen
sive ones to each eide at each stage
of reduction.
Each of the arms control agreethe initial

ments would discourage or make expensive the development and improvement of ABM’s. Yet because attack
by a third “party would likely be low
intensity, ABM defenee could be most
effective. Thus, the agreements ought
to be modified to permit ABM development and deployment. This would not
only inhibit third party proliferation
and low-intensity nuclear attacks, hut
it would also reduce the Soviets’
present comparative advantage in
launching high-intensity attacke with
out reducing the coste to her of
launching low-intensity once against
the United States.

The most serious military threat remains the possibility of general nu
clear war. Some people hefieve that this possibility is extremely slight and
thst no responsiblenation would deliberatelystart a nuclearwar that would
result in mutual destruction. But, as in the past, this will be true in the
future only as long as the United States maintainsa credible capability to
destroy ahy aggressur,even if subjected tu a massive wrprise attack. It is
for this reasunthat it is essential fur us to preserve a safe margin uf nu
clear superiority for as long as the threat of nuclear aggressionpersists.
General John P. McConnell
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The Root of
the
;f Matter
Major ReginaldHargreaves,British Armu, Retired

A

HORDE of men with weapons
in their hands no more consti.
tutes an army than a heap of bricks
can pass for a house. In both caies.
a certain amount of raw material is
available out of which expert hande
can build something durable. Bricks
arranged according to a planned de
sign are cemented together to build
an edifice which will stand firm in
wind and weather. In the same way,
a body of men can be “put together”
by cayeful training and indoctrination
Febrmry
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so that they come to form a cohesive,
fully instructed fighting force. The
“cement” that welds them into a sin
gle, purposeful entity is discipline.
Discipline distinguishes an armed
force from an armed rabble. Its im
portance in creating this transforma
tion has been clearly recognized eince
the strife of primitive tribal days
gave place to warfare conducted upon
a sound organizational basis.
Discipline is, of course, of two
kinds. There is the discipline which
39
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is enforced upon an individual from
without, through fear of the exem
plary punishment that will be visited
upon him following any dereliction of
duty or failure to live up to the high
standard demanded of him. A far
higher type of discipline is that which
comes from within, born of the indi
vidual’s recognition of the fact that
it better becomes his dignity as a man
to impose certain standards and re
straints on himself than to have them
enforced hy someone else.
Since self-discipline is largely the
outcome of education and the attain
ment of a reasonable degree of psycho
logical maturity, the more primitive
a people, the more their military com
manders must rely on the enforcement
of discipline from without. It is only
from the fundamentally civilized man
that discipline from within can be
looked -for with any degree of confi
dence.
Assyria

Assyria, which dominated the an.
cient world from about 3000 to 726
B.C., was the first nation to possess
a properly organized, fully integrated
fighting force complete with the Sov.
ereign’s bodygnard, a baggage train,
and even the equivalent of army chap
lains. But it was an army which was
held together by a disciplinary code
enforced with a severity little short
of the barbarous. Physical chastise
ment, the bastinado, branding, relegaMajor Reginald Hargreaves, Brit
ish Army, Retired, is a veteran of
both World Wars I and 11. He has
wm”tten on numerous military tow”cs
for pnblicatione throughout the world.
A frequent contributor to the MILI
TARY REVIEW, hie article “The Idle
Hours” appeared in the December
1966 issue.
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tion to slavery, and the ever-recurrent
death penalty held the troops in a mer.
ciless thrall which cowed them into
observing the necessary standard of
discipline required of them.
Personal Oevotion

The readiness with which Greek
troops followed Alexander the Great
in his eight-year, 17,000-mile expedi
tion from the shores of the Hellespont
to the banks of the Ganges was rather
a tribute to their personal devotion
to their leader than to their innate
sense of discipline. For having suc
cessfully fought and marched their
way to the fabled Hyphasis, Alexan
der’s troops flatly refused to move a
step farther. This was plain mutiny,
but since his subordinate leaders were
clearly of the same mind as their men,
the entire fabric of authority had ob
viously broken down. Tbe leader’s per
sonal popularity with his followers had
nearly vanished, and there was no or
ganized disciplinary system on which
to fall back. Alexander accepted the
inevitable and began the long march
home.
There was a marked difference in
the quality of the discipline charac
terizing the Greek armies and that
maintained in the forces raised by the
Roman Republic and Empire. With the
Remans, it was regarded as a positive
privilege to serve in the country’s
armed forces. The rewards and bene
fits which awaited the time-expired
veteran with an unblemished record
added a further inducement to good
behavior.
Nonetheless, like all armies, the Ro
m?n legion inclnded a certain number
of men who occasionally kicked over
the traces. Since discipline was strict,
any infringements of it were swiftly
and remorselessly punished. Flogging
MOiferyMew
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was administered by tbe centurions
for any serious offense; the vine, 1au
rel, or myrtle staves, which they al
ways carried as an emblem of rank,
were laid on witbout restraint.
For mutiny or cowardice, the unit
concerned would be subjected to deci
mation+ne ma? in 10, chosen by lot,
was put to death: For less serious der
elictions of duty, the culprit was pe
nalized by a temporary stoppage of
pay, reduction in rank, by his bread

work as cattlemen and farm laborers
at the King’s summons to fight in their
country’s cause. Without training, and
entirely without experience of living
and working together as a fully inte
grated fighting formation, their gen
eral unruliness could only be curbed by
tbe imposition of the sternest form of
discipline from witho,ut.
Under England’s warrior-K]ng,
Henry V, Ordinances of War, among
other disciplinary measures, stated

ration being doled out to him in the
form of a rye loaf rather than one of
the superior wheaten variety, and his
allowanceof wine withheld for a stated
number of days. Speaking generally,
however, there was remarkably little
indiscipline in the Roman Army. Pride
in his own and bis particular unit’s
military skill and all-around efficiency
inspired the legionnaire to maintain
a standard of self-discipline which has
rarely been matched, and never ex
ceeded, in tbe entire history of arms.
Medieval armies were built up on
a hard core of knights, squires, and
mountedservants-at-arms. To this nu
cleus of practiced fighting men was
added, in times of emergency, a “rab
ble of foot” made up of spearmen, axmen, and daggermen who left their

that the soldiers were to he humbly
obedient to their officers and every one
should perform bis watch and ward
for the full terra on pain of having
his head cut off. This was also the
penalty meted out to any man who
sought to desert.
When troops were on passage over
seas, regulations warned both the sol
diery and the ‘mariners that:
He who kills a man on shipboard,
shall be bound to the dead man and
thrown into the sea: if the man be
killed on shore, the elauer shall be
bound to the dead body and buried
with it. Anyone convicted by lawful
witnesses of having drown his knife
to strike another, or who shall have
drawn blood of him, shall lose his
hand. If he shall have struck only with
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the palm of his hand, without drawing
blood, he shall be thm”ce ducked in the
sea.
That these punishments were car
ried out, when called for, with exem
plary dispatch is borne out by many
contemporary recorde. Thue, when
England’s Edward III was hastening
to cross the river Somme to reach his
chosen battlefield of Cr&y well ahead
of his French opponente, he did not
hesitate to delay his march long
enough to hang 20 of his men who
had been caught pillaging the Abbey
of Saint Lucien near Beauvais.
The onus of maintaining discipline
throughout the army rested with the
King’s marshal, but much of the re
sponsibility was delegated to his dep
uty, the provost marshal. Having laid
out the camp when the troops were in
bivouac, one of the provoet marshal’s
first tasks was to erect a gallows at
the end of the open market where the
sutlers had set up their booths. It
served as a grim reminder not only
to the more unruly among the troops,
but also to anyone among the hawkers
behind the stalls with extravagant
ideas about putting up his prices.
Standing Army

The first organized Standing ArmY
formed in Europe since the days of
the Roman Empire wae founded by
Charles VII of France in 1453. Despite
the fact that its personnel were sub
jected to long training and intensive
indoctrination, the disciplinary sYs
tem by which its leaders maintained
order exhibited little advafice on that
practiced by the hired mercenaries
who had become such a feature of the
European battlefields since the early
days of tbe 13th century.
Since the mercenary had taken to
warfare for what he could get out of
42
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it—hence the term soldier, the man
who fought for eoldi, or pay—he was
fined a certain propofilon of his wage
for lesser breaches of the discipli
nary code, and forfeited his share in
the next distribution of war booty,
Another relatively minor punishment
was known as the strappado, in which
the delinquent was hung up by his
thumbs so that he was poised with
his toes just touching the ground.
“Trial of Long Pikes”

For more serious offenses, he un
derwent the “trial of the long pikee”
which gave the rank and tile equal
jurisdiction with the officers in re
spect to crimes that brought disgrace
on the unit as a whole. If he were
found guilty, his comrades drew
themselves up in two ranks, aligned
with backs to north and south and
facing inward. The eneigns, with the
colors tlying, posted themselves at
the eastern end of the lane thus
formed.
The culprit was then brought to
the western end of the lane, and the
provost marshal exhorted him to play
the man and make for the colors.
Then, clapping him thrice on the back
in the npme of the Trinity, he bade
him “run the gantelope.” Plnnging
into the lane, the doomed man was
the target of every pike, sword, and
halberd aimed at him as he sought
to stagger on his way. The ewifter
he ran, the sooner came the end. As
he lay gasping in the agony of death,
his comrades knelt down and prayed
God to rest his soul.
England’s first attempt to found
a standing, properly organized fight
ing force was the outcome of the civil
war between the King and the Par
liament of 1642-51. To oppose the
Royalists, Thomas Fairfax and Oliver
Cromwell recruited and organized the
Military
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Parliamentary “New Model” Army
whose atern disciplinary code relied
largely upon Puritan fanaticism for
its strict observance. The vaet major
ity of the men in the ranks had a
cause in which they passionately be
lieved, and for the sake of which they
were prepared readily to subordinate
themselves. Even so, provision had
to be made to deal with occasional
backsliders. For them, the discipli
nary code knew no mercy.

only was the pioneer on a lower scale
of pay than that drawn by the rest of
the army, but his general sta@ng
was far inferior. To he “degraded to
a common pioneer” was to lose money
and face.
Such desperate means of maintain
ing discipline were by no means pecu
liar to the “New Model” Army. They
I

r
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Flogging
Flogging

was a common form of
punishment and was carried out by
the newly devised “cat-o-nine-tails.”
One culprit who was sentenced to be
lashed every three paces between the
flset prison and old palace yard, in
Westminster, bore up under no less
than 60,000 stripes and survived.
Blasphemy was brutally puniehed by
boring the tongue with a red-hot iron
spike. This penalty remained in force
until 1704.
Imprisonment in manacles, on a
diet restricted to bread and water,
was another form of imposing dis
cipline. A modified form of “running
the gantelope” was also employed in
which the delinquent was “scourged”
with musket slinge and the soldiers’
leather belts. Thus, the victim, al
though sorely bruised. and battered,
at least survived the ordeal.
One curious punishment peculiar
to thie era was known as “degrada
tion to a common pioneer.” In effect,
the man whose conduct had. proved
consistently unsatisfactory was re
moved from his fighting unit and
reassigned to the far less-esteemed
corps of pioneers. Duties ranged
from digging trenches and earth
works for the infantry and art illery
to clearing up the camp litter and
attending to camp sanitation. Not
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The etrappado,which was hanginga man
by the thumbs, snd the, pastinado, in
wbicb a man was besten ~n tbe soles of,
his feet with a sticfq w’ere considered
relatively minor punishments
were in common uge in Germany and
particularly in France where the se
verity of the methods employed to
maintain at least an outward show of
impeccability by the Marquis de Mar
tinet gave the dictionary a new wo~d
for strictness.
Not all Matilnet’s methods of en
forcing discipline were indorsed by
Lonis XIV’s War Minister, Fran$ois
de Louvois. He even permitted the
private soldier to follow a trade in
his epare time, so long as he reported
punctually for parades and waa in his
barracks by 2000. Drunkenness was
not reckoned a military crime, and
43
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flogging was rarely awarded. But a
variation of the strappado was fairly
frequent. In this, the delinquent was
hoisted to a beam by means of a rope
fastened to his arms, which were
roped behind his back, and then sud
denly dropped down with a jerk. The
great danger was dislocation of the
shoulder joints, and it demanded an
expert to administer the punishment
without inflicting lasting injury.
Toward the end of the .17th cen
tury, the general adoption through
out Europe of standing regular forces
permitted far more time to be de
voted to the soldier’s training and
indoctrination. Opportunity was given
to drive home to the individual sol
dier that the oheervance of a strict
disciplinary code not only helps to in
sure victory over the enemy, but enor
mously enhances the fighting man’s
likelihood of survival. The better dis
ciplined force not only stood a far
greater chance of coming out on top,
but could rely upon doing so at far
less cost in death and injury.
Frederick the Great

The most brutalized methods of en
forcing discipline were to be found
in the forces organized by Frederick
the Great of Prussia. Frederick had
undergone so merciless an upbring
ing at the hands of his implacable
father that at one moment he had
sought to flee the country and find
refuge in England. Betrayed by the
indiscretion of an accomplice, he him
self had been placed under arrest and
forced to witness the execution of an
other of his friends who had been ac
tive in the plot to get him out of the
country.
With so harsh a schooling, it was
inevitable that hie own hardened sen
sibilities should know nothing of the
compassionate human understanding.
44

To lfim, the men in the ranks were
so many brutes to be cowed into sub.
mission and blind obedience to orders.
It is, of ccxrse, impossible to confute
his insistence on the fact that:
In war one thskg only can be called
the
primar~
essential-discipline,
iron, implacable, unremitting
discL
pline. FOT discipline and ovdy discipline can relieve the thinking mind
from fear. Inetead of having the ener
g{es consumed by the struggle with
fear, discipline takes over the v-espon
sibility, and the energiee are free jor
the task of beating the enem~.
“Gentleman Johnny”
A practical
ae

well as humanly
compassionate point of view was held
by at least one contemporary—’’Gen
tleman Johnny” Burgoyne-who had
been given the warrant to raise the
16th Light Dragoone in 1759. In his
Code of Instructions for his officere,
it was quite clear that he had every
intention of doing his utmost to cul
tivate discipline from within. It was
his aim to substitute the point of
honor for severity. He even urged
that the men in the ranks should be
treated as thinking beings. They were
not to be sworn at, and an occasional
joke when talking to them was
strongly recommended.
The benefit from this thoroughly
commendable system of maintaining
discipline came with the 1762 cam
paign in Portugal. In his report to
the British authorities, Burgoyne
was at particular pains to record:
I am conecious that the chief merit
of the succees was due to the admi
rable but not wncommon valor and az
tivit~ of the troops I had the honor
to command.
This was the first tribute to tbe
rank and file ever to appear in a
public dispatch. It is not without sig-
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nificance that, in his hour of defeat
at Saratoga, hie troops cheered him
just as heartily as they would have
done had the victory been his.
When it came to the organization
of the continental forces in 1775,
George Washington found it impos
sible to dispense entirely with the
lash. The miIitia called out to defend

I

I

- The fire ordeal on the wheel
the cause of independence were sturdy
individualists to the last man, resent
ful of order and suspicious of mili
tary discipline since they had yet to
learn the imperative need for it. As
Washington himself wrote:
The militia are disraaged, intracta
ble, and impatient to’ return home.
Tkeir want of discipline, and refusal
of almost every kind of restraint or
government, kave produced an entire
disregard of that order and s-abor-di
natkm necessary to the well-being of
an armp.
During the bitter winter at Valley
Forge, Baron Friedrich W. von Steu
ben labored not only to insure obedi
ence and swift response to orders,
but to insure that every man fully
comprehended why such subordinaFebruary
19S8

tion, such suppression of the individ
ual ego, was essential. It was a car
dinal feature of his training method
that both officers and noncommis
sioned officers should “support a
proper authority, and at the same
time do not ill treat the men through
any pique or resentment.”
Legitimate complaints were to be
inquired into and, if substantiated,
redressed, although no encourage
ment was to be given t9 “complain
ing on every frivolous occaeion.” And
in the outcome “there was bestowed
upon the ragged troops the greatest
gift they could have received—the
gift of discipline.”
literacy Essential
A certain degree of literacy is es
sential if the man in the ranks is to
achieve that degree of mental matur
ity capable of recognizing that volun
tary self-regulation is the best, the
most respectworthy, and the most sat
isfying form of discipline attainable.
But at the end of the 18th century,
literacy was not particularly wide
spread among the class from which all
countries recruited their rank and file.
The undisciplined hordes which had
been conscripted to fight the earlier
ware of tbe French Revolution had
been kept in some type of order by
fear of the guillotine which accom
panied the representatives en mission,
attached by the civil government to
every army in the field and invested
with mandatory powers over them.
But as Napoleon Bonaparte ruefuRy
admitted later to hia brother Joseph,
“the Frenchman has never been obe
dient, and is still less so eince the Rev
olution has excited him.” It called for
much hard work and not a little cajol
ery to imbue the Imperial guard with
that pride in their achievements, and
4s
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in themselves which is one of the
soundest progenitors of discipline.
The Duke of Wellington described
his Peninsular Army as “the scum of
the earth: adding as an afterthought,
“but it is really wonderful that we
should have made them the tine fellows
they are.” It was a tribute to a disciplinary system which blended strict
ness with a compassionate understand
ing of the frailty of human nature,
and the strains and stresses to which
active service inevitably exposes it.
The payoff came with the collapse of
the Napoleonic forces in tbe early
months of 1814. Throughout the 20
year conflict, the French civil popula
tion had been at ccmetant loggerheads
with the soldiery billeted in, or pass
ing through, their towns and villages.
Yet after the end of the war, large
British columne marched for 200 or
300 miles through France to the
northern ports without a eingle com
plaint to the French civic authorities
of any misconduct. Self-discipline had
begun to assert itself to increasingly
good fmrpose.
Prussian Army Discipline

1

Early in his career, German General
Gerhard von Scharnhorst had bluntly
commented, “No soldiers have been so
mercilessly flogged as those in the
Prussian Army, and no Army has
achieved less.” With his rise to power,
General Scharnhoret sedulously set
about the modification of the old sadis
tic methods of enforcing discipline.
In 1807, he abolished corporal punish
ment “as incompatible with the idea
that a man was honored, and honored
himself, by service in arms.”
The growing sense of responsibil
ity and self-respect in the men who
formed the rank and file of the mid
19th%entury forcee ruled out the dras

tic means of enforcing discipline and
penalizing its nonobservance. So far
as the British fighting forces were
concerned, from 1859 onward, only the
more heinous of military crimes were
punished with the lash. Its total aboli
tion, under the terms of the Army
Discipline Act, followed in 1881—just
10 years after it had heen done away
with in the US Army.
Drastic punishment, however, could
not be dispensed with entirely. With
numerous but largely extemporized
forces, brought suddenly under a dis
ciplinary code to which all were un
accustomed and instinctively resented,
there was bound to be an unruly mi
nority whose misconduct called for
summary correction.
“Kangaroo Court”

In the British forces, the individual
whose misbehavior in barracks or biv
ouac rendered bim a nuisance to his
comrades was summarily dealt with
by a “kangaroo court” made up of the
senior members of his troop or com
pany. Unofficial as they might be, they
were tribunals whose dictates were
not to be disregarded Iigbtly, and their
influence in maintaining a high stand
ard of discipline would be difficult to
overestimate.
It was the man in the ranks him
self who had come to appreciate that
a high etandard of personal conduct
was not only essential in action against
an enemy, but of overwhelming im
portance in time of peace if the close,
communal life in barracks was to be
rendered tolerable. It is such self-”
imposed discipline from within which
engenders tbe priceless asset of esprit
de corps which is a readiness to serve,
to pull together as one man—the dy
namic of all worthwhile human effort.
In the ordinary couree of life, a man
Military
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has earned his right to self-respect
when he prefers to discipline himself
rather than suffer the indignity of
being disciplined by someone else. Under the etrese and strain of combat,
discipline enables a man subconsciously to do right when his faculties
are too numbed for him to be capable
of conecious thought.
Discipline is the generating spark

of morale. Morale is a state of mind, ‘“
an intangible force that will move an
entire group of men to give their last
ounce to achieve something without
counting the coet to themselves. For
the serviceman, discipline is the veri
table root of the matter—both in peace
and war-the solid foundation upon
which all the other soldierly attributes
can confirIently be erected.
,

The governmentasks, snd has a right to ask, for obedience,because
witbout it there would be only confusion and snsrchy. Althoughours is s
free society where freedom of speech and other personal liberties are
jealously guarded,tbe soldier must aecrific~and properly so-a portion of
his personal liberties so that they may be preservedfor s1lother%including
those who mock him and criticize what he is doing. The soldier, from the
earlisst period of our history to the present day, has seen and hesrd expres
sions of dissent shout him, and though he msy resent them, he knows that
it is just for dissentersto expresstheir views,and is willingto fight for their
freedomtu spesk out.
General Creighton W. Abram.s
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PLANS
AND
OPERATIO
*
LieutenantColonel John R. Galvin, United States Armg
and
Major George R. Stotser, United States Armu

O

F ALL the many aspects of the
fighting in Vietnam, perhaps
the most significant for the 1st Cav
alry Division ( Airmobile ) is the com
parative isolation of the unit itself
—many miles from the next higher
headquarters, and involved in a com
plicated, many-sided operation.
The division normally is spread
over a wide area, with a mission
that is actually a composite of several
different tasks. These include every
48

thing from population and resources
control to destruction of main force
enemy units. Between these two ex
tremes lie at least half a dozen other
important missions. One order nor
mally serves the division for the
course of an operation that might
continue for months; the original
order will he modified by a series of
fragmentary orders, sometimes run
ning to three or four per day.
These fragmentary orders indicate
WitaryReview
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the changes of emphasis aa the divi
sion juggles its several missions and
tries to come up with the best balance
to fit the enemy eituation and the
forces available.
Shifting Emphasis
The day-to-day adjustments are the
result of a running estimate which is
complicated by several variables.
These include weather and terrain,
the civil-political situation, operations
of adjacent units, the requirements of
base camp security and the security
of fire bases and other installations,
the need to maintain peak proficiency
in airmobile operations, and the ne
cessity to coordinate with friendly
forces in the area.
In the course of a few weeks of
operation, the division can expect to
work with other Free World forces,
Lieutenant Colonel John R. Galvin
k with the Ofifce of the Chief of In
formation in Washington, D. C. Prior
to his present assignment, he was As
sistant GS Plaus, Headquarters,
Ist
Cavalrp Division (Airmobile)r in Viet.
nam. He received his Master’s degree
from Columbia University, New York,
and was graduated from the US Arm~
Command and General Staff College
in 1966. He is the author of the book,
The Minute Men. A Compact History
of the Defenders of the American
Colonies, 1645-1775, a@ his article,
“A New Look at the Minutemen,”
was published in the April 1967 issue
of the MILITARYREVIEW.
Maior George R. Stotser is with the
Ofjice of Personnel
Operations
in
Washington, D. C. During 1966-67,
he was Battalion SS and G8 Opera
tions Oficer with the Ist Cavalry
Division (Airmobile), in Vietnam. He
holds a B.S. from Middle Tennessee
State College in Murfree8boro and at
tended the Naval Command and Staff
School of the Naval War College,
Newport, Rhode Island.
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US
units
of all sizes, Vietnamese
Army, Navy, Marine, and Air Force
units, as well as the civil and para
military organizations.
As a result of this constant shifting
of emphasis, normal airmobile opera
tions and planning become only the
jumping off point for the activities of
the G3. Only a emall portion of the
day-to-day requirements can be con
sidered as routine. By far the larger
number of incoming prob~emsencom
pass both operations and planning.
With G3 supervision, these are at
tacked jointly by the G3 operations
and G3 plane, producing solutions
from short fragmentary orders to far
-reaching operations plans.

“Battle Arena”Concept
This can best be illustrated by ex
amples of the way that new ideas are
generated or old ones uncovered to
meet various situations. The “battle
arena” concept is one of these ideas.
In operations within both the heav
ily populated coastal lowlands and
the very lightly populated mountain
and jungle areas, the 1st Cavalry
Division has learned a great deal
about the local and North Vietnamese
enemy. The enemy does not stay in
the jungle and mountains unless he is
forced there; he normally lives in the
hamlets where food and shelter are
readily available and where he can
control tbe population.
This last point is by far the most
important one for him. Without a firm
control over large segments of the
population, the enemy cannot hope to
control the country and win his objec
tive. This is the same area in which
the 1st Cavalry Division operates to
gain support of the population. There
fore, most of the recent encounters
with enemy regular units have been
in or near the populated’”areas.

.
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The knowledge that the enemy will
not stay away from the populated
areas that, until recently, he has been
able to control, allows us to predict
with increasing accuracy what he will
do next.
Enemy offensive action has always
been characterized by a careful and
detailed preparation of the battlefield
to enhance his attack and facilitate
.. .
...~,” *-. .
. “.’’.:”..

� Clearing “barrier zbnes” by de
nying to the enemy the outlying val
leya and open areas through which
hia unita must pass to enter populated
areas.
� Searching out and destroying
enemy fortifications.
� Maintaining day-and-night sur
veillance over the trail network.
� Producing
pinpoint, low-level

his withdrawal. In the battle arena
concept, the 1st Cavalry Division also
prepares the battlefield since it can
predict the places, if not the times,
of enemy activity. This battlefield
preparation involves:
� Categorizing all available land
ing zones.
� Selecting
and preparing fire
bases to support maneuver within and
adjacent to the division operational
area.

aerial photographs of every hamlet
and important terrain feature.
� Planning and preparation for
rapid shifting of logistic bases and
airstrips to support the schemes of
maneuver.
� Seleeting additional signal sites
to maintain reliable communications
in a rapidly shifting situation.
In the battle arena concept, the divi
sion makee maximum use of its air
mobile flexibility. Platoon-size units
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find the enemy and are immediately
reinforced by the rest of the troop,
company, or battalion. The division
quick-reaction force, normally the
least committed battalion, is alerted
for air assault into the area, and a
brigade is tagged as standby to go in
ss control headquarters if the fight
grows beyond reinforced battalion
size. This concept orienta on tbe
enemy and does not waste the efforts
of battalions on profitless sweeps
through the area of suspected enemy
locations.
Population Control

While the extensive searches and
accelerated air assaults are in prog
ress against the main enemy force,
the division operates against the Viet
Cong infrastructure within the pop
ulated areas. Areas presently under
control of Vietnamese civil govern
ment or supported by revolutionary
development teams are used as bases
for spreading out in the “inkepot”
method, while outlying hamlets are
cordoned off and searched on a recur
ring but unpredictable schedule.
In coordination with local authori
ties, units screen military-age per
sons, shifting from place to place to
prevent Viet Cong cadree from re
establishing control. Every infra
structure member captured in this
process represents the loss of years
of training and effort of the local
area Viet Cong.
The battle arena concept confronts
the division G3 with planning and
,operational requirements that were
hardly anticipated when the division
was formed.
The tactical operations center
(TOC) ia supervised by the G3 op
erations officer and ia the clearing
house for all traffic involving daily
operations. The division TOC for the
February
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1st Cavalry Division is housed in
two CH-54A Flving Crane pods which
can be lifted in minutes, complete
with maps, desks, and communications
equipment. Its crew includes repre
sentatives for fire support, G2, G3
air, theair liaison officer, the aviation
officer, and signal and engineer rep
resentatives.
Focal Point

The division TOC is the focal point
of the division, the one ‘place where
the current situation is monitored on
a 24-hour basis. The shift duty officers
and noncommissioned officers receive
all incoming reports and requests
from the subordinate units and next
higher headquarters. They post the
intelligence map, situation maps, and
fire support maps. In addition, a dozen
or so status charts are posted and
kept current in anticipation of the
many daily command and staff visits.
Although the command group
makes all the major decisions, many
minor operational decisions fall to the
operations officer. He must make snre
that his decisions are based on an
intimate understanding of established
policies and a comprehensive knowl
edge of past, present, and future op
erations and plans. Speed is essential.
In the plans section, the atmosphere
is slower paced. The nature of longer
range problems normally calls for an
estimate involving some study of the
situation and pessible courses of ac
tion. But while the main difference
between the two shops ia the amount
of time required for discussion, deci
sion, and implementation, there is a
large area in which both offices are
concerned with the solution of tire
same problems.
Map acetate overlays of the division
TOC and of G3 plans are interchange
able, a seemingly minor point. All
51
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maps in both offices are portable so
that combined plans and operations
briefings can be presented anywhere.
Planning acetates can be moved over
to tbe operations maps to correlate
future operations with the present
friendly and enemy situation; opera-

plans and operations work jointly: in
reconnaissance, coordination visits,
briefings, war gaming, and prepara
tion of staff papers. However, the
most important joint effort is the
constant reevaluation of tbe situation
and analysis of the courses of action
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The battle arena concept utilizes airmobile flexibility for rapid reinforcement of
reconnaissanceelements
tions acetates are “lifted” by the plans
office twice daily in order to maintain
a current operational picture to assist
planning.
Much of the daily work is completed
through a cooperative effort of the
noncommissioned officers in both op
erations and plans, pooling assistance
to meet exigencies as they occur in
either office. Officer assistants often
are moved between the two offices to
follow the workload.
There are other areas in which
52
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open to the division—the current
estimate.
Operations and plans keep a run
ning check on the decisions that need
to be made both immediate and longrange. Estimates, including recom
mendations, encompassing these deci
sions are sometimes made at the
regular morning or evening briefings.
But moat of these egtimates are
presented in separate short meetings
in which. the operations officer and
plans officer present the details first to
Militsry
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the G31then to the chief of staff and
assistant division commander, then to
the commanding general. The results
of these jointly presented decisions
are then published as fragmentary
orders, messages, division field in
structions, or verbal orders.
Tbe planning sequence, for the most
part, follows customary procedures.
The commanding general’s guidance
normally is given at a meeting of the
principal staff members. It is at these
meetings that new missions and tasks
for the division are formulated. These
normally include messages that have
come in from higher headquarters
during the day, and missions derived
from the current situation. Key staff
members present their oral estimates,
and the commanding general gives his
guidance and approval to go ahead.
Following the meeting, the G3 adds
bis ‘own guidance, and the plans of
ficer drafts a mission statement and
the “maneuver” section of the concept
of operations. He clears these infor
mally with the G3 operations officer,
the G2, the fire support coordination
commander, and others who need to
see the preliminary draft as early as
possible. The mission and concept are
shown to the chief of staff and the as
sistant division commander, and re
vised as necessary in accordance with
their comments.
At a meeting of the plans officers
of the G2, G4, G5, aviation group,
engineer, signal, fire support coordi
nator, provost marshal, G3 air, com
manding officer, cavalry squadron, and
the support command S3, the G2
plans discuses the enemy situation
in some detail. The G3 plans presents
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the division mission and the general
concept of the operation.
The planners at this gathering have
an opportunisty to coordinate before
the plan is put o paper, and to dis
cuss with the G‘! operations officer
the effect of the new plan on current
dispositions and activities within
their areas of interest. Before the
meeting closes, the G3 plans officer
sets a suspense for input to tbe plan.
The plans officer roughs out the
body of the plan. Whiie he pieces
together the main paragraphs, the
planners from other sections begin
sending in their’contributions, includ
ing applicable annexes, recommenda
tions on details of the task organiza.
tion, missions that they wish to have
assigned to divisional subordinate
units, administrative details, and con
tributions to the coordinating instruc
tions. Work usually continues around
the clock until tbe main plan is com
pleted and all annexes are in.
The plan now gets a detailed ex
amination. The G3 operations and
plans officers discuss the facets of
every task set forth in the plan and
the effect on other current and future
operations—providing, of course, that
there is time. Often, the situation
moves so quickly that plans become
fragmentary orders and are im
plemented immediately.
Since there are usually several OP.
erations in various stages of planning
or execution, the process repeats it
self constantly. The one constant in
the endless variety of orders, plans,
fragmentary orders, estimates, direc
tives, and messages is’ the integrated
effort of G3 operations and G3 plans.

Observationsof a BrigadeCommander
ColonelSidneyB. Berry,Jr. United States ,4rmu

Part II

This is the second of a three-part article by the author who com
manded the 1et Bfi”gade of the let Infantrg Division in Vietnam f ram
June 1966 to February 196i’. Part I appeared in “JanuaW 1968.—Editor.

M

OST Vietnamese roads must be cleared of mines, roadblocks, and
enemy forces before convoys use them. All convoys must be sscured
against mining and harassing attacks by guerrillas and major ambush by
main force unite.
There are five phases to a road clearing and securing operation.
These are to:
� Position the troops.
� Clear the road of mince, boobytraps, and roadblocks.
MiiiirYReiiew
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Secure the route against ambush.
Run the convoy.
� Roll UD the forces.
Positioning truups along the route
involves establishing fire support
bases, command posts, and defensive
positions which facilitate clearing and
route security operations. Units are
assigned sectors of the road to clear
and to secure areas of operation.
Troops are placed along the road. A
reserve is held ready for quick com
mitment. Additional units are placed
in areas of operation on one or both
flanks of the route to guard against
ambuah.
�
�

Clearing Roads
Infantry,
armor, and engineers are

orgarnzed into road clearing teams
which methodically clear the roads,
shoulders, ditches, and adjacent areas
of mines, boobytraps, command elec
trical wires, and roadblocks.
Some of the armor and infantry
provide security, while other armor
and infantry work with the engineers
in locating and destroying mines,
boobytraps, and other explosive de
vices. Engineers and infantrymen
manning minesweepers and probing
with bayonets clear the road, shoul
ders, and ditches. Increasingly, Viet
Colonel Sidney B. Berqi, Jr., is an
Army Fellow, Council on Foreign Re
latiorw, Incorporated, New York. He
received his M.A. degree from Colum
bia Univereitg, New York, and wae
gmdnated from the US Army War
College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsyl
vania. His assignments include duty
in Korea with the 35th InfantW; the
4th Armored Divisioa in Germany;
Militam Assistant to the Secretaru of
Defense; Senior Advieor, 7th Infantry
Division, Armg of the Republic of
Vietnam; and Commander, Ist Bri
gade, Ist Infantrg Division, Vietnam.
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Cong use plastic, nonmetallic mine$
which are virtually impossible to de-”
tect with minesweepers.
~ Minesweeping teams are followed by
a pair of bulldozers pulling engineer
rooters that plow 18-inch trenches on
either side of the road, breaking or
exposing most electrical wires leading
to command detonated mines set in the
road or along the shoulders. Tanks
precede the bulldozers and rootera to
set off pressure detonated mines that
can seriouely damage the bulldozers.
All members of the clearing team
check visually for mines, boobytraps,
wires, and evidence of enemy activity.
They must inepect the trees along the
road since the enemy places claymores
and mortar and artillery rounds in
trees and electrically detonates them.
When a mine or explosive device
is discovered, the team destroys it
with explosives. They do not attempt
to disarm or remove explosive devices.
An individual should never pull on a
string or wire and attempt to follow
it to its source, for it is inevitably
boobytrapped. Instead, an armored
personnel carrier or a tank rips out
the wire or string, eetting off attached
boobytraps.
Roadblocks

Roadblocks are usually boobytrapped or they conceal mines. Tanks
effectively remove brush roadblocks by
firing canister rounds against them.
Grappling hooks at the end of long
ropes remove the debris. Bulldozers
or tankdozers push earthen or laterite
roadblocks aside.
Working behind the rooters and
minesweeper teams, dump trucks filled
with laterite or gravel fill holes in the
road, while graders and bulldozers
improve the surface and drainage of
the road. Other engineer teams re
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place culverts, repair bridges and
stream crossings, and push vegeta
tion back from the edge of the road.
Meanwhile, infantry and armor
forces patrol on either flank of the
road out to distances of at least sev
eral hundred yards, seeking signs of
enemy ambush preparations.
With the exception of the rooting
process, which can be done a eingle
time along the entire route on both
sides, the road clearing process is re
peated each morning before the pas
sage of the convoy. The Viet Cong is
quite skNed at placing additional
mines during the night or arming
those already in position.
Security Against Ambush

At night, while most troops with
draw into defensive perimeters, many
ambushes are set along the road and
the approaches to the road. Scout dogs
are useful in detecting would-be mine
layers. The enemy is discouraged from
mining the road by placing artillery
fires with variable time fuzes over the
road and ditches and by periodic over
flight of armed helicopters equipped
with searchlights and other night de
vices. A major disadvantage of plac
ing a~ilIery fire over the road is the
additional metal put on and in the
road which reduces the effectiveness
of minesweepers in locating enemy
mines. But none of these measures
eliminate the need to clear tbe road
methodically early each morning.
Security against ambush and attack
is provided mainly by infantry and
armor patrols. They patrol far to
either flank of the route to intercept
enemy forces before they get into a
position from which they can launch
an ambush. Airborne artillery observ
ers, forward air controllers, armed
helicopters, and staff officers on reconSs

naissance increase security by flying
systematic reconnaissance epsdsurveil
lance missions on either ftank of the
route and by employing destructive
artillery fires and airstrikes on poten
tial enemy locations and installations.
Pushing the vegetation back from
the road’s edge has long-term bene
fits. Clearing a strip 50 or 100 yards
wide on either side of the road in
creases difficulty in mining the road,
reduces the threat of ambush, and fa
cilitates aerial observation and airmo
bile operations along the road. Romeplows, which are designed for the job,
are the most efficient jungle clearing
machines. Bulldozers are next best.
Tanks and armored personnel carriers
can crush vegetation and drag logs
away. Infantrymen and engineers
equipped with chain saws and explo
sives cut and blow down trees. Any
thing that exposes the enemy activities
to daylight ie a step forward and as
sists future operations along the road.
Because there is always too little
equipment and too few troops to do all
of the jobs desired, the brigade com
mander must establish a work priority
and see that the troops adhere to it.
This is particularly true for Romeplows, bulldozers, and chain saws.
Convoy Operations

The convoy moves under its own
commander whose command relation
ship to the commander of the clearing
and security forces is clearly defined.
There must be one area commander,
and that should he the commander of
the clearing and security forces. The
actions of the convoy when it comes
under attack are clearly defined. Com
manders, both of the convoy and route
security forces, must keep close liaison
and coordination with Vietnamese
forces and installations along the
Mititsry
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route in order to gain their assistance
and to avoid accidental clashes be
tween friendly forces.
Standing operating procedures gov
ern convoy operations. The convoy
commander controls from a helicopter
flying over the column. Forward air
controllers and airborne artillery ob.
servers constantly fly over the column.
Armed fixed-wing aircraft fly column
cover and armed helicopters are on
call for immediate commitment. Some
armor accompanies the convoy under
command of the convoy commander.
Engineer bulldozers and loaded dump
trucks are on call along the route to
repair holes in the road caused by
mines.
Each vehicle in the ,convoy has a
soldier riding shotgun. Drivers and
guards wear steel helmets and armor
vests. Members of the convoy are in.
strutted to return fire only if under
direct attack from a definitely identi
fied source. Otherwise, they rely on
protection by the security forces which
are located on either side of tbe road,
usually beyond the observation of
those in the convoy. The convoy com
mander maintains his own command
radio net and monitors the brigade
command net.
The bulk of the infantry, armor,
and engineer forces is. used with the
security forces. Their mission is to
secure the uninterrupted passage of
the convoy and to engage and destroy
any enemy force that attacks the
convoy.
The brigade commander spends
most of his time hopping from one
security position to another until the
road is cleared and secured for the
paesage of the convoy. He then flies
over the convoy and tries to an~lcipate
the time and place of possible attack.
February
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His principal radio contacts are with
commanders of the security forces and
the convoy commander.
Whenever a mine is detonated underneath a vehicle or the convoy re
ceives any fire, the brigade commander
assumes that an attack is beginning
on the convoy and reacts accordingly.
He is prepared to employ supporting

— .
Anw NemaFeature,

Most Vietnameseroads must be cleared
of mines, roadblocks,and enemy forces
before convoysusethem
fires immediately and to commit ready
battalions into designated landing
zones. Once the convoy actually comes
under attack,’ the brigade command
er’s main mission ie to destroy the
enemy and minimize damage to the
convoy. The convoy commander’s job
is to get the convoy out of the danger
zone and to move it to its destination.
It is essential to establish commu
nication and close coordination with
Vietnamese and allied forces and in.
stallations” located along tbe convoy’s
route. This is to preclude firing on
57
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friendly units during the confusion
attendant to an enemy attack on the
convoy.
Withdrawing the route clearing and
security forces after completion of a
convoy is similar to extraction of
forces from a pickup zone. There muet
be no letdown in alertnese ae combat
forces on the ground are rapidly be
ing depleted. Supporting tires must be
instantly available at all times. Com
manders observe and supervise tbe
operation until their last troops have
safely returned to their destination.
Hamlet Operations
is the key to success in
Surprise

hamlet seal-and-search operations.
Capture of Viet Cong personnel, par
ticularly members of the hamlet infra
structure, is a major aim. Given the
slightest warning, the quarry quickly
disappears. Thoroughness and atten
tion to detail in planning and swift
ness and split-second timing in execu
tion must characterize this operation.
This entails throwing a cordon of
troops around a hamlet to seal off
exit and control entry, and a thorough
hamlet search and check of the inhab
itants’ identity and status.
Seal-and-search forces are orga
nized into three elements:
� The seal force which puts the
cordon around the hamlet.
� The airrnobile force that, simul
taneously with the seal, conducts aerial
reconnaissance and eagle flights in a
radius of one or two miles around the
hamlet, capturing persons fleeing the
seal area.
� The search force that searches
the hamlet and checks the inhabitants.
The brigade commander, who is the
over-all commander, usually retains di
rect command of the seal force which
may consist of several battalions. He
w

designates eeparate commanders for
the airmobile and hamlet search forces.
Timing of the seal operation de
pends on the habits of the local Viet
Cong. If intelligence reports indicate
that tbe Viet Cong enter the hamlet
in late aftei’noon and leave about mid
night, the seal can be put in place
juet before dark. If the Viet Cong
enter hamlets after dark and leave be.
fore daylight, a night seal is in order.
Psychological Aspects

The psychological aspects of the seal
and search are particularly important
and must be considered carefully. De
pending on the purpose of the opera
tion, the nature of the hamlet popula
tion, and the Vietnamese Govern
ment’s futnre plans for the hamlet,
the commander must establish tbe pre
vailing attitude that characterizes the
operation.
If this is a hamlet whose people
have a history of friendliness or neu
trality toward the government, or
which the government expects soon to
include in a secure area, the attituds
will, undoubtedly, be one of warmness
and friendship. If the hamlet is one
whose people have a history of sup
porting the Viet Cong, of mining and
attacking convoys, and which will not
soon be brought under government
control, the attitude might be one of
formal correctness, aloofness, and
firmness to include a display of over
whelming force.
The commander must decide if there
is tO be a hamlet festival. Of what
will it consist? What will be the prop
aganda theme of tapes, broadcasts,
leaflets, posters, and speeches? How
will euspects and prisonere be han
dled? what follownp will there be to
the operation ?
The eeal force may consist of one
Military
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or several battalion, but usually more
than one. United States and Vietnam
ese battalions may operate together.
During a daylight seal, simultaneous
landing of seal forces by helicopter
is the fastest method. Night placement
of seal forces is usually by foot. Ar
mor which arrives immediately after

Coincident with the establishment
of the seal around the hamlet, air
borne loudspeakers are used to inform
the people in the hamlet and the sur
rounding fields about the action and
to tell them what they are to do. Those
working in the fields are directed to
return to the hamlet. Those in the

the infantry is helpful in establishing
a cordon. Sometimes it is appropriate
for armor to participate in the initial
seal. The aim is to seal the circumfer
ence of the hamlet suddenly, com
pletely, and unexpectedly.
The seal force remaine outside the
hamlet, denies exit to the inhabitants,
protects itself and the search force
against enemy attack, and establishes
a defensive perimeter that faces both
inward and outward.

hamlet are directed to assemble in a
designated place.
Also coincident with the establish
ment of the hamlet SCSI,the airmobile
force with its armed helicopters and
aerial rifle squads reconnoiters the
area surrounding the hamlet, lands
forces to detain those whose actions
are hostile or suspicious, encourages
people to return to the hamlet, and re
turns fire when fired upon. Exploiting
the initial surpriee of the operation

Felmry
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and the enemy’s hasty reaction, this
force often accounts for a dispropor
tionate share of enemy captives and
casualties.
The airmobile force must strictly
be controlled and cautioned not to
harass or harm innocent persons. This
force should fire only when fired upon

:

Surprise ie the key to success in hamlet
seal-and-eesrchoperations
and then on definite targets. Peasants
and water buffalo naturally tend to
run when helicopters wheel overbead.
Running, in itself, does ncd give license
to shoot. The guide for these forces
should be that it is better to let sus
pected Viet Cong escape than to harm
innocent people. The airmobile force
is most effective when terrain permits
the landing of soldiers to check oot
people on the ground.
The Vietnamese are better qualified
than Americans to search a hamlet,
and it is usually more appropriate for
60

them to deal with the people. The
search force should consist primarily
of Vietnamese assisted by Americans.
There muet be an American coordina.
tor through whom the brigade com
mander can direct the search.
Search Force Composition

The search force should include rep
resentatives of the province and dis
trict chiefs, national policemen, intel
ligence personnel, and members of the
Vietnamese armed forces. US dog
teams and minesweepers assist with
the search; US doctore and dentists
assist with the people. The entire op
eration should be conducted under the
aegis of the government of Vietnam
and be calculated to improve the gov
ernment’s image of etrerrgth and ef
fectiveness.
Seal-and-search operations prove
most successful when forces remain
in position for eeveral days. The
search force remains in the hamlet,
and the seal force conducts area dom
ination operations in the surrounding
areas. People begin to give informa
tion to the search force, and Viet
Cong hiding in tbe hamlet have to
come out for food and water.
This type of operation can profitably
be coupled with other operations. A
B-52 strike can be placed in a nearby
jungle base camp to drive Viet Cong
into the hamleta. Road clearing and
securing operations can begin with
seal and search of hamlets along the
road. Or a seal-and-search operation
can begin the government’s systematic
effort to bring tbe hamlet under its
control and to introduce revolutionary
development cadres into the hamlet.
The combination are unlimited.
Another type of operation is called
“area domination.” This is useful to
describe a military operation intended
MMtary
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to dominate and disrupt enemy activi
ties in an area for a longer time than
a search-and-destroy operation and for
a shorter time than a clear and hold
operation. It can do serious damage
to the enemy and provide the govern
ment a shield behind which to move
into and gain control of an area.
The purpose of an area domination
operation is to damage or destroy the
enemy economic and political infra
structure. This is accomplished by
placing several battalions in an area
critical to the Viet Cong and disrupt
ing the enemy!s use of coxpmunica
tion routes, base camps, and recruit
ing and logistics bases. Assigned
tactical areas of operations, the bat
talions establish patrol bases and con
duct extensive ambuehing, patrOlling,
eagle flights, and seals and searches
of hamrets.
AerialObservation
Intensive aerial observation and sur
veillance is kept over the area, and
known or suspected enemy base
csmps are hit with airstrikes and
artillery fire, followed up with infan
try combat reconnaissance. Units do
everything within their capability to
force the enemy to mode, to attack
and disrupt his usual activities, and
to capture his people.
While the daily results of an area
domination operation rarely capture
headlines, its cumulative damage to
the enemy, particularly to the infra
structure and local guerrilla units,
often exceeds that of pitched battles
and has more lasting effects.
The decentralized nature of the area
domination operation affords srnall
unit commanders much freedom to ex
ercise initiative and imagination. This
is an excellent training ground for
leaders, units, and soldiers. When the
fetuuary
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threat of main force battalions is
eliminated, US unite will, undoubtedly,
turn more and more to area domina
tion operations as preliminary steps
to introduction of permanent govern
ment control into areas.
Luring the Enemy

We kill more of the enemy in a
shorter Vlme and at less cost to our
selves when we lure them from the
relatilve safety of their base camps to
attack one of our units which is pre
pared to defend itself. This is more
successful than when we search out
and attack the enemy on hk. own
ground, pariieularly in his jungle base
camps. It is a logical tactic, therefore,
to establish defensive positions and
run convoys expressly designed to
draw the enemy into attackhg us on
our terms.
While every defensive position and
fire support base must always expect
to be attacked and be prepared for it,
units may be placed in defensive po
sitions selected for ;the express pur
pose of attracting th enemy into mov
ing out of his prott cted base camps
and attacking. He thus exposes him
self to destruction by supporting fire
power and from the commitment of
additional maneuver battalions which
block his withdrawal and attack him
from the rear.
To exploit fully the opportunities
offered by the enemy’s attack, fire sup
port elements, designated maneuver
battalions together with their trans
helicopters—and
portation—usually
commanders and staffs must be ready
to react immediately in accordance
with sound plane. The commander who
uses a unit as a lure is obligated to
create such a situation of strength,
both in the defensive position itself
and in the supporting firepower and
61
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exploitation forces, that he is conti
dent that he is not exposing the lure
to unacceptable damage.
The key to attracting an attack on
a convoy and exploiting it successfully
is through planning, exteneive recon

Key elements of planning are fire
support plans and lecation of Iandlng
zones. Before the convoy commences
its move, fire suPPort basea are estab
lished and maneuver battalions are
positioned at loading zones beside the

——
CombinedVietnamese-UnitedStatesoperationsoffer benefitsto both parties
naissance, detailed war gaming, rapid
decision making, quick employment of
suppotilng firepower, and commit
ment of maneuver units.
The enemy must be made aware that
a convoy is to be run. This must be
done subtly. Normal advance notifica
tion to civil authorities that a thinskinned vehicular convoy will be run
at a epecific time and place usually
suffices to inform the Vlet Cong. At
the appointed time, an armor column
prepared to fight replaces the an
nounced convoy. No clearing and se
curing force precedes the armor force.
62

helicopters that will lift them into
action.
Maneuver units are assigned one of
three roles. They are committed as:
� Road assault forcee.
� Battlefield relief forces.
� Blocking forces.
The road assault force is the armor
unit that moves along the road to at
tract the enemy’s attack. It ie an ex
ceptionally deadly lure. The first in
fantry battalion committed after the
ambush is sprung is the battlefield re
lief force. Landing by airmobile as
sault near the embattled road assault
Military
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force,the battlefield relief force’e mis
sion is to relieve pressure on the ar
mor unit by attacking the enemy in
his flank and destroying him. Addi
tional infantry battalion are com
mitted ae bkc-%ng forces behind tbe
enemyto block his withdrawal and as
sist in hle destruction.
The road aseault force itself should
consist entirely of armored vehicles.
Necessary trains and wheeled vehi
cles, protected by armor, follow at a
safe distance. The road assault force
commander flies overhead in a com
mandand control helicopter. Also over
head are armed helicopter, airborne
artillery obeervers, forward air con
troller, 6xed-wing aircraft providing
column cover, and the brigade com
mander with hie airborne command
group.
Fire Support Coordination
Airatrikes
and atilllery

fires precede
the road assault force’e movement,
striking areas immediately adjacent
to the road and as deep as 400 or 500
yards from the road. While tbe initial
ambuehforce maybe located in ditches
and vegetation beside the road, rein
forcements and supporting weapons
are often lecated several hundred
yards away. The assumption baeed on
the enemy’s pact actione is that, once
he bae deployed his forces to conduct
an ambueh, he will carry on with the
attack even though we bring him un
der fire.
Fire support coordination must be
simple and easy. The road itself offers
the simplest fire coordination line. The
air support can strike one side of the
road while the artillery fires on the
other. Zones parallel to the road can
be designated eo that aircraft can
etrike in the zones immediately adja
cent to tbe road, and afilllery can fire
Fobrmry
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into zones once removed from the road,
or vice versa. Locating fire support
baees on or near the road permite the
atilllery to shift its fire to either side
with leaet interference with airetrikes.
Okection of Attack

Once the enemy attack begins, de
termination of the direction from
which it comee ie essential to the bri
gade commander’s reaction. The en
emy habitually withdraws in the same
direction from which he launcbee his
main attack, moving back upon his
euppotilng weapons, reserve units, and
his line of communicetione. Tbe di
rection from which the main attack
comes determines on which side of the
road the brigade commander commits
his blocklng forces.
The beginning of the enemy’e at
tack is the beginning of the brigade’s
opportunity to destroy him. Immedi
ately, the road assault force com
mander directs his armored vehkles
to close up into a tight formation’
wh]ch masses their firepower, and he
directs massive suppotilng fires on the
attacking enemy. The brigade com
mander directs eupporthg fires on
deeper targets and areas and asseeses
the situation to determine where he
can land the battlefield relief force
and tbe hlockbrg forces. Speed of exe
cution “is essential to encircle and de
etroy the enemy.
The road assault force commander
handles the immediate fight. The bri
gade commander handles the expan
sion of the battle.
The battlefield relief force lands by
airmoblle aesault as near as feasible
to the road assault force, placee one
tlank on the road, and attacks into the
enemy’s flank. The relief force thereby
eeeks to roll up the enemy’s line, de
stroy him, and relieve pressure on the
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road assault force. The danger ia that
the enemy is defending the landing
zone. Therefore, the battlefield relief
force commander must place heavy
preparatory fires on and around his
landing zone, or the road assault force
commander, if able, may dispatch
forces to eecure the landing zone.
To assure unity of command in the
fight along the road, the battlefield
relief force comes under command of
the road assault force commander,
once the landing haa been made and
the relief force is ready to begin its
attack. With one flank along the road
to facilitate coordination with the
road assault force, the relief force’s
attack should extend 300 to 500 yards
off the road in order to sweep up all
elements of the ambush force.
Landing Blocking Forces

Following the landing of the battle
field relief force, the blocking forces
must be landed quickly far enough be
hind the ambush force to assure get
ting between the enemy and the area
to which he plans to withdraw. Each
blocking battalion makes an airmobile
assault preceded by preparatory fires.
Once in their landing zones, battalions
move to designated blecking positions
or establish patrol bases from which
they send patrols to intercept the en
emy’e withdrawal.
When successful in attracting an
enemy attack, this type of operation
paye great dividends. Many of its
techniques can be incorporated into
regular convoy operations.
Other types of operations include
combined Vietnamese-United States
operations which offer benefits to both
parties. US units gain new sources of
information, insights into Vietnamese
problems, assistance in those phases
of operations better accomplished by
64

Vietnamese than Americans, and help
from native soldiers who know the
ground. Vietnamese gain additional
firepower and logistic support, added
confidence, and opportunities to under
take operations they cannot handle
alone.
Combined operations are best ini
tiated and planned at the lowest level
—between the US brigade commander
and Vietnamese regimental cOm
mander, for instanc+and
then ap
proval is sought from higher levels.
The US advisor playa a key role in
combined operationa and must always
be consulted about the capabilities of
the unit and commander he advises.
Bnt there is no substitute for cordial
relations between commanders. Com
mand relations must be clearly de
fined from the beginning to avoid mis
understandings.
It is frequently useful to colocate
the United States and Vietnamese
command poets and to combine plan
ning, briefings, fire direction and co
ordination, and to exercise control
from a combined tactical operations
center. Central control and coordina
tion of supporting fire is essential.
Eagle Flights

Eagle flights are another operation
involving airmobile employment of
small infantry units, usually squads
or platoons, on a mission of quick re
action or short duration. They are
usefu] for combat reconnaissance, spe
cial missions, and againet small tar
gets of opportunity. Eagle flights can
be used against Viet Cong tax collec
tion points, to pick up suspicious per
sons fleeing an operational area, to
block small-stream lines during an op
eration, and to rescue crews or bodies
from downed aircraft.
Commander find it useful to desMilitary
Review
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ignate eagle flight forces during each
operation or routinely at base camps
for quick exploitation of tleeting tar
gets of opportunity.
Eagle flights normally operate
within range of supporting weapons.

COMMANOER

The commander who commits longrange reconnaissance patrols must as
sure them of constant, reliable com
munications; helicopters available to
extract them at a moment’s notice; and
willingness and readiness to under-

Derufiment

Destructionof base

camps requires

Reserve forces must be ready to go
to their assistance. They depend pri
marily on quickness and surprise to
achieve their goals.
A useful capability is provided the
brigade when the reconnaissance pla
toon of each infantry battalion trains
two or three long-range reconnais
sance patrols. Each patrol should
consist of five or six motivated, welltrained infantrymen-a
single heli
copter load-capable of reconnoiter
ing deep within enemy territory for
several days without resupply. These
patrols provide the brigade com
mander with the means of locating
targe$s for future operations.
Fehruaw
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time, manpower,

of Defense

and explosives

take a full operation to get them out
of trouble, should it become necessary.
Finding base camps, often taking
casualties in doing so, and then leav
ing them largely intact for future en
emy use is a major source of frustra
tion for soldiers. However, few units
have either the time or means to de
stroy even a small percentage of the
Viet Cong base camps they find.
Destruction of base camps requires
time, manpower, equipment, and large
amounts of explosives. When time per
mits, the job can best be done by
Rome-plows, bulldozers, chain saws,
shaped charges, and hundreds of
pounds of TNT and plastic explosive.
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When time does not permit method
ical, complete destruction, the base
camp ehould be marked for easy aerial
observation by felling trees or by
tanks crushing a trace around the
camp. Then the base camp should be
systematically opened up to observa
tion and destroyed by a program of
aerial defoliation, airstrikes with na
palm and heavy bombs, and by de
structive artillery fires, using heavy
artillery with delay fuze.
A destruction program of this na
ture over a period of time will sys
tematically reduce tbe jungle area
available se a refuge for the enemy
and inhibit his mobility which de
pends, to a large degree, upon the ex
istence of a chain of base campe.
Discovery of large stores of rice
in enemy base camps presents com
mander with a major problem either
of evacuation or destruction. Occa
sionally, units find rice stores of 1,000
to 1,500 tons stored in 100 and 200
pound bage or lying loose in huge
storage bins. Usually, these rice caches
are located in remote jungle areas
where roads and trails are impassable
and Ianding zones are nonexistent.
Units usually discover theee rice
caches when engaged in jungle search
and-destroy operations againat main
force battalions when the emphaeis ie
on finding and destroying enemy units
rather than material.
US policy ie to evacuate rice and
to use it for the benefit of the Viet
namese people which is a sound and
logical policy. Evacuation of rice usu
ally requires security forces, cutting
of a helicopter landing zone in the jun
gle, landing of jeeps and trailers or
%-ton trucke to haul rice to the 1and
ing zone, manpower to handle tbe rice,
and cargo helicopters to fly it out.
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Often, it ie not feazible to extract
the rice. This can result from the
tactical situation, limitations of time
and manpower, or, frequently, from
nonavailability of CH-47 Chinook hel
icopters. At such times, commanders
are faced with either leaving the rice
for the enemy’e use or destroying the
rice. When extraction is infeasible,
the commander usually decides to de
stroy the rice, but that ie eaaier said
than done.
There are two relatively effective
methods of destroying rice. One is to
spread it over the ground, spray it
with unignited flamethrower fuel, let
the fuel soak in for about five min
utes, and then spray the rice with an
ignited flamethrower. Tbia can set a
fire which will sntolder for hours and
ultimately destroy much of the rice.
An even more effective method is that
of burying in the rice a 55-gallon
drum of CS crystals and then detonat
ing a 40-pound shaped charge over
the drum. The explosion spreads the
rice over a large area and contami
nates it with CS crystals which @re
persistent enough to discourage the
Viet Cong from using the’ rice until
the natural elements have had a chance
to destroy it.
The eimplest method ie that of
spreading rice on the ground not more
than six to 12 inchee deep and hoping
for rain. Even this takee time and
men. Soldiers must spread bags, slit
them open with bayonets or machetes,
and spread the rice thinly on the
ground. Tbe rest then depends upon
the natural elements.
Note: The auowtlon by SWor General Oeoree
P. Smell which followed PartI d Cd.md*1’&S
mtick, mfre 21 of the kllUBIV i, f$ue.,bonId hsve
BRIGADE to distinguish
been entitledAVIATION
of ColoneI Ekrr#s
it from the InfmW Brkmde
discussion.
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OW to harness Mao Tse-tung’s
thoughts to Aleksei N. KosY
gin’s military hardware and, at the
same time, maintain satisfactory rela
tions with both Peking and Moscow
ia a perennial dilemma for Hanoi.
Criticized by Peking for its tactical
heresies and ita deviations from the
infallible blueprint for revolutionary
warfare laid down by Mao in the
1930’s, Hanoi has become increasingly
dependent on sophisticated Soviet
weapons which were designed for a
different eort of war but without
which its main force efforts would
collapse and its guerrilla
wither
away.
However temporarily, the balance
has now been restored. Peking has
accepted Hanoi’s battle plan which
leans heavily on equipment that only

the Soviet Union can supply. In turn,
Hanoi appeara to have agreed to the
hard-line Chinese attitude toward ne
gotiations and to a new program for
the National Liberation Front (NLF)
baaed on Mao’a experiences in the
war against the Japanese. This is said
to have been drawn up by the Central
Committee of the NLF at an “extraor
dinary” meeting in mid-August, pre
sumably at its headquartera in Tay
Ninh Province west of Saigon.
The real ieaue for the Communists
is whether to try to win victory by
continued war and a major attempt to
isolate the United States in Vietnam,
or to eeek peace by negotiationa. Pe
king insists on the former; Moscow
prefers the latter. For better or worse,
Hanoi has accepted Peking’s edict.
For many reaaona, therefore, the
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NLF’s new program is of immense
significance. It is the first public dec
laration of intent since it brougbt out
its initial 10-point plan of action in
1961. It reverses the strong tendency
toward what Mao, under the existing
circumstances in South Vietnam, has
called “left opportunism’’—namely,
the heavy emphasis on firm ideological
control which crept in when the
People’s Revolutionary (Communist )
Party, a component part of the NLF,
gained ascendancy and led the NLF
to abandon more subtle attempts to
win popular support. The main task
now, according to the program, is to
unite the entire Vietnamese people.
internal Oiffictdtiea

This new emphasis on persuasion
reflects, in part, the NLF’s anticipa
tion of the recent elections and the
creation of a constitutional govern
ment in Saigon. More significantly, it
reflects the internal difficulties the
NLF bas encountered in recent
months because of the insatiable de
mands of the war and Hanoi’s new
willingness, perhaps out of despera
tion, to adhere more closely to the
judgments of Mao.
It is no coincidence that the pub
lication of the program at the end of
Auguet was preceded immediately by
the republication and the widespread
dissemination of Lin Piao’s celebrated
article “Long Live tbe Victory of
People’s War!” on which it draws so
heavily.
Nor was it by chance that Pham
This article
was condsnsed
from the ori~inal, published in
THE REPdRTER,5 October 1967.
Copyrighted @ 196Tby The Re
porter Magazine Company.
MT. Warasr writes for THE
REPORTER
from Saigon.
m
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van Dong, the North Vietnamese
Premier, in a speech in Hanoi in Sep.
tember 1967 (the day after the pub
lication of the program), silenced
North Vietnam’s doves with the most
hawkish speech of his career. He did
this by applauding China’s nuclear
progress, praising her bomb, and
pledging to epnrn all peace overtures
and to fight on to final victory.
The program says:
SO long as the U.S. imperialists do
not end their war of aggression, tuith
draw all U.S. and satellite troops from
our country, and let the Sonth Viet
namese people themselves settle the
interwal a~airs of South Vietnam
without foreign intervention, our peo
ple will resolutely fight on until total
victorg.
Neither Pham van Dong nor Peking
could have phrased it more firmly.
Crux of Program

The crux of tbe program is to create
conditions in which the South Viet
namese people will unite to persuade
the United States to withdraw under
the promise of:
. . . free general elections to elect
the National Assembly in a really
democratic wag in accordance with
the principle of equal, direct euffrage
and secret ba!lot.
The chances are that it will never
get off the ground, for the Viet Cong
have lost much of their popularity
and mystique in tbe countryside.
Unless and until the non-Com
munists, who are in the majority,
rally together, discard their factional
animosities, and start working for
national unity, the NLF’s discipline
will remain a powerful factor in Viet
namese politics. Its chances for suc
cess in future elections would inevita
bly be enhanced if it could sncceed in
turning what it once chose to regard
Military
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as a civil war into a war between the
Vietnamese people and the United
States.
In the words of its new program,
the NLF now stands:
. . . for uniting all social strata and
classes, alz nationalities, all political
parties, all organizations, aU religious
communities, all patriotic personali
ties, all individual
and all patriotic

Women are promised equal pay
for equal work. The right of owner
ship of the means of production and
other property of citizens will be
protected under th~ laws of the state.
Capitalists in industry and trade
will be encouraged to help develop
industry, small industry, and handi
crafts. There will be land reform, of
course, but the plantation owners will
be encouraged to keep their estates
going. There is even a Chieu Hoi
(open arms) program fok defectors,
Vietnamese and American alike. Re
unification with the north will be
achieved step by step through peace
ful means without pressure and.with
out foreign interference.
ence.

Mailed Fist Shows

Department

of State

GeneraINguyen Chi Thanh’s death in
July 1967has not resulted in any basic
change

in miFitary planning

and progressive
forces, irrespective
of political tendencies. [It is] pre
pared to invite and welcome all pa
triotic forces and individuals
who
oppose the U.S. aggressors.
There is to be a “national union
democratic government,” based on
democratic freedoms that guarantee
freedom of speech, publication, assem
bly, and association. There ie some
thing in the platform for almost all
men—and women too. There is free
dom of residence and lodging and of
movement, and secrecy of correspondFebruary
1968
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Occasionally, the mailed fist shows
through the velvet glove. There are
dire hints, for instance, of the punish
ment to be meted out to the “pup
pets.” Inevitable references pop np to
South Vietnam’s accomplishment of
her “internationalist duty:’ and the
resistance to US “aggression” is,
predictably, “an integral part of the
revolutionary struggle of the people
all over the world.”
The new dependence on a unitedfront appeal reverses the tactics used
against the French. ‘Ho Chi-minh dis
solved the Communist Party in 1945,
and relied on a united-front tactic
until 1951 when he revived the party,
declaring it “the vanguard and gen
eral staff of the working class and the
working people of Vietnam.”
In essence, the new approach is a
faithful copy of Lin Piao’s formula
for world revolution based on the ex
perience of the Chinese Communists
in the war against Japan.
Until the major intervention of US
forces in the south, the NLF and its
Communist core, the People’s Revolu
6e
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Party, pursued largely per
suasive methods in their dealings with
the rural population. Terror was used,
of course, but it was used with dis
crimination. By adopting tactics that
forced the government into repressive
action, they won people to their side.
Recruite, for the most part, went
voluntarily into the ranks of the Viet
Cong. The peasants paid their taxes
without too much demur.
tionary

Errlargad War

The courtesies dieappeared with the
bigger war. Recruits were drafted .
whether they wanted to fight or not.
Taxes progreseively became heavier,
and the party cadres fell down on
their jobs, often alienating the people
they were supposed to woo and win.
Alarming trends in the Viet Cong
were disclosed in a “’top secret” dneu
ment issued hy the Central Office for
South Vietnam, ae Hanoi’s central
command post in the south is known.
It was captured by US forces in
Khanh Hoa Province in April. The
following are typical of the docu
ment’e commente:
Our armed forces developsd con
siderably but etill did not meet the
requirements of the situation.
Only half of our regcdar forces
fought
weU. The regiomd
forces
mostly did not fight well and some of
them hardlg fought at aU, while
others were so embarrassed the~ could
not fight.
In certain areas, the combat e@i
ciency of our guem”lkz units had
developed aud theg fought well, but in
other areas that eficierwy decreased
or fluctuated, so that the~ coufd not
fight the enemy. People’s warfare ww
not well developed. . . .
Political activities
and the partg
tasks were carried out well in the
regular forces, but were still poor
10

among the regiomd forces in certain
areas
Marw partv committees at variow
echelons failed to strengthen leader.
ship.
Although the liberated zone WQ.C
ezparuled, it was not vet consolidated,
and no solid bwe waa established
there which cordd ssrse m a stable
rear for the South.
The report predicted accurately the
expansion of the US Armed Forces
and was at paine to strees both the
military and the political preparations
that needed to be achieved to meet
the threat.
General Nguyen Chi Thanh’s death
in July was a real blow to Hanoi. It
has not resulted, however, in any basic
change in military planning. General
Vo Nguyen G]ap, the Defense Minis
ter, has taken over the strategic com
mand of the war. His deputy in South
Vietnam is believed by come special
ists to be General H“oang Van Thai,
one of the older and most interesting
of the northern generals.
Loyal Laader
General Thai has always been loyal

to Giap. As commander of the Com
muniet forces in the region imme
diately south of the demilitarized
zone, however, he was also an enthu.
eiastic supporter of the Thanh plan.
Born in Thai Binh Province in North
Vietnam in 1906, he was educated at
French echools in Hanoi and later at
a Japanese naval college. Later, he
went both to Ruesian and Chinese
Communist military schools.
One of the founder members of the
Indochina Communist Party, he fled
with Giap to China in 19S9. When the
war against the French began, he be
came chief of staff of the Vietminh
High Command. Toward the end of
the war, he served directly under Giap
MiliteIy Review

face with the US Marines in repeated
major engagements. Hie troops have
taken brutally heavy casualties, but
they have also learned that, in favor
able circumstances and terrain, they
can fight against US forces and inflict
damaging casualties too.
How to wed hia military tactics to
a more effective political program
that eschews negotiations at this time
was the subject of deep debate in
February1968

to make some reciprocal gesture in
exchange for an end to the US bomb
ing. It waa clear enough, however,
that, although the propaganda guns
were pointed at Moscow and Washing
ton, their ahella were intended to
burst in Hanoi.
The campaign ended abruptly on 21
July with the arrival in Peking of a
North Vietnamese economic mission
(which later went on to Moscow).

11
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That a large measure of agreement
on policy had beerr reached soon be
came apparent with the adoption by
Pham van Dong of the Chinese posi
tion on negotiations and by the pub
lication in the People’s Dailv and tire
Peking Review of long extracts from
General Thanh’s detailed analysis of
the winter and spring campaigns in
Vietnam.
Mao does not lightly bestow his
imprimatur on the works of lesser
luminaries in the field of revolutionary
war, even dead ones, and especially
those who have sought to embroider
and improve on his own sacred writ
ings. This was, indeed, an occasion,
and it was celebrated early in August
by further promises of Chinese aid,
by the republication of Lin Piao’s
article, and by the NLFs decision to
try to return to the Maoist road of
persuasion it had been forced to aban
don by the pressures of war.
Many of the problems confronting
the NLF in trying to apply the new
blueprint seem insoluble. Where are
the recruits and the taxes to come
from if the use of threat and force is
abandoned?
To talk of isolating the Americans
as the Japanese were isolated in China
is all very well in theory, but the
circumstances are entirely different.

Only a victim of the wildest hallucina.
tions could compare Japanese policy
in China with US policy in Vietnam.
As the election figurea show, US poli.
ties command highly significant pop.
ular support. Nor can the NLF take
comfort either from the elections or
from the improving performance of
the South Vietnamese Army since
they were held.
Again, as many Vietnamese realize,
the NLF’s program is altogether too
good to be true. At the same time,
one may be permitted to despair of
the Vietnamese politicians. The re
luctance on the part of the defeated
civilian candidates and their followers
to accept either their defeat or the
leadership of the military provides a
climate of dissension that the NLF
will be quick to exploit.
Instead of settling down to the busi
ness of forming a united, loyal opposi
tion that would offer a genuine alter
native to military government in four
years’ time, some of them are bent on
the destruction of the constitution
that they themselves helped to create.
If by their actions the United States
could ever be made to appear to be the
sole barrier to peace, standing im
perialistically against a united Viet
namese opinion, the NLF would be
well on the way to achieving its goals.
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Prew

This article is a condensation of
a report by Marshal Grechko, So
viet Minister of De fewse, to the
USSR Supreme Soviet on a new uni
versalmilitary
service law. The new
law waa passed in October 1967.—
Editor.

HE Soviet Government has submitted the draft of the new Law
T
on Universal Military Service for con
sideration by the third session of the
USSR Supreme Soviet. The law now
in effect was adopted in September
1939. Much bas changed since then.
Demands for insuring the security
of the Soviet state and preparing the
population forarmed defense have in
creased in present-day conditions.
73
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Moreover, the technical equipment and
combat potential of the Soviet Army
and Navy differ substantially from
what they were in 1939.
The Soviet Constitution reads:
“Universal military service is a law.
Military service in the ranks of the
USSR Armed Forces is the honorable
obligation of USSR citizens.” On this
basis, it is established that active mil
itary service is obligatory for all male
citizens.
Servicewomen

The propoeed law also provides for
military service by women with med
ical or other specialized training. In
peacetime, they can be registered for
military service, taken for training
sessione, and accepted as volunteers
for active military service between the
agee of 19 and 40.
The terms of service established by
the 1939 law have been changed a
number of times. In 1950, for instance,
the term for privates in the ground
and security troops was set at three
yeara instead of two.
In 1965, the length of military serv
ice waa reduced from four to three
years for air force sergeants and solThis article
war condensed
from a translation of the original
which appeared in TEE CURRENT
DIGESTOF THE SOVIETPRSSS, 7
November 196T, under ths title,
“Grechko’e Report on New Mili
tmy Service Law.” THE CURRENT
DIGESTOF THE SOVIETPRESSie
~blished
weekly at Columbia
University,
New York, by the
Joint Committee on Slavic Stud
diee, appointed bg the Amen-can
Coancil of Learned Societiee and
the Social Seietwe Reeearch Coun
cil. Cwm”ghted
@ 1967 by the
Joint Committee on Slam-c Stud
iee. Reprinted by permission.
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diers and for shore defenee unite and
border guard ships, and from five to
four years for navy chief petty officers
and sailors. Sailors and chief petty
officers now serve four years, while
soldiers and sergeanta serve three
years. In addition, in 1965, a one-year
term of service wae established for
those with higher education.
Because of the increase in the gen
eral education and technical level of
the young, it is proposed to reduce the
term of active military service by one
year and eetablish the following
terms:
� Two years for soldlers, sergeante,
and master sergeants in tbe army and
naval air force, border guards, and
security troope.
� Three years for eailors and chief
petty officers on warsh]ps, vessels, and
shore units and for border guard na
val units.
It is proposed to preserve the oneyear term of service for those with
higher education since they can mas.
ter military affairs and prepare to
take the reserve officer examinations
within thie period.
Conscription Agss

There are two conscription ages in
the Soviet Union—19 and 18. Whereas
there were grounds for this in the
1940’s, when a minority of young peo
ple graduated from secondary schools,
the situation has changed. The time is
nearing when all young people will re
ceive secondary education. Thie makes
it necessary to have a eingle conscrip
tion age-16-since
most young men
graduate from secondary school at
this age and their pbysiczl develop
ment enables them to perform their
military duties successfully.
The proposed law provides that con
scription for active military service
tiiii
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shouldbe established for young people
wbo are 18 on conscription day. By
completing military service by age 20,
and having gone through the army’e
school of upbringing and training,
they will have more favorable condi
tions. for continuing their education,
finding jobs, and arranging their per
sonal lives.
Conscription Schedules

According to the current law, the
main conscription of citizens for ac
tive military eervice takes place in
November and December, and for
units stationed in remote areas or
abroad, in June and September. The
tour of duty for all servicemen is cal
culated from 1 January following the
year of conscription. As a result of
this procedure, many servicemen actu
ally serve longer than the term estab
lished by law.
The proposed law provides that con
scription of citizene for active mili
tary service takes place twice a year
at equal intervals: in May to June and
November to December. Such a pro
cedure would create more favorable
condition for maintaining the troops’
combat readiness at the necessary
level.In addition, conscription at these
times takes into account the intereets
of agriculture since spring plowing is
finiehed between May” and June, and
harvesting is completed between No
vember and December. The tranefer
of servicemen to the reserves will also
be conducted twice a year.
In connection with the introduction
of tbe new conscription procedure, pro
vision has been made to establish a
new way of calculating terme of active
military service. Servicemen called up
in the first half of tbe year (from May
to June) will have their tours of duty
calculated from 1 July, while those
Febmary
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called up in November and December
will serve from 1 January following
the year of conscription. This proce
dure will eliminate the existing gap
between conscription and the begin
ning of the term of active military
eervice.

IntroductoryTrsining
Introductory, preconscription mili
tary training of young peeple in sec
ondary and equivalent schools begin
ning with the fifth gradL, which wae
estebliehed by the 1939 law, was abol
ished after World War II. At the same
time, the increased demande made on
eoldiere and the reduction in the terrne
of military service make it necessary
to train young people for service in the
armed forces even before conscription.
The proposed law providee for ee
tablishiing a system of introductory
military training for young persons.
Thie training must be conducted on
a compulsory, planned basic for all
young men of preconscription and con
scription age everywhere, without in
terrupting their work in production or
their echooling.
Introductory military training of
young studente is to be conducted by
regular military instructors at gen
eral-education secondary schools be
ginning with the ninth grade, and also
at wwational-technical schoels.
Malee who, do not attend daytime
schools will receive introductory mil
itary training, without interrupting
their work in production, at training
points set up at enterprises, institu
tions, organizations, and collective
farms.
The interests of the troops’ constant
combat readiness and the strengthen
ing of the country’s defense Cepabllity
require, along with introductory mili
tary instruction, the training of a
75
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number of specialists for the army and
navy from among the conscripts. In
this connection, the proposed law provides for training these specialists
from among young people who have
reached the age of 17, at the training
organisations of the Vokmt.eer Soejety

take their examinations. In rural
areas, the training of such specialists
can be conducted at sessions that in.
terrupt production work during tbe
autumn and winter periods.
Conscripts recruited for training
entailing interruption of ‘Production

I?lc.?ra”i.

The Seviet BRDM, a reconnaissance vehicle. According to MarshalAndrei A. Grechke,
current Seviet motorized infantry divisions have 16 times as manytanks and 37 times
as many armored carriers and armered cars as 1939divisions.
for Cooperation With the Armed
Forces and in vocational-technical
schoole.
In the citiee, the training of specialists for the armed forces is to be conducted without interrupting production work. The young trainees are to
receive leave of five to seven daye
from their jobs, with average pay, to
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work are to keep their jobs and posts
and receive 50 percent of their average
earnings.
Under the 1939 law, no military
service deferments were established
for studente at higher schools. Later,
deferments were granted for continu
ation of education to all at higher
schools, including evening and correMilitary Review
.=,
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spondenceechoole. The new law envis
ages education deferments for those
attending dafilme higher echools.
This is a more expedient approach
to the granting of education defer
ments to students at higher echools
since evening and correspondence
schools have longer terms of study
than daytime schools and no military
training is conducted in them. It
shouldaleo be borne in mind that the
evening and correspondence schools
werecreated mainly for older citizens
wbo had been unable to enter daytime
schools. It would be quite legitimate
for citizens to enter evening and cor
respondencehigher schoole after eerv
ing in the ranks of tbe armed forces.
The law now in effect doee not set
a maximum conscription” age. It
merelysays that those eligible for mil
itary service can be called .UP for a
periodof five years from the time they
were transferred to the reeerves.
The new law establishes that per
sons who have received deferments or
were not called up for active duty
within tbe established time limits can
heconscripted up to age 27.
The draft of tbe new law, in the
main, preserves the existing system
of active service for officers. Provision
hss been made to raise the maximum
age for active duty from 30 to 40 for
junior lieutenants and lieutenants,
from 35 to 40 for senior lieutenant,
from 40 to 45 for majors, and from
45 to 50 for colonels. Thie is aimed
at reducing the tranefer of officers to
the reserves when they are compara
tively young and efficient.
Provision has been made to settle
the important question of calling up
reserve officere to tbe armed forces.
Every year the armed forces need spe
cialists. trained in civilian higher
February1966

schools. In recent years, they have
been called up to serve as officers in
the armed forces. However, their term
of service has not been defined.
The proposed law makes provision
for young specialists who are officers
in the reserve to be called up for ac
tive duty in peacetime for two to three
yeare. The number of specialists sub
ject to callup will be determined on the
basis of the interests of the armed
forces and the national economy.
The reserve obligation for officers,
sergeants, master eergeants, soldiers,
and sailors is unchanged in tbe new
law except for certain categories of
higher ranking officers.
It is proposed to reduce the reserve
obligation for women registered as
eligible for military service. Accord
ing to the existing law, they must
stay in the reserves up to the ages
set for men. Taking tbe hardships of
military service into consideration, the
proposed law establishes the maximum
age for women in tbe reserves at 50
years of age for officers and 40 years
for sergeants and soldiers.
For the most part, the proposed law
preserves tbe existing procedure for
recruiting reservists for refresher
training in troop units. It has been
found expedient to reduce refresher
training periods during the entire pe
riod in the reserves from 36 to 30
months and to reduce their number
from six to four for the first age group
of category I reservists, and from nine
to six for the first group of category
II reeerviste.
The propoeed law provides that
servicemen and the reservist who are
called up for refresher training enjoy
the full rights and bear all the reepon
sibilitiee of citizens as stipulated by
the Soviet constitution.
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ODAY, hundreds of thousands
of US citizens are scattered
around the world aiding in the devel
opment of new nations, countering in
surgency, training indigenous security
forces, and deterring aggression. The
mat&lal atlfuenceof the United Statee
and her willingness to assist the
emerging nations in achieving polit
ical stability and economic self-suffi
ciency are being demonstrated more
convincingly than ever before.
American techniques in engineer
ing, agriculture, industry, and com
merce are adaptable to many of the
requirements of the new states. Eco
nomic assistance and military aid to
be meaningful, however, must be ac
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companied by scientific and technica
training programs. The major po~lon
of thk training task falls to the ci
vilian and military advisors assigned
to our miseions and advisory groups
abroad. In large measure, the success
or failure of each program depend
upon the abllity of the US advisor
to communicate effectively with his
counterpart.
Despite the pluralistic character of
American society and the %eking
pot” of ethnic groups bringing a mul
titude of languages to North America
in past decades, it is evident that lit
tle remains of our rich multilingual
inheritance. The reasons for the loss
of these languages are generally well
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known, but the atrophy of these re
sourcesiS mOst regrettable. At a time
inour history when we have the great
eat requirement for citizens capable
of speakkzg a wide variety of foreign
languages,we are discovering the dif
ficultyof developing rapidly these re
quired skills.

ThesisIncorrect
The argument frequently has been
advanced that citizene of the United
States need no language other than
their mother tongue. The rationale is
that the people of less powerful na
tions will learn English in order to
communicate with the citizens of a
great power. Such a thesis may have
beenvalid during periods of isolation
before World War II, but, in light of
the United States present worldwide
military and economic commitments,
it can no longer be supported.
Within the past 20 years, there has
beenrenewed interest in foreign lan
guage education in thie country. It is
unfortunatethat, even today, the tech
nical and professional skills imparted
by our colleges and universities are
Colonel Wo2fred K. White is with
the O&e of the Chief of Militarfl
Hietorg, Department
of the ATWZV,
Washington, D. C. He received his
B.A. in Histo~ from the University
of Tennessee, Knoxville, and his Mae
ter’e in History and Government from
Florida State University at Tallahas
see. He eerved in the European thea
ter during World War II and in Korea
during the confZict there. Other ass{gnrnentg include dutg with the 1i th
Airborne Division; the 7th US ArmII
in Europe; US ArmsI Training Cen
ter, Fort Leonard Wood, Mismnwi;
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Colonel White is a 1967 graduate of
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Barracks, Pennsylvania.
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rarely accompanied by a correspond
ing degree of foreign language ability
on the part of the graduate. The train
ing and education provided in the
United States by the institutions of
higher learning are of high caliber,
but only rarely do the courees of in
struction require more than a brief
exposure to a foreign language. This
deficiency has become increasingly ap
parent as we have undertaken exten
sive development programs, in a num
ber of foreign countries.
Undoubtedly, the lack of US advi
sors adequately trained in the lan
guage of the host country has fre
quently caused misunderstanding, im
peded progrees, and complicated the
task of aiding the emerging nations.
Certainly, professional or technical
competence is the sine qua non for any
advisory assignment, but a working
knowledge of the local language, with
appropriate technical vocabulary, is
an invaluable asset.
“Famil~arization” Courses

The Department of Defense through
a number of language programs at
tempts to fill those positions in ad
visory groups and missions where
knowledge of the Ieeal language is
deemed eesential. In some instances,
“familiarization” courees of short du
ration are afforded personnel being
assigned to overseas areas. In these
courses, a haeic vocabulary in the for
eign language is imparted, with the
expectation that the individual will
use this as a base for future language
building when he reaches his new duty
etation.
Despite these efforts at language
training, most advieore arrive at their
assignments in advisor% groups and
missions without a workrng knowledge
of the kxal language. Unless hi,s coun
,,
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speaks English, the advisor
must communicate through an inter.
preter.
It has been said that dentures are
not a replacement for natural teeth—
that they are merely a substitute for
no teeth at all. The same may be said
of interpreters and their employment.
Nothing can replace the person-to
person exchange of ideas in a lan
guage common to both individuals. At
beat, the interpreter is a substitute
for no communication at all.
terpart

Important

Qualities

The interpreter’s lot is not a happy
one. His task is demanding, his re
sponsibilities are great, and too fre
quently his reward is scant. The in
terpreter’s abilities are determined by
a number of factors including:
� Detailed knowledge of the formal
aepects of the langnages in which he
is working.
� Command of the idiomatic ex
pressions in eaeh language.
� Technical vocabularies applicable
to the interpretive situation.
� Ability to convey accurately the
tone, spirit, and nuance of each
speaker.
� Native intelligence.
It is infrequent that the military
advisor is fortunate enough to ac
quire an interpreter possessing all of
these qualities in adequate measure.
In moat instances, he is forced to set
tle for less—much less.
A shortcoming often encountered
when using foreign nationals as in
terpreters is their lack of knowl
edge of idiomatic English expressions.
Textbook knowledge is patently inade
quate in coping with the ever-chang
ing usage of a living language. This
is especially true if the interpreter is
expe~ted to deal in the changing ex
80

pressions of the US military profes
sion.

Even if the advisor purges his VO.
cabulary of “trade” expressions by
substituting more widely used forms,
the interpreter is stilI faced with the
formidable array of technical terms
for which no suitable English syno
nyms exist. Even when the inter.
preter grasps the meaning of the Eng.
Iish expression, it is quite possible that
he may be faced with the annoying
fact that there is no corresponding
term in the local language.
Science and Technology

The lack of specialized expressions
in the languages of many of the
emerging nations is indicative of the
primitive state of their scientific and
technical development. Scientific and
technical vocabularies are developed
in a language concomitantly with the
growth of science and technology. The
introduction of loan words or arti
ficially created expressions is usually
necessary to update the more primi
tive languages. Such action is often
indicated in advisory assignments, in
the interest of general understanding,
and to insure uniformity of usage.
One of the most frequently ex
pressed complaint of the advisor con
cerning hia interpreter is the real or
imagined reluctance on the part of the
interpreter to convey criticism, bad
tidings, or censure. “MY interpreter
was just too polite” is the often voiced
lament of the US advisor. It is here,
perhaps, that we encounter basic dif
ferences between two cultures.
Our attitudes and lack of tact and
understanding of foreign customs and
traditions often create hostility and
prevent the development of the nec
essary advisor-eounterpart rapport.
When a personality clash develops, tbe
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interpreter finds himself squarely in
the middle. As a local national, the in
terpreter is in the dilemma of at
tempting tO serve two masters, one
of whom is transitory, the other a fel
low citizen who may well be in a
position to influence profoundly the
interpreter’s future well-being.
The interpreter often is in the mili

courage amicable relations between
the advisor and counterpart, as well
as to create a modus vivendi between
himself and them.
In addition to the factors of mili
tary status, local customs, and nation
ality, the factore of social position,
age, and religious beliefe may have
substantial hearing on the oerform-

VS Arxw

Instructional

periods, where interpreters
are ueed, require twice as much
when the instructors and students have a common language

tary service of the host nation aud is
usually inferior in status to the ad
visor’s counterpart, if not to the ad
visor himself. This condition compli
cates further an already complex
relatilonshlp and contributes to the
interpreter’s reticence to epeak with
complete candor. Should the inter
preter not attempt to tone down heated
exchangee, if only in the interest of
self-preservation, his courage would
certainly outweigh his wit. The intelli
gent interpreter will attempt to enFebruary
19SS

time

as

ante of individual interpreters. In the
Orient, where marked differences in
social classes exiet, the position of the
interpreter in the class structure may
profoundly influence his behavior and
attitudes toward his countrymen.
In a society where reverence is
shown to the aged, a youthful inter
preter is often overly subservient, in
the Weetern view, when translating
exchanges between the advisor and
elderly local nationals. On occasion,
advisors have observed that religioue
81
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beliefs will sometimee cause the in
terpreter to refuee to translate ideas
or expreesione he considers to be con
trary to his religion. Thie has been
specifically noted in the case of Mos
lem interpreters.
Psychological Impact
Many adviaors
who have required

interpreters believe that they would
have been materially aesisted in their
work if they had been able to speak
the local language, even to a limited
extent. The advantages of linguistic
ability on the part of the advisor are
self-evident ae a tool of hie trade. Of
collateral importance, however, is the
psychological impact on the local na
tionals of the advisor’s effort to apeak
their language. In many of the new
nations, language is one of the few
tangible aeeets, and the nativee deem
the foreigner’s effort to apeak it as a
mark of respect and as recognition of
their attainment of nationhood.
An obvious disadvantage in convers
ing through an interpreter ia the great
amount of time required to consum
mate even brief exchanges. In formal
instructional situations where inter
preters must be employed, it is neces
sary to allow twice as much time as
is neceesary when instructor and atu
dente have a common language. If
written materials such as lesson out
lines, advance sheets, and practical ex
ercises are used, the servicee of quali
fied translators are neceesary.
During the Korean War, when large
numbers of South Korean military
students attended service schools in
the United States, the instructional
departments of those institutions were
relatively successful in coping with the
language barrier. It is highly probable
that the non-Englieh speaking Kore
ans would have gained far more from
82

these courses if the US instructors
had been able to address them directly
in their native tongue.
Although there are many disadvan.
tagee in the use of foreign language
interpreters, it is highly likely that
our advisora will have to continue to
rely heavily on their services. Esch
advisor, therefore, must seek to em.
ploy the interpreter to maximum ad.
vantage. It is not possible to estab
lish a modus operandi with univereal
applicability to the use of interpret
ers. However, certain measures can
be adopted to increase the likelihood
of acldeving accurate translations and
to minimize the more frequently en
countered difficulties. A close working
relationship between the advisor and
his interpreter, including mutual un
derstanding and a community of pur
pose, is essential to success.
Informal Conversations

The adviaor initially must deter.
mine the degree to which his inter
preter ia proficient in epoken English.
This can be ascertained by informal
conversation embracing a variety of
subjects. The advieor by adroit ques
tioning should ineure that the inter
preter understands the underlying
meaning of the English expressions
and not merely the gist of the words
comprising them.
It is known that some foreign in
terpreters are extremely reluctant to
admit that their knowledge of the ad
visor’s language ie considerably less
than profound. By insisting that the
interpreter reetate given expressions
in different words, the advieor can
gain come insight into the depth of
hie interpreter’e knowledge of Eng
lish. It is most important that the
advieor be aware of his interpreter’s
limitations so that he can work to imMilitary
RrIvioW
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prove the interpreter’s E~glish, or,
failing that, to avoid expression his
interpreter ie unable to handle.
Advisors comment that it is difficult
to determine the accuracy with which
words are being translated to the for
eign language if the advisor has little
or no lmowledge of the local tongue.
In a recent eurvey conducted at the
US ArrnY War COllege, a number of
former military advisore aseerted that
knowledgeof tbe local language would
haveenabled them to check on the per
formance of their interpreter. It was
interesting to note in thie survey that
oflicere who were aesigned to head
quartersahove tbe regimental level ex
pressedgreater confidence in their in
terpreter’e abilities than did the ad
visore who had worked at the lower
echelone.
In order to check the effectiveness
of the interpreter’s translations, the
advisor, where possible, should have
an American who is fluent in the local
language, and whose fluency is un
knownto tbe interpreter, monitor the
interpreter’s performance. If this is
not poesihle, a native fluent in English
and uuknown to the interpreter can
be substituted. Teste of this nature
ere, of course, no guarantee of a spe
cific level of sustained performance,
but they do give tbe advieor an in
sight into how the interpreter is con
veying the message to the foreign
listener.
If the interpreter’s vocabulary is
deficient in the eseential technical
terms and expressions,
the advisor
must strive to remedy this by explain.
ing them in simplified terms, No

doubt, in some instances, the advisor’s
patience will be taxed and his ingenu
ity hard pressed in insuring that his
interpreter fully understands the Eng
lish terms, Not infrequently, he may
be forced to resort to pictures and
eketches to convey hls meaning.
It is a greet temptation for the ad
visor, when he becomes aware of the
frequently limited vocabulary of hie
interpreter, to decrease hle own vocab
ulary accordingly. In time, the advisor
ehould be able to enrich the interpret
er’e knowledge of English to the ex
tent that a near-normal English con
versation can he carried on between
them. If the advisor.lapses into pidgin
Englieh, his utterances lose expres
siveness, spontaneity, and even essen
tial meaning.
Although there is no substitute for
the advisor being proficient in the lo
cal language, thousands of Americans
abroad have used their interpreters to
good advantage in the past, as etill
others will have to do in the future.
The degree to which the interpreter
will prove to be an effective bridge to
understanding, rather than acting as
a filter and preventing meaningful
communication, will depend in consid
erable meaeure on the advisor’s aware
ness of the capabilities and Iimitatione
of hie own interpreter, and the effort
he is willing to expend in molding the
interpreter to. suit hls purposes. The
success of the professionally compe
tent advieor, wbo works with foreign
nationals who do not understand his
language, rests primarily on his own
language capability, or that of his
interpreter.
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Giap’s lust Win?
Colonel John C. Bell, United States Armg

v

O NGUYEN GIAP, the North Vietnamese Min
ister of Defense and guiding spirit behind the
Vietminh, Viet Cong, and People’s Army of North Viet
nam, earned the nickname “’Tiger of Dien Bien Phu”
with his decisive victory over the French in 1954.
Today, General Giap desperately needs another Dien
Bien Phu. His methods won in the past, but can they
now bring him Dien Bien Phu II?
Military ReviDw
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He has fought the Japrmeae, the
French, the South Vietnamese, and
the Americans in Vietnam. He hae
borrowed from and improvised upon
the techniques of earlier and contem
porary commander from Tzu Fan
(6’76B.C.) to Mao Tse-tung. HIS doc
trine for revolutionary war is violent,
brutal, and callous.
There is little evidence that Giap
has personally engaged in much ac
tivecombat—he was probably not even
Truong

Stage

I

Strategic

defensive

of forces employed. His three stages
derive from Mao Tae-tung through
Truong Chinh, onetime Secretary of
the Indochinese Communist Party and
preeent North Vietnamese official.
Truong’a nomenclature and the pre
dominant activities seen in each stage
by Giap are shown in the accompany
ing chart.
The conditions for a revolutionary
war, stage I, exist when a people are
oppressed by an alien irmader or by
Giap
Concealed mobilization and
guerrilla operations

Stage II

Equilibrium

Larger but still mobile oper
ations

Stage III

Victorious counter
offensive

Classic conventional military
operations

present at Dien Bien Phu. Rather, he
bas organized, planned, and directed.
Thie absence from the battlefield may
lie at the root of some of hie apparent
misconceptions today.
Giap summarizes and greatly ilhrmi
nateehis theories with this sentence:
“The essential is to have a workable
politico-military doctrine.” He has me
thodically set forth three sets of
tbree’e—three etages of war, three
types of operation, and three types
Colonel John C. Bell is with the 1st
Field Force, Vietnam. He received his
M.S. in Civil Engineering from the
University of Iowa, Iowa City, and is
a 1967 graduate of the US Army War
College, Carliale Barracks, Penn@
varria. His eervice also includes a.ssign
mentewith the 7th Division in Korea;
Joint US Military
Advizory Group,
Greece; w“th the .jth Armored Divi
m“onand 7th US Army in Germany;
and with the facmlty of the US Army
Command and General Staff College.
Mmmy 1968

a native but non-Communist govern
ment. When a foreign power is in
volved, Communiet calls for liberation
of the country have a powerful appeal
to patriotic natives, Communist or not.
When the “enemy” is a led govern
ment, the appeal ie based on promiees
of land reform, tax reform, self-rule,
and democratic government. In either
event, the non-Communiete who coop
erate later find tbemeelves hopelessly
entangled in the Communist conspir
acy, or, just as bad, find they have
assisted the Communiet to climb to
power. The non-Communiete do not
ehare this power, but eomrbecome the
victims of it.
The Communist insurgents immedi
ately begin to establish a political base
among the peopl+the peasant-s and
workere~uring
which every feasible
tool is used. Subversion, political edu
cation and indoctrination, organiza
tion, terror tactics to intimidate the
85
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population in general and eliminate
opposition 1eaders,compromises of ex
pediency with other dissatisfied ele
ments, even though non-Communist,
are all used as appropriate.
A grassroots, clandestine organiza
tion begins to foti and gathers weap
one for the struggle. Attacks on small J

meticulously planned and sought out
by him.
The most important task of stage
I is to “sell” the revolution to the
maeses and secure their political co.
operation. Tax and other reforms ars
promised. At times, if the insurgents
gain de fodo control of sufficient
areas, these reforms actually may be
implemented as indicators of events
to come.
Giap’s forces uee any available sanc
tuary during all stages. The Vietminh
based some of their activities in China
during the Japanese occupation of
Vietnam. They mingled their forces
freely with Laotian forces and on Lae.
tian soil against the French. As a
result, the Viet Cong and North Viet
namese are obviously making the max
imum use today of Laos, Cambodia,
and the demilitarized zone, disregard
ing entirely the legal, moral, and eth
ical implications of such acts.
6iap’s fiusrrilla War
Guerrilla
war as defined by Giap is

Vo Nguyen Giap sdvoeates a tenacious
military doctrine which will be difficult
to defeat

military or internal security forces
are carried out hy guerrilla bands.
Through these attacks they secure
weapons, ammunition, explosives, com
munications equipment, and other us
able hardware which are concealed and
used for later attacks. Material assist
ance from abroad ie sought.
The insurgent is careful n@ to over
commit bis resources. He goes to great
Iengthe to avoid open conflict unless
the odds are greatly in his favor. This
usually means that any encounter ie
aa’

much the same aa guerrilla war else
where, but, perhaps, even more lim
ited. Forces are small and ill-equipped,
composed of nonuniformed irregulars
who continue work and are, full-time
combatants in only a small percentage
of cases. Pitched battles are virtually
unknown, and engagements are short
in order to avoid overwhelming enemy
reinforcements. Insurgent forces con
duct operations to minimize their
losses while inflicting steadily mount
ing caeualtiee on the enemy. Virtually
all have the aim of securing military
hardware from the enemy but not of
holding ground. If not suppressed,
these forces are enlarged and ex
panded so as to be capable of escalat
ing guerrilla war into mobile war after
a period of time-possibly years.
Military ROVi@W
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In stage II, guerrilla war diminishes
as mobile war and entrenched camp
warfare increase in importance. The
insurgentsbegin to aeeert domination
over specific territories large enough
so that enemy forces can enter briefly
and only in force. The supPort pro
vided by the people on a piecemeal,
small-scale baaia heretofore is now
regularized through insurgent tax,
tribute, and toll ayatems.
Rebel institutions such aa schools,
military campa, training centers, re
cruiting systems, hospitals, supply in
stallations, and propaganda facilities
are operated on an organized baaia.
Dominationover the populations with
in these areaa through the systematic
elimination and intimidation of oppo
sition leaders becomes complete and
effective. Despite the fact that the
enemy can defeat any single force
concentrated against him, he is now
on the strategic defensive.
Major Conditions

Giap requires three major condi
tions for the third, final stage of the
war.
� Superiority of forces, meaning
numericalsuperiority of armed troops
and, to some extent, superiority of
some key weapons.
� A favorable international situa
tion, meaning military assistance from
Communist nations abroad and their
political support at the conference
table.
� A situation within Vietnam, in
general, and the enemy camp, in par
ticular, favorable to his forces, mean
ing demoralization among the native
government and political dissension
within the homeland of the foreign
aggressor.
Given these conditions, mobile war
and “entrenched camp war” overtake
febnmy

1986

guerrilla
war and predominate.
Guer
rilla war persists on a lees important,

more selective basis such as terror
attacks on enemy headquarters and
assassinatione.
Whereaa the passage from stage I
to stage II is almost a growth process,
the shift from stage II to stage III
is more dramatic and its timing is
most crucial. To delay unnecessarily
means useless prolongation of the war
with attendant loss of morale and
added costs, but to move too quickly
is much worse, for this could mean
total defeat. Giap’s nearly fatal mis
take in the anti-French war was the
too-early challenge of French forces
in opsn battles during the first half
of 1951. In three battles, the Viet
minh were defeated each time and
Giap almost lost his position as Viet
minh commander in chief. The Vlet
minh immediately went back to stage
II—smaller battles on their own terms
in ecattered areas.
Final Victory
Final
victory
is the objective
of
stage III; either the overthrow of

a native government or the ejection
of the foreign force must be accom
plished. Recognizing reality, the con
ditions for victory are met when mat
ters are made unpleasant enough for
the foreign nation to agree at the con
ference table to withdraw.
The Asian conferee at the peace ta
ble feels that the best credential he
can bring is a spectacular, late-vintage
victory on the battlefield. For West
erners, this is a difficult point to con
test, particularly if the Asian is will
ing to pay a high price in casualties
for this victory, as he usually is. The
violent attacks launched by the Chi
nese and North Koreans while the con
ferees were at the Korean peace table
01
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are one example of thie philosophy;
the Battle of Dien Bien Phu wae an
other.
Completing Giap’s triad of trios are
the three types of forces employed:
guerrilla units, regional troops, and
regular unite. Guerrilla units are the
claseical part-time resistance fighters
who farm by day and fight by night,
poorly equipped, but numerous. Re
gional forces, although full time, bet
ter equippid, and relatively more mo
bile, confine their operations to their
own province. At the top of the heap
are the regulars—hard core, full time,
well trained and disciplined, and
armed with modern weapons. The
three forces coordinate closely, and
the “people’s army” concept is SUS
tained through almost total involve
ment of the population in one of the
three forces.
Prolonged War Concept
While Giap owed much

of his doc
trine to Mao Tse-tung and Truong
Chinh, Bernard B. Fall rated Giap’s
best contribution to revolutionary war
as “his estimate of the political-psy
chological shortcomings of a demo
cratic system when faced with an in
conclusive military operation,” which
concludes essentially that the democ
racy seeks a short war and is not
psychologically able to stand a pro
longed indecisive war.
One major advantage of the pro
longed war concept is the absence of
the need to make momentoue decisions
rapidly. Instead, lengthy periods may
be devoted to gathering facte and eval
uating them; the decision-making
process may be deferred and drawn
out to the satisfaction of all parties
participating. The strategic decisions
leading up to the Battle of Dien Bien
Phu offer an excellent example.
88

In late 1953, their free zone was
threatened by French concentrations
in the Red River Delta and at Dien
Bien Phu. The Central Committee,
after lengthy debate, ordered diver
sionary attacks at four points in Laos
and Vietnam, drawing French forces
to these points and weakening French
posture over-all. When the Vietminh
main effort then fell on Dien Bien
Phu, French reservee were lacklng.
A secondary direct benefit of the
prolonged war concept is the freedom
to choose between “strike swiftly, win
swiftly” and “strike surely, advance
surely” tactics. It is probable that the
slow, blnody, Dien Bien Phu victory,
ground out using the “cure” concept,
had a greater impact on French and
world public opinion than a quicker
victory would have had. The world
audience was able to see a seemingly
unstoppable Communist war machine
power its way closer to victory daily,
despite the most vigorous French ef
forte to reinforce and defend, whereas
a quick victory might well have been
written off as just another successful
Communist sneak attack.
An Interim Step

But the Vietnamese Communists’
victory over the French and gains at
the Geneva Conference table were only
an interim step toward their aim of
ruling all of Vietnam. In 1957-60 they
launched another war of liberation
against the established government of
South Vietnam. In this conflict, G]ap
must win his second Dien Bien Phu
if the Communist aim ie to be fulfilled.
In late 1964, the Viet Cong moved
into etage III and ultimate victory
was near when the United States com
mitted large numbers of troope using
weapons and tactics new to Glap. But
despite some spectacular although limMilitlryRstisw
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ited successes against small US ele
ments and installations, the Viet Cong
havenot succeeded in obtaining a vic
tory approaching the magnitude of
Dien Bien Phu, nor is it likely to. Cer
tain major factors explain why,
Between 1945 and 1954, the Viet
minhcould plausibly claim their strug
gle was a patriotic nationalist one

tion between 1954 and 1966 wbieh Giap
does not seem to realiae, although it
bears on the politico-psychological
area in which he deems himself expert.
This one of his key three conditions
for etage III does not now exist.
A second Giap condition, that of
having euperior forces, was reversed
by the US entry of US troops. Roughly

and maximize popular support. Tbe
French, on the other hand, were di
vided in their support of the conflict.
Giap’s third condition for stage III
was thus present. But the United
States is not France, she is not in
Vietnam for the same motives, and
shecannot be conveniently substituted
for France on a one-for-one basis as
the current enemy.
“
The United States wiil not accept
a defeat or disgraceful compromise.
This is one highly significant distinc

half of Vietnam opposes him, PIUSthe
United States. Numerically, he does
not have the manpower superiority
necessary to win a ‘conventional war,
and his materiel inferiority is even
greater. Condition I, then, does not
obtain for Giap.
Condition II, bloc military assist
ance and support at the conference
table, is also in need of repair. Al
though he receives military aid from
the USSR and the People’s Repnblic
of China, their widening rift has hin

hbreaty1968
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dered this program since he moved
into stage 111.
Therefore, it can be concluded that,
although Giap has formally moved into
stage 111-and it must be considered
that this was carefully done-the situation has now reverted to that which
he visualizes as better befitting stage

Vietnam has rejected US peace feelers
may well be this: In the manner of
Asiatic Communists, Giap is not corn.
ing to the conference table until he
has a recent speetamdar military vie.
tory or Dien Bien Phu II which would
provide a position of strength from
which to negotiate. But Dien Bien

Vo Nguyen Giap was faced with new weapons and tactics when US troops arrivsdin
force

11. His dilemma must be painful. Does ‘
he deescalate; does he continue to seek
a military decision, one which is daily
more hopeless for him to achieve; or
does he move for the conference table
and settle for much less than he aspired to? Events in Vietnam so far
indicate that he seeks a second Dien
Bien Phu.
The fundamental reason why North
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“ a stage
III, the conditions for which no longer
exist.
However, Giap may have shifted his
aim to a political and psychological
Dien Bien Phu rather than military.
In January 1966 articles in a Hanoi
newspaper, he recognized US material strength, but described its weak
pointe as:

.
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� The United States cannot send
unlimited resources to Vietnam, but
must consider her commitment else
where.
� The more US troops sent to Viet
nam, the more clearly tbe United
States labels hereelf aggressor and
her lackeys as countryeellers.
� The US invaeion of Vietnam
comes when the patriotic war, libera
tion forces, and liberated areas are all
growing so the United States muet
scatter her forces and lose the initia
tive.
� In this politically and militarily I
passive posture, witbout an ideal, US
forces cannot uee their full combat
power nor escape defeat.
� Although the United States came
to bolster the South Vietnamese Gov
ernment, tbe latter is decaying and
will collapse when US troops are de
feated.
� Peace-loving people worldwide
strongly oppose US imperialists.
In contrast, the people of Vietnam,
according to Giap, have these strong
points:
� They have the party’s correct
revolutionary line.
� Tbe people of the north and south
are united against the United States
and her lackeys.
� To lead the struggle, they have
the experience and the concept of the
invincible people’s war.
� They are eupport~d by brother
Socialist countries a d progressive
peoplesof the world. ?
Fallacious as this type of reasoning
maysound, there is no reason to doubt

that Giap believes it and will convince
a substantial number of his audience.
Isolated as he is today from the battle
field, he may conceivably be efficiently
uninformed or misinformed by subor
dinates to believe that he can defeat
US forces militarily.
Giap is faced with the choice of ret.
‘regressing to stage H for an extended
period or of moving for peace talks.
The former would be costly in terms
of Viet Cong morale and of his own
pereonal prestige. Should he opt for
the latter with an eye toward achiev
ing his end in South Vietnam at an
other time, it would indicate that
pragmatism has overcome his avowed
determination to fight to ultimate vic
tory.
Of the two, peace talks would seem
to be leee damaging internally since
no matter what the true result of any
truce, the Politburo could dietribute
its own vereion to ite people. However,
anything less than total victory would
have a resounding impact on other fu~
ture wars of liberation, of which the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam has
ao loudIy proclaimed itself the leader.
The stakes are high.
Giap’e military doctrine is a tena.
cious one, one that will be difficult to
defeat. A continuation of the war can
lead only to many more casualties and
the further impoverishment of his own
already backward country. From a
Western viewpoint, it ie clear that his
best course of action is to go to the
peace table soon and obtidn the best
terms possible in hopes of achieving
his objectives later in other ways. But
Giap is not a Westerner.

1.
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Subterranean Warfare
Enrique Martinez Cod6

k&

HIS is the closest thing to the New
York subway I’ve ever seen.” Such
was the impression of a US soldier
upon seeing a large underground military
complex discovered near Saigon.
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Where and when did this type of warfare
originate? This is difficult to determine because for centuries man has sought refuge
underground as protection from superior
forces.

Militwy
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SUBTERRANEAN
Guerrilla forces

resort to underground

warfare both to compensate for the enemy’s
superiority and to conceal men and equip
ment while waiting for the most opportune
moment to come out and fight.
World War I was a conflict where both
sides fought from trenches. After the war,
complex subterranean
fortifications
ap
peared everywhere. The best known was
the MaginrA Line. The faith in this type of
fortification ended after the Nazi blitzkrieg
of 1940. Technical developments caused
subterranean warfare to be neglected until
it was adopted later by guerrilla forces.
Ukrainian Insurgent Army
Typical of guerrilla forces
extensive use of underground
was the Ukrainian Insurgent
during its struggles with the

which made
fortifications
Army (UPA)
Germans in

World War II and later with th~ Soviets.
Construction of bunkers started during
1941 for guerrilla detachments which were
operating in fixed areas. Generally, the
bunkers were constructed close to each
other and reinforced with logs deeply
buried in the ground to form a circular de
fense line such as around a hilltop.
Each bunker sheltered a small group of
guerrillas who would fight the enemy from
inside as they would in a conventional field
fortification. Firing dead zones were mined
to provide defense against a possible enemy

Enrique Martfnez Cod6 is a civilian
journalist living in Buenos Aires. He
is the Editor of Manual de Inforzna
ciones, oj?cial publication of the In
telligence Service of the Argentine
Army, and of T_lcrania Libre, inde
riendent magazine published in Buenos
Aires. A frequent contributor to the
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article, “Insurgency: Latin-American
Style: appeared in the November
1967 iseae.
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surprise attack. Later, a second sheltar,
also ravettad with logs, was constructed
under the original bunkers and used for
temporary lodging. This second shelter was
well concealed, and often the enemy would
enter the bunker unaware that the guer
rillas were located in the lower level.
The Communists intensified their efforts
to subdue the Ukrainians during the winter
of 1945-46, causing the UPA to use the
bunkers as hiding places rather than for
cover during combat.
One Polish military commander who
fought against the UPA in 1946 commented
that the bunkers were well concealed and
that their entrances were usually located
inside hollowed-out tree trunks, in grassy
areas, or within a pile of branches. He said
that, if one section of a bunker was dis
covered, it was still not easy to find the
other even though it was located unde~
neath.
He mentioned one underground complex
which his unit uncovered, a UPA hospital,
which included a surgical room, two con
valescent rooms, a kitchen, pantry, storage
room, doctor and nurses’ quarters, and a
bathroom. The complex was equipped with
running water brought in by a pipeline
from a nearby stream.
Bunkers Under Villages
The Poles found bunkers which ran under
villages. Access might be gained through a
kitchen in a house, at the adge of a main
road, or even in a well. In the Jatter, ”en
trance was gained by going down the rope
to a concealed hole near the water level,
and from there a short corridor led to the
bunker.
When selecting the location for the bun
kers, special attention was given to acces
sibility. Access gained through a streambed
or by a well-worn path was more suitable
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Tunnel restored by Communist China for
museum

Amw Nan. Fedw#J

Mock village used to train Republic of Vietnam soldiers in conducting search and
destroy missions
94
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than one through soft or sandy soil where
telltale tracks could result in detection.
The underground structures were ven
tilated by specially built conduits or pipas
concealed inside tree trunks. Ventilation
pipes had elbow joints which included a
protective grate to prevent the enemy from
slipping in explosive charges and detonat
ing them inside the bunkers.
Gases and smoke bombs made it nece$
sary that access tunnels be built in a step
like fashion and that hermetically sealed
doors be used. These precautions created
airtight compartments and protected the
occupants from these agents.
Communist Chinese guerrillas also made
extensive use of tunnels in their struggle
with the Japanase during the occupation of
China and in their fight with the Nationalist
Chinese after the end of World War Il. In
1964, the Communist Chinese restored more
than 300 yards of tunnels for use as a
museum to show the possibilities that tun
nel warfare offered to guerrillas.
Tunnel warfare was used by the Vietminh
in their struggle with the French in hsdo

9a

china. After the cease-fire in 1954, the
underground structures served as ~dbrg
places for the guerrillas and their supplies.
It was from these underground structures
that the Viet Cong began their reign of ter
ror in South Vietnam soon after the ceasefire.
On a number of occasions, allied forces
in South Vietnam have failed to locate the
enemy during search operations. Presum
ably, the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese
regulars have escaped detection by taking
refuge in well-camouflaged underground
structures in the jungle.
Many tunnel complexes of various sizes
have been uncovered by allied forces in
Vietnam. This has led to spatial training
of US soldiers. Villages have been con.
strutted at training centers which are sim
ilar to typical Vietnamese settlements. in
cluded in the mock villages are underground
positions and tunnels.
The use of tunnels has assisted guerrillas
in their hit-and-run tactics. Therefore, to
insure security of an area, the underground
structures must be found and destroyed.
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Proposed ‘Sentinel’ Sites

Electronically Steerable Antenna

The first 10 geographical areas to
be surveyqd as pos=ibie site locations
for the Sentinel
system have heen se
lected (MR, Jan 1968, p 98).
The Sentinel system—the Commu
nist Chinese-oriented, antiballistilc
missile system—ie an area defense
system composed of Spartan and
Sprint missile batteries.
Because of the long range of the
Spartan missile, a relatively few bat
teries can protect the entire country
againstthe khadof light and relatively
unsophisticated attack that the Com
munist Chinese may he capable of by
the mid-1970’s.
Initial areas to be surveyed are in
the vicinity of Albany, Georgia; Chi
cago, Illinois; Dallas, Texaa; Grand
Forks Air Force Base, North Dakota;
NewYork City, New York; Oahu, Ha
waii; Salt Lake City, Utah; Seattle,
Washington; Boston, Massachusetts;
and Detroit, Michigan.
These areas are not final choices,
and the list is not complete. Some
areas have not been selected.
Surveys will include topographic
surveys, foundation explorations, and
radio frequency interference measure
ment teats. These tests will be con
ductedover eeveral months depending
upon results and other factors such
as weather and ground conditions.
Most of the sites being considered
are located on Government-owned
property.—Army News Features.

An electronically steerable antenna,
which can be air lifted for emergency
uae in areae such as southeast Asia,
is being developed by the Aik’ Force
Systems Command.
The antenna is for use with light
weight tactical air navigation (TAC
AN) equipment. But unlike TACAN
antennas presently in use, the new
model will form and rotate the radi
ated pattern electronically.
The new TACAN antenna deeign
concept should greatly improve the
accuracy of navigational data trans
mitted to airborne aircraft. Because
it lacks movings parts, the new model
ehould operate much longer than TAC
AN antennaa pregently in the Air
Force inventory.
Present TACAN antennae produce
the radiated pattern by rotating very
small reflectors around a central ra
diating element. In place of the me
chanically rotating anten~ the new
\ ~ted pat
model will produce the rad]
tern by energizing stationary ele
ments.
Additional advantages of the new
design include lower routine mainte
nance and increased reliabilityy.—US
Air Force release.
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MILITARY NOTES
Medical Shelter Tasts

Anw New. Femtwm

A new concept in tent design is
being tested by Army scientists in
the desert environment of Fort Irwin,
California.
The tents are designed to be used as
medical treatment centers and operat
ing rooms in forward support areas.
Portable, a tent may be pack-carried
by one man”who can erect it in just
six minutes.
The scientists from the US Army

Limited War Laboratory are testing
the tents against the effects of dry
heat and wind. Other tests are being
planned for jungle areas.
The two tents undergoing tests are
32-pound prototypes measuring 10 by
12 by six feet high. Final develop
ment will result in a blackout-proof
tent having good ventilation and
weighing only 24 pounds, including
poles.—Army News Features.

HelicopterGunnery Training Expandad

The gunnery training program for
helicopter gun pilots at the US Army
Aviation School, Fort Rucker, Ala
bama, has been expanded.
Previously, officers learning to fly
the UH-1 Iroquois helicopter gunship
had only three hours of gunnery in
struction, leaving the bulk of training
98

to company commanders and seasoned
gunship pilots in Vietnam.
Reshuffling existing schedules, the
aviatioq school has expanded the gun
nery training program from three
hours to 12 days without extending the
present 32 weeks of rotary-wing in
struction.-DOD release.
MiliilyReview
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Foam Material for Fuel Tanks

The safety of combat aircrews in
southeast Asia may be greatly im
proved by the application of a new
material which retards fire propaga
tion.
Air Force engineers have success
fully adapted a polyurethane foam
that soon will be installed in the fuel
tanksof combat aircraft in Vietnam.
The new material will greatly reduce
fire and explosion hazards in all Air
Forceaircraft.
The polyurethane foam is reticu
Iated+omposed of open cells—so that
fuel will flow freely through it with
out being absorbed. The material re

sembles steel wool, but is less dense.
The foam virtually prevents explo
sion in case of a direst hit on the
tank by machinegun tracer bullets or
other incendiaries. It also suppresses
slosh in the tanks during Wlght.
The foam prevents tanks from
spewing and spilling fuel spray when
ruptured, thus reducing the fire
hazard. TKISwill greatly improve the
aircraft’s chance of surviving a crash.
It also averts external flame ,fronts
from creeping back into the fuel tanks,
thus eliminating the danger of sec
ondary fires or explosions.—US Air
Force release.

MILITARY NOTES

New

automatic

Automatic Mappar Unveiled
equipment
which
the complexities

can produce a map from an aerial
photograph in 24 hours has been un
veiled by the Army Corps of En
gineers. Named the Universal Auto
matic Map Compilation Equipment
( UNAMACE),
the new machine re
places manual procedures which took
from six to 24 months depending “on

and color shadings
of the map.
The UNAMACE provides the Army
with vitally needed maps faster than
heretofore possible. AIso, it requires
only a fraction of the skilled man.
power, and the maps produced have
greater accuracy and consistency.—
DOD release.

‘Shillelagh’Issued to Tank Unit

AUedumCI Ludlwn .%.1 Cwpo+ation

The Shillelagh—the United States
first guided miseile to be fired from a
gun—has gone into service with the
US Army. The first units of the
Shillelagh guided-missile system have
been issued to a tank battalion at Fort
Riley, Kansas.
The Shillelagh missile system de
livered to Fort Riley is mounted as an
integral part of the Sheridan tank.
Fort Riley will serve as one of the
combat crew training centers for the
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Sheridan-Shillelagh
system, “marry
ing” the crew to the tank-weapon sys
tem to establish combat operational
capability.
In addition to being standard arma
ment on the General Sheridan ve
hicle, it is being adapted to the ArmY’s
M60 A IEZ main battle tank and will
also be standard weaponry on the joint
United States-Federal Republic of
Germany mfin battle tank (MBT70).
—DOD release.
MiliteIv
Review

SAM-D (surface-to-air missile development), the new air defense sYstem that might be used for botb battlefield and continental air defense
against high-performance aircraft
and short-range missiles, is now in
advanced development.
Aided by high-speed digital computers, the highly mobile, all-weather
system will be able to acquire, identify, track, and destroy multiple targets in the air simultaneously.
A firing unit of as few as three
vehicles could be capable of operating
in a battlefield environment. A com-

. .....

plete SAM-D battery—including ra
dars, launchers, communications, and
fire-control equipment—will require
approximately 12 vehicles.
The SAM-D missile can carry
either a nuclear or conventional warhead, and the warhead section can be
interchanged in the field.
All of the system’s elements will be
mounted on either tracked or wheeled
vehicles to provide maximum ground
mobility. The entire weapon system
may also be transported in current
aircraft, on seagoing vessels, or by
raiL-Army
News Features.

Armor Protection for Trucks

The US Army Limited War Laboratory has developed a lightweight
armor kit for tbe Army’s 1~-ton, 3~ton, and 21&ton trucks for protection
againet ambush attacks.
The armor is made of 1~-inch hard
steel, and the windshield and windows of 21~-inch glass are plaetic

laminated. An explosive deflecting
skid plate is mounted under the cab.
To be used in Vietnam, tbe armor
is not meant to make a tank of the
vehicle but, rather, to protect soldiers
from initial bursts of fire and give
them time to dismount and take of
fensive action.—Army News Features.

Feb~ary
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Lifting Body Vehicle Oesignetad

‘X-24’

The United States newest flight re
search vehicle has been.designated the
X-Z4. It is a piloted, flatiron-shaped,
wingless lifting body powered by a
rocket engine. The vehicle will explore
the flight envelope and speed regimes
of rocket-powered, lifting body exper
imental aircraft as part of a joint
Air Force and National Aeronautics
and Space Administration lifting body
program.
The X-24 wae formerly called tbe
SV-5P. X-24A flights will investigate
the fllght characteristic and maneu
verability of piloted lifting bodies

will be air launched from a B-52 at
the Air Force Flight Test Center at
Edwards Air Force Base, California.
Its rocket engine will drive the oddlooking aircraft to higher altitud~s
and supersonic speeds before it glides
to a controlled landing on Muroc Dry
Lake where earlier experimental air
craft also made technological hktory.
The X-24 looks like a lopsided wedge
with a curvad bulbous top, flat bottom,
and angled vertical fins on either side. ,
It has eight aerodynamic control sur- /
faces—two upper and two lower flaps
and four rudders, two on each of the
outside vertical fins.-US Air Force
release.
Officer Schools Change Ratings

US Air Fma

from supersonic reentry speeds at
100,000 feet down to conventional
landing spaeds. Data gained will help
develop the technology to suPPort a
possible future requirement for a
manned, lifting body reentry vehicle
capable of returning from space and
landing at a designated site of the
pilot’s choice.
Like the X-15, the 5,000-pound X-94
102

US Army officer schools will estab
lish a Commandant’s List of top
students instead of rating students
numerically or by thirds of classes.
All Army officer schools, except the
US Army War College, will use the
Commandant’s Lkt tihlch will con
tain the names of the men in the upper
20 percent of the class. The Comman
dant’s Lkt will be similar to the
Dean’s List in civilian colleges.
The change was approved by the
Chief of Staff after recommendation
by the Department of the Army Board
to Review Army Officer Schools, com
monly called the Haines Board.
In this new way of recognizing top
students, a distinguished graduate and
four honor graduates will be desig
nated from the Commandant’s Liet.
In another approved Haines Board
recommendation, a narrative state
ment on the student’s personal quafi
ties and manner of performance will
be required for all graduates of the
Army War College.—Army News
Features.
Milii rlsvials
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The main battle tank (MB!Z’70), tbe
most advanced armored vehicle ever
developed for the US Army, wae
recentlyunveiled in Washington, D. C.
The main weapon of the MBT70
is a 152-millimeter gun capable of
firing both conventional ammunition
and Shiltehgh guided missiles. An
antomatic loading system eliminates
the fourth crew member of the Mt10
tank.
The built-in environmental control
whichprotects the crew against radia
tion and chemical and biological
agents also enables the MBT70 to
operate buttoned-up for a longer time
than any other tank currently in
operation.
Increased cross-country mobility is
madepossible by a unique suspension
system which permits varying ground
clearance from the normal to higher
or unusually low silhouettes. The ve
hlmtary
1968

hicle can also be tilted front-to-back,
back-to-front, and side-to-side to re
main level under all terrain conditions.
The tank’s fire control system gives
the MBT70 night-fighting ability and
greater first-round hit capability than
previous models. This stabilized sys
tem incorporates a periscope that en
ables the gunnkc’ to remain on target
continuously. ~
The tank is powered by a newly
designed l,475-horsepower diesel en
gine. The transmission has converter
and lockup gbar ‘ranges with four
forward and four reverse ranges.
The research and development of
the tank hae been a jointly shared
project of the United States and the
Federal Republic of Germany. A de
cision on production of the MBT70
will be made after the results of the
tests now underway have been evaluated.—Army News Features.
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Communications

$tetion in Australia

The worltis second most powerful
communications statilon has been put
into operation by the Navy on Aus
tralia’s North West Cape.
The 28-square-mile installation will
broadcast messages to fleet units in
southeast Asian waters and the Indian
Ocean. The station can also communi
cate with submerged submarines by
very low frequency radio signals.
The station was seven years in plan
ning and building and is second only
to the communications station in Cut
ler, Maine, which is also operated by
the Navy.
The installation will be manned by
400 US military and civilian personnel
and 350 Australians .—DOD release.

Navy Sun Oevalopsd

The Navy has developed a light
weight, fully automatic, 5-inch, 54
caliber gun which will eventually re
place the 5-inch, 33-caliber gun now
used primarily on destroyera.
The new gun weighs one-third less
than the present gun and can be
operated by a six-man crew stationed
below decks. It bss a range of 20,000
yards and fires a projectile weighing
more than 50 pounda.
The gun—with a 20-round-per
minute rate of fire-will increase a
destroyer’s capability in engaging
fast-moving air and .wlrface targets
and permit increased fire support
during amphibious operations.—DOD
release.

Portable Artillery Platforms

ATIIW

News

F..3tUW8

Portable aluminum artillery platforms weighing about 7,300 pounds have
been built for use as rice-paddy tire bases. Witbout the platform, the soft ground
would make accurate artillery fire nearly impossible. The platforms can be car
ried by CH-47 Chinook helicopters.-Army News Features.
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The Austrian Air Force recently purchased 20 Swedish Saub-105XT jet
trainers for about 10 million dollars. Indications are the Austrians will con
tinueto buy Swedieh aircraft and order the Mach 2 delta-winged J-85 Draken
fighter.Sources say the Draken order could run to about 30 to 35 million dollars.
The export version of the Draken costs about 1.2 million dollars. Competing
aircraft include the US-built F-5 and Skyluzwk, and the French Mirage III.
Both the I05XT, to he delivered in 1969, and’ the Draken would replace tbe
Auetrian Air Force’s Saab J-29 I@ing Barrels. A factor that could swing the
purchaseto the Mirage 111is the Austrian endeavor to enter the European Eco
nomicCommunity, to which Sweden has juet recently applied for membership.
–Armed Forces Managenwnt, October 1967, @ 1967.

WEST GERMANY
‘Rolahd’ Air Defense Missile

NORWAY
Swedish‘S’ Tank

The French AMX1.? armored personnelcarrier (APC) and the newest
west German APC will be used as
launch vehicles for the RoZand surface-to-air miesile, a German-French
development.The vehiclee carry identicallaunching and guiding devices in
ths revolving radar turret.—News
item.

The Norwegian Army is evaluating
the Swedieh turretless S tank as a
poeeible replacement for US M48 Patton tanks which will be phased out in
the next five years.
Competing with tbe S tank is a
West German Leopard 39-ton model.
—Armed Forces Management, October 1967, @ 1967.
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INDIA

JAPAN
‘Mike;and ‘HAWK’ Miaaile Systaars

‘Vyata’ Tank

Japan and the United
States have
eigned agreements
for the production

The V@u (meaning victor) battle
tank which ie in production in India
under license from a British firm,
mounts a 105-millimeter cannon. The
37-ton tank can float and is powered
by the came type engine ueed in the
Chieftain tank. Its turret resembles
that of the Certturiorttank (MR, Mar
1966, p 107) .—Newe item.

and procurement of military equip
ment for Japan>aeelf-defense forces.
The equipment includes three bat
talions of HAWK and associated mis-

FRANCE
‘Kormoran’

Naval Missile

The Kormoran miesile, designated
the AS-S4 and developed jointly by
France and Weet Germany, will be
teeted soon, according to a French
source. An improved version of the
AS-SO eurface-to-air miseile, the
AS-94 will be used againet eeaborne
targets.—News item.
‘MirageV’
The newest member of the Mirage
family isthe.?firage V ground attack
fighter. It uses the same airframes
the Mirage III-E, but the avionice are
not as ext@nsive. The Mirage V has

NikeHercules

US Anw

siles and supporting equipment to be
produced in Japan.
Also included in the agreement is
the procurement from US sources of
two battalions of iVike Herecdss
ground support and auxiliary equip
ment; production in Japan of Niks
Herculss missiles; and procurement
from the United States of another bat
talion of Niks Herccdee equipment.
The Nike and HA WK programs play
an important role in the Japanese
Third Defense Buildup Plan which
rune through the end of Fiscal Year
1971.— DOD release.
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dfirage V

seven attachment points for external
stores, with a total carrying capacity
of four tone.
In the Paris airshow, the J&age V
was shown with 14 bombs of various
sizes. Two 30-milii~eter cannon are
mounted in the fuselage.—News<item.
Militsry new

The Maritime Command’s 36 war
ships consist of an aircraft carrier,
helicopter-destroyers, destroyer es
corts, submarines, and support ships.
There are more than 100 auxiliaries,
from research veseele to emall paseen
ger ferries.
The 20,000-ton aircraft carrier
Bonaventum heads the Royal Ca
nadianNavy’s @ieubmarine warfare
team. It has an angled deck, mirror
landing eystem, and steam catapult
and carries twin-engine CS2F-2
Tracker aircraft
and
CHSS-2 Sea
Kinu helicopters.
There are 23 helicopter-destroyers
and destroyer escorts in the fleet, 20
of themcompleted in the past 12 years.
TWOof the helicopter-destroyers had
a hangar and flight deck included in
theirinitial construction; seven others
were converted to accommodate the
heavySea King helicopter. All of the
FlkIlq 1368

helicopter-deetroyere have the Ca
nadian variable depth sonar.
The HMCS Ojibwa, the first of three
Oberon clase submarines for the RCN,
wae commissioned at Chatham, Eng
land, 23 September 1965.
In January 1966, the headquarters
of the integrated Maritilme Command
was established at Halifax, with a
Pacific subcommand at Esquimalt,
British Columbia.
Tbe air elements include three
equadrons equipped with Argus anti
submarine aircraft, one squadron of
iV6ptcme aircraft, one squadron of
‘l’racker aircraft, and one squadron of
Sea King antisubmarine helicopters,
in addition to suPPort forces. There
are five escort squadrons of ships.
About twe-thirds of the maritime
force is on Canada’a east coast.—
Canadian Military Journal.
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STRUGGLE FOR VICKSBURG. The Battles and
siege That Decided the Civil War. By tha
Staff of Civil War Times Illustrated. 6B
Pa~wT~5
Stackpole Co., Harrisburg, Pa.,
. .

BY MAJ MILTONB. HALSEY,JR., USA
The fall of Vicksburg, Mississippi,
to Union forces under General Ulysses
S. Grant, went, perhaps, virtually un
heralded in the aftermath of news of
another Union victory at Gettysburg
on the same day. But tactically and
strategically, the results of this cam
paign rank among the most decisive
of the entire Civil War. ‘The Confed
eracy was now split, and the outcome
of the war was inevitable.
After outlining the strategy and
maneuvering of forces hy General
Grant from February 1862, the editors
begin their detailed description of this
campaign with the landing of General
Grant’s forces below Vicksburg on 30
April 1863, and continue it until the
surrender of the city on 4 July 1863.
The book traces the action from
Fort Gibson to the Battle of Raymond;
the destruction of Jackson, Missis
sippi; the decisive battle at Cham
pion’s Hill; and, finally, the siege of
Vicksburg.
Large-scale, joint Army-Navy oper
ation, mobile force operations behind
enemy lines, riverine warfare, logistic
support over long lines of communi
cations, and siege warfare were all
part of this campaign. This book pro
vides a concise, but interesting, ac
count of these aspects of warfare.
10B
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CONTEMPORARY
MILITARY “STRATEGY. By
Morton H. Halperin. 156 Pagas. little,
Brown & Co., Boston, Mass., 19B7. $2,29
paperbound.

BY LTC BARTONM. HAYWARO,USA
In this short volume, Dr. Halperin,
a well-known author, reviews the ma
jor issues in contemporary military
strategy on a worldwide basis, al
though the emphasis” is primarily on
US policies.
Formerly an Assistant Professor of
Government at Harvard University,
the author is currently Special As
sistant to the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for International Security
Affairs.
The author covers diverae subjects
and provides a clear, concise picture
of the ramifications of each. These
subjects include the role of force and
warfare in the nuclear age; military
strategy of the United States, China,
and the Soviet Union; European and
Asian deterrence and defense; gen
eral, limited, and revolutionary war;
military research methods; and the
seeming antithesis of military strat
egy—arms control.
Mr. Halperin’s conclusions do not
alwaya match current popular ideas.
For example, he notes that the Chi
nese Communists are not as anxious
for nuclear war as many would have
us believe.
The analysis of each subject is
thorough and well written. This is a
book for both the military and the
nonmilitary reader.

Milii ResiaW

PEACEFUL CONFLICT. The Non-Military Use
of the NlilifarY. BY Dr. Edward Bernard Hick.
223 Pagee. The Sfackpole Co., Harrisburg,
Pa.,1967. $6.S0+

RUSSIA 1917: The February Revolution. BY
George Katkov. 4S9 Pages. Harper & Row,
Inc., New York, 1967.$8.50.

BY LTC ROBERTIt. DUNLAP,USA

In February 1917, a quiet “liberal”
revolution occurred in Russia which
received the support of governments
in both Europe and the United States.
This “Great Bloodless Russian Revo
lution” was the trigger for the bloody
Bolshevik Revolution that followed
and led to the return of V. L Lenin by
the Germane, as part of their Strategy
of Reffotutio;ieflngspoli tik.
Mr. Katkov was born in Moscow and
lived in Russia until 1921.In thie book,
he explores the history of Ruesia lead
ing up to the February Revolution, the
events of the revolution itself, and the
part played by German intervention in
changing the course of Russian his
tory.
The book is valuable to those in
dividuals interested in the genesis of
revolutions in general.

Peucefed Conflict is a thorough
study of military civic action, a sub
ject of vital interest to the Armed
Forces. Dr. Glick’s penetrating study
includes the history of military civic
action; the organization and ope,ra
tione of US military civic action; and
the involvement of the military forces
of Latin America, Africa, the Middle
East, the Far Eaet, and Vietnam in
improvingthe social and economic con
‘ ditions in their respective countries.
The author discusses civic action of
the armed forces of the Philippines
during the Huk insurgency, and some
of the projects and observati~ns of US
forces in Laos and Vietnam. The con
clusion of the study is a frank consid
eration of the problems associated
with military civic action.
FRONTIERSMEN IN BLUE. The United States
Army and the Indian, 1048.1005. By Robert
M. Utley. 384 Pages. The Macmillan Co.,
New Yorkr 1967.$9.95.

BY LTC

GEORGE M.

RODGERS,

USA

This vokrme is a comprehensive and
interesting history of the US Army
in its confrontations with the numer
ous Indian tribes of the West prior to
the Civil War.
The author goes into great detail
in describing the actual battles, large
and small, between Army units and
Indians. Included are maps and many
excellent illustrations
of Army com
!.
manders, Indians, and forts.
This i$ one of the most detailed ac
counts of this era. It is recommended
for students of military and Indian
history.
hbrmry1960

BY LTC WILLIAMI. GORDON,
USA

THE CAMPAIGNS ON THE TURKISH FRONTS.
The Military History of World War L Volume
5. By Colonel Trevor Nevitt Oupuy, United
States Army,. Retired, and L%ace Person
Hayes. 109 Pages. Franklin Watts, Inc., New
York, 19S7. $2.95.

BY LTC

FRANCIS A.

IANNI,

USA

Ths entry of Turkey on the side of
the Central Powers in World War I
complicated the war by cutting off
Russia from sources of supplies. This
volume relates the bold plan by Win
ston S. Churchill to force a passage
through the Dardanellee and tbe Gal
lipoli campaign which followed.
A eketch of these failures is fol
lowed by a recounting of the British
successes on the Turkieh fronts in the
Middle East.
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MILITARY BOOKS
THE WAR IN TNE AIR. The Military HiStOty
of World War 1: Volume 11. By Colonel
Trevor Novitt Dupuy, United States Army,
Retired. 98 Pagas. Franklin Watts, Inc., New
York, 1BB7. $2.95.

TNE SECOND WORLD WAR: A MIUTARY HIS.
TORY. From Munich to Niroshima io One
Volume. By Basil Coifier. S40 Pages. William
Morrow &Co., Inc., 16S7. $6.95.
BY LTC ANTHONY P. DE LUCA,USA

Outlining the early debut of war
in the air, this book sketches the color
ful and daring pilots on both sides of
the conflict, and describes tbe develop
ment of their weapons.
Concluding that the air war had no
important influence on World War I,
the author touches upon the conflict
between those officers who saw no fu
ture for airpower and the theorists
who grossly exaggerated the capabil
ity of the aircraft to destroy a nation’s
will to resist.

This book is a concise history of
World War II and ite more important
campaigns. Included are 67 maps, a
bibliography, appendixes, and the an
ther’s source notes.

SUMMATION: Strategic and Combat Leader.
ship. The Military Nietory of World War 1:
Volume 12. By Colonel Trevor Nevitt Dupuy,
United States Army, Ratired. 94 Pages.
Franklin Watts, Inc., New York, 1967.$2.95.

This volume presents an evaluation
of the principal political and military
leaders of World War I and their
etrategy. Aleo inclnded is a chro
nology of the war and miscellaneoue
facts and figures on such iteme as
shipping lessee and the cost of the
conflict.
TNE STRUCTURE OF THE DEFENSE MARKET,
1955-19S4. BY William L. Baldwin. 249
Pages. Duke University Press, Durham, N. C.,
1967.$6.00.

BY MAJ DENNISS. FARLEY,USA
Preeented in this vokime is a de
tailed look into the “structure” of the
defense market during a decade of the
cold war when neither escalation nor
disarmament was a significant feature.
This book will be of interest to stu
dents of the military procurement and
contract field.
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SCIENTISTS AND WAR. Tha Impact of Ssi
ence on Military and Cwil Affairs. Sir Soliy
Zuckerman. 177 Pages. Nsrper & Row, Inc.,
New York and Evanston, 1SS7. $4.95.
13Y COL WALTERF. ARNOW, USA

Sir Sony Zuckerman, Chief Scien
tific Advisor to the Britieh Govern
ment, re-presents as a series of essays
seven of hie lectures given during the
period 1959-66. All eeven chaptere are
linked by the theme:
. . . that
thers are major constraint
to the freedom with which the goaLc
of scientifi and technologicrd activ{ty
can be eelected, and tkut whatever
the goals that mag be chosen, their
whievement carrie8 the risk of being
associated with unpredictable eocid
repercussions. . . [and] determi?w the
tactice, then the strategy, and finally
the politics of tomcrrow.
The historical impact of science and
technology on military and civil af
fairs is analyzed and discussed around
contemporary iesues of the scientist
and the military professional, indus
try and defense, the nuclear era, and
national costs veraus scientific-techn
logical progress. The related side is
sues of priorities and secrecy in basic
science and the social functions of sci
ence are also expounded.
Serious students will find these es
says illuminating when compared to
the unfolding world in which they live.
Military
Revbw

MILFTARY BOOKS
THE REO .6UAR0. A Report on Mao’s Revo
lution. BY Hans 6ranqvist. Translated by
Edk L Friis. 159 Pagea. Frederick A. Prae.
ger, Inc., Naw York, 1SS7. $S.95.

BY JAN S. PRYBYLA
A Far Eastern correspondent for
Scandinaviannews media, the author
has visited Communist China on
two occasiona—in November-Decem
ber 1964, and April-May 1966. Tbe
last vieit coincided with the pre-Red
Guard phase of Mao Tse-tung’s Cul
tural Revolution.
In this book, he traces the origine,
describes the development, and as
sesses the implications of this apoca
lyptic happening. His baaic thesis ia
that the Cultural Revolution is a des
perate attempt by the old-line, guer
rilla-type Communist faction to im
pose an ascetic, superegalitarian,
guerrilla communism based on “mass
participation” and to destroy once and
for all every vestige of “revisionism”
and “eeonomiem.”
To do this, Mao and his faction
found

it necessary

Communist

Party

to

go

outeide

apparatus,

to

the
call

on mobe of youngsters and later Mao
ist workers’ “Revolutionary Rebel”
formations, and to appeal to the army
for support. In the proceee, the party
apparatus has been for all practical
purposes destroyed, and deep rifts
were created within tbe mass young
ster, workers’, and army-based move
ments.
The author describes the Maoist
concept of life which animates the
CulturalRevolution. He examines the
specialrole of the mase young people’s
movement and of the army, looke at
the summer 1966 disturbances in
Shanghai and other placee, and tries
tOidentify the opposition.
The Red Guard adds another item

to our rapidly growing library of what
to make of the Chkmae jigsaw puazle.
Because of the chaotic course on which
Communist China is presently set, the
book gives the impression of becoming
obsolete under the pen, so to epeak.
This is unfortunate, but, perhapa, in
evitable. In the meantime, the best one
can do is to read it, and then read
some more, and then compare, and re
main myetMed.
THE TEST BAN TREATY: Military, Teclrnolog
ical, and Political Implications. Sy James
Hubert McBride. 197 Pages. Henry Regnery
Co., Chicago, Ill., 1SS7. $5.75.

BY MAJ JACK GOLDaTEIN,
USA
On 5 August 1963 in Moscow, the
United States signed what hae been
considered one of the most important
treatiee of this century.
In this book, Dr. McBride provides
a comprehensive analysis of the im
pact of the treaty on the national
security of the United States. Most
of the information presented was de
rived from hearinge on the treaty by
the Senate Foreign Relations Com
mittee and the Preparedness Investi
gating Subcommittee. In addition,
statement by members of the execu
tive and legislative branches of Gov
ernment add to an understanding of
the treaty’s military, technological,
and political implications.
One chapter considers the treaty’s
military advantages and disadvan
tages to the United States. Three ad
vantages are discussed in the light
of 23 disadvantages or risks to the
United States. This comparison leads
the author to conclude that the three
advantages can only be termed ad
vantages if the United Stat.eS is re
signed to accept second place to the
Soviet Union in nuclear technology.
111
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PATTERNS OF SOVIET THOUGHT. The Origins
and Development of Dialectical and Histori
cal Materialism. By Richard T. De George.
293 Pagas. The University of Michigan
Press, Ann Arbor, Mich., 1966.$6.95.

BY LTC

CHARLES

L.

MCNEILL,

USA

Mr. De George, a lecturer in phi.
losophy at the University of Kansas,
states the hypothesis that both his
torical and dialectical materialism
have provided the philosophical cor
nerstone for Soviet thought. He ad
vises his readers that “to understand
Soviet thought is not necessarily to
agree with it.”
The author has included a summary
of the writings of Karl Marx, Fried
ricb Engels, and V. I. Lenin from
which have evolved the fundamental
basis for the current Soviet view of
the world. But Mr. De George cau
tions his readers not to categorize the
present Soviet philosophical thought
as limited to or chained by the writ
ings of Marx and Lenin. For the
Soviet Communist Party, it is fairly
easy to accommodate to changing
conditions since claseical Communist
thought is adaptable and can be in
terpreted to fit particular events.
This book ie an erudite summary of
the tenets and tbe creed that comprise
the current Soviet thought.
THE WAR IN VIETNAM. Prepared by the
Staff of tbe Sanate Republican Policy Com
mittee. 62 Pages. Public Affairs Press,
Washington, D. C., 1967.$1.00 paperbound.

BY LTC

CORNELIUS

J.

GEARIN,

JR.,

USA
A well-written partisan account of
US involvement in Vietnam. The study
attempts to discern weaknesses in tbe
present administration’s policies in
Vietnam and to formulate a Republi
can position.
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THE PACIFIST CONSCIENCE. Edited by Peter
Mayer. 476 Pages. Henry Regnery Co., Chi.
cage, 111.,1666.$2.65 paperbound.

Mr. Mayer has selected 43 readings
to show the variety of viewpoints and
apprOachee in which the pacifist con
science has manifested itself since an.
cient times. The selections range from
the writings of Lao-tzu, a sixth-sen
tury B.C. philosopher, to articIes by
Dr. Martin Luther King.
Included is an extensive bibliogra
phy of booke on war, pacifism, nonvio
lence, and related studies.
STRATE6Y OF ACTION. By 13anaral d’Arm4s
Andr6 Beaufre, French Army, Retired. Trans.
Iatad From the French by Major General R.
H. Barry. 136 Pagas. Frederick A. Praagar,
Inc., Naw York and Washington, D. C., 1667.

$5.00.
BY

LTC

ROSERT G.

KREBS,

USA

The third in a series of tightly knit
treatises on strategy and deterrence,
.Strateg~ of Action addresses princi
pally governmental action in the field
of international relationships. In this
volume, General Beaufre is Iese con
cerned with the strategy of deterring
conflict than with the means for its
implementing the strategy. Nonethe
less, his total strategy theme continues
as his dominant thesis.
The author considers the terms de
terrence and action as complementary.
He employs and develops deterrence
as the preventive, and action as the
meane for achieving this end. General
Beaufre contends that “. . . deterrence
is the shield which can only parry:
action is the sword which can both
strike and parry.”
General Beaufre writes with his
usual politico-military preciseness,
and continues to display a broad grasp
of military and world affairs.
MimsIyRsvicw

